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Dear Student 

You are receiving this document to provide you with insight as to what information is being presented on 
myUnisa, the official learning management system of the University. If at all possible, I would like to 
encourage you to set up your myLife account at https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal and join the online learning 
environment.  

 

Figure 1: myUnisa portal 

 

Other topics in this document include the following: 

 the getting started letter        p 2 
 the welcome message on the home page     p 7 
 outcomes and assessment criteria       p 8 
 frequently asked questions (FAQs)      p 9 
 the learning units        p 14 

 

myLife 

https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal
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Getting started letter 

Welcome to the module on Psychology of Leadership (IOP3707). 

 
We hope that your experience of this module will be enjoyable and enriching. 

 
 

 
 
 

This letter contains important information to get you started.  

GOING ONLINE 

USING THE NAVIGATION BAR AND myUnisa TOOLS 

PLANNING AND MANAGING YOUR TIME 

PARTICIPATING IN THE ONLINE LEARNING COMMUNITY 

CLOSING REMARKS 

 

 

GOING ONLINE 
 
As a registered Unisa student you will have access to the myUnisa electronic portal.  

 
Example 1: myUnisa electronic portal home page 

From here you can access various online resources to assist you in your studies. Please ensure that you 
have activated your myLife e-mail and familiarise yourself with the my Studies @ Unisa brochure and other 
guidelines.  

http://www.unisa.ac.za/contents/study2012/docs/myStudies-Unisa-2014.pdf
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You might also find it helpful to access the following links relating to studying online: 

  my Studies @ Unisa (1) 

 my Studies @ Unisa (2): What does it mean to be an ODL student at Unisa?  

 Get connected before you start to register on myUnisa 

 
Once you have registered and have your myUnisa login details, you will have access to the module sites of 
all the modules you have registered for.  
 
 
USING THE NAVIGATION BAR AND myUnisa TOOLS 

You can use various navigation options to navigate the module sites you have enrolled for. These options 
are displayed on the left-hand side of the screen of all the sites. Click on the specific navigation option, and 
it will open the page containing the information you are looking for. The first page you will see when 
opening any site is the home page.  
 

 
 
Example 2: Home page of the module site 
 
 
Remember, from the IOP3707 home page, your lecturers are just a click away! We will follow a weekly 
schedule indicating what needs to be done for a specific week and thus the home page will be updated 
regularly. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6QZrRF2iVU&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgO_NcxduGg&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAGvmgdSkEk&feature=related
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The following is an alphabetical list and accompanying explanation of other myUnisa options that we will 
use for this module:  
 

myUnisa option Explanation 

Additional Resources The Additional Resources option allows you to access different types of 
resources relevant to your studies. It contains a number of folders with files, 
links, graphs and other information. These additional resources will support 
your learning, and new resources might be uploaded during the semester. 

Announcements From time to time an announcement will alert you to important information. 
Sometimes you will also receive an e-mail notification in this regard. In addition, 
the most recent announcements will be displayed on the home page.  

Assignments This option allows you to submit assignments and monitor your assessment 
results. We will provide clear guidelines on the submission of assignments.  

Discussion Forums This option is used mainly for interactive discussions relating to the various 
topics and themes associated with the field of leadership. The forum is created 
to assist and support you in mastering the learning outcomes. Participating in 
the discussions will also help you to be better prepared for the assignments.  

FAQs (frequently asked 
questions)  

The FAQs tool provides questions and answers relating to the module. These 
are grouped in various categories ranging from assessment matters to technical 
issues. If you have any questions about the module, start by consulting the 
FAQs. Should you not find an answer to your question, you are most welcome 
to contact us.  

Learning Units This option is the one that you will use most often. Here you will find content 
supporting the learning outcomes. The Learning Units option also provides 
information on learning activities, assessments and links to other valuable 
resources. Please note that the Learning Units option will be used in 
conjunction with your textbook.  

Official Study Material This option allows you to access and download the official study material such 
as the tutorial letters.  

Prescribed books 
 

This option is used in all the modules to display the prescribed textbook for the 
module. The prescribed textbook for this module is, Daft, RL. 2015. The 
leadership experience. Stanford, CT: Cengage Learning. 

Schedule This option displays the dates of the compulsory assignments and 
examinations. To access the information on scheduled events, click on the date 
in the calendar (which will be highlighted and underlined if activities are 
scheduled for that day), or click on the schedule option in the navigation bar, 
which gives you the option to view the calendar by week, month or year. You 
can also use the schedule option to help you plan and manage your time so that 
you can keep up with the various learning activities for this module. 
Unfortunately you will not be able to add or change schedule entries.  
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PLANNING AND MANAGING YOUR TIME 

Attempting to balance study, work, family life and extracurricular activities is a challenge requiring you to 
manage ever-increasing and competing demands. You, therefore, need to draw up an appropriate schedule 
that will suit your individual needs and circumstances. Apart from the suggested study timetable (which 
you can access by selecting the Learning Units option – Overview), and the due dates for assignments 
(which you can access by clicking on the Schedule option), we do not prescribe a study timetable. However, 
here are some recommendations. Given the time constraints, you may want to follow some of these 
recommendations. 
 

Browse through the 
module site 

Take time to browse through the module site and familiarise yourself with the 
requirements and demands of the module. This will enable you to see the “big 
picture” of the whole module. The FAQs tool (on the navigation bar of the 
module site) is a valuable resource and could be a useful starting point. Evaluate 
the demands, opportunities and challenges of your personal circumstances and 
determine how they relate to the assignment due dates and the other relevant 
learning activities you need to attend to. It may be a good idea to enter these 
dates in your personal diary immediately. 

Compile a personal 
study timetable 

Decide on strategies for planning ahead and compile your personal study 
timetable. We recommend you being disciplined in keeping to your 
schedule. Perhaps you could start with some preliminary reading and exploring 
the recommended material. The amount of information presented on the 
module site and the number of assignments to be completed may seem 
overwhelming at first, but don’t be disheartened!  

Approach your 
studies 
systematically 

Work your way systematically through the various learning units, reflective 
questions, activities, self-assessment questions and assignments based on 
them. Use the learning outcomes and assessment criteria, the supporting 
material and learning activities (stipulated in the Learning Units option) to give 
you a foundation for the knowledge and skills you need to develop. To help you 
approach your studies with confidence, you may find it helpful to start by 
browsing through the module site and to acquaint yourself with the learning 
outcomes and assessment criteria, the additional resources and learning units. 
The learning units are designed and developed in the form of manageable 
“chunks” to help you achieve the learning outcomes logically and systematically.  

Contact your 
lecturers 

Do not hesitate to contact us, your lecturers, if you experience any difficulties 
with any aspects of the module. You can contact us either via e-mail, telephone 
or the Discussion Forums. Our contact details are available on the home page of 
the module site. Remember, help is just a click away.  

Contact your peers  Please make regular contact with your peers via the Discussion Forums. Engage 
with your fellow students to clarify and broaden your understanding of 
challenging concepts and themes. You will find that by participating in 
discussions and continuously reflecting on your learning you will expand your 
knowledge base and develop new skills that you can apply in the 
workplace. Most students find these discussions with their lecturer or fellow 
students extremely useful when preparing their assignments and for 
examination preparation. 
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PARTICIPATING IN THE ONLINE LEARNING COMMUNITY 

If you have taken online courses before, you may well be familiar with how to participate in online 
environments. However, if this is the first time you are taking an online course, you may be interested in 
how to go about communicating in cyberspace. An important issue of online communities is how people 
relate to each other. As you may know, the internet – cyberspace – has its own culture and accompanying 
conventions for e-mails, social networks and more formal online environments such as myUnisa, our 
educational learning management system.  
 
When communicating electronically, people often forget that the person on the receiving end is someone 
with feelings, facial expressions, gestures and a unique tone of voice. Without being able to observe these 
communication cues it is quite possible to misinterpret participants’ meaning – in the case of online 
communication, meaning is usually conveyed by written words only. Because online communication tends 
to be less personal, it would be a good idea to familiarise yourself with guidelines on netiquette (social 
codes/etiquette for the internet – available at http://www.albion.com/netiquette/corerules.html). These 
guidelines will give you useful information about participating in online discussions, such as how to address 
one another and making sure that you “know what you’re talking about and make sense” (see rule 5). 

Please note that when participating in the online discussions, I strongly recommend that you direct your 
responses to your lecturers and fellow students by addressing them at the opening of your response. Also, 
when you end your contribution, sign off by using your name (or title and surname). This will serve as an 
indication of how you would like your lecturers and fellow students to address you.  

We urge you to make an effort and commit to following these guidelines to ensure that your 
communication and actions online are respectful.  
 
 

CLOSING REMARKS 

Familiarise yourself with the online environment before the module commences in January 2017. 
 
We look forward to witnessing your progress at a personal and professional level during the year. 
 
It is truly a pleasure having you as a student, and we would like to take this opportunity to wish you every 
success with your studies regarding this very exciting module! 

Your lecturers 

Mr Vuyani Muleyo 

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/introduction.html
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Welcome message on the home page 

 

Welcome to the psychology of leadership (IOP3707) module, which we hope you will find interesting and 
stimulating. Please start your studies by carefully reading Tutorial Letter 101 for this module, as it contains 
valuable information that you will require to complete your studies successfully.  

We will use Tutorial Letter 101 to direct you through the various sections. Apart from the hard copy, there 
is also an electronic version available under the Official Study material option on myUnisa. Please 
familiarise yourself with our module site and we recommend that you consult the Getting Started Letter 
first. 

Please visit the module site regularly to keep up to date with all the learning activities. You might also find it 
helpful to access the following links related to studying online: 
 
  myStudies@Unisa (1) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6QZrRF2iVU&feature=related  

 myStudies@Unisa (2): What does it mean to be an ODL student at Unisa? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgO_NcxduGg&feature=related 

 Get connected before you start to register on myUnisa. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAGvmgdSkEk&feature=related 

 
Don’t hesitate to contact us by means of the Discussion Forums, via e-mail or by paying us a visit at our 
offices at the Muckleneuk campus in Pretoria. Should you wish to visit us on campus, please remember to 
arrange an appointment beforehand (office hours: 08:00–16:00) 
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Contact details 

Mr Vuyani Muleyo 

AJH van der Walt Building 3-82 

Telephone number :+27(0) 012 429 4346 

E-mail address: muleyv@unisa.ac.za 

 

 
Outcomes and assessment criteria 

Outcomes Assessment criteria 

Learning Outcome 1: 

Reason about the concept of 
leadership in an individual, 
group and organisational 
context. 

• The definitions of leadership are discussed. 
• Leadership is differentiated from management. 
• Executive leadership is discussed. 
• Team and organisational leadership are discussed. 
• Self-leadership is discussed. 

Learning Outcome 2: 

Critically discuss the 
principles of leadership in an 
organisational context. 
 

• The principles underlying effective leader behaviour in an 
organisational context are discussed. 

• The role and function of the leaders in the organisation are discussed. 
• Leadership competence in terms of knowledge, skill and attributes 

(personal and personality characteristics) of leaders is discussed. 
• The impact of leader behaviour on team and organisational culture 

and climate (as applied to organisational development) is evaluated 
and discussed. 

Learning outcome 3: 

Differentiate between the 
traditional and modern 
theories of leadership. 
 

• The meaning of the traditional and modern theories of leadership in 
the contemporary workplace context is explained. 

• The trait, states and skills, group and exchange, contingency and path-
goal theories of leadership are evaluated and discussed. 

• The charismatic, transformational, social cognitive and authentic 
theories of leadership are evaluated and discussed. 

• The neuro-leadership approach is evaluated and discussed. 
• Western versus European leadership models is compared. 
• The benefits and disadvantages of the various theories are compared 

and discussed. 
• Leadership in the South African context is evaluated and discussed. 

 

Learning outcome 4: 

Integrate relevant 
leadership theories for their 
application in an 
organisational context. 

• Traditional leadership theories are integrated with the modern 
theories of leadership towards forming a personal leadership theory. 

• Principles underlying an integrated leadership theory are applied 
within the workplace context to address contemporary issues related 
to leader effectiveness. 

• A new leadership model is designed relevant to the present-day post-
modern, new economy organisation. 

 

 

mailto:muleyv@unisa.ac.za
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Frequently asked questions (FAQs) 

CATEGORY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Tutorial letters Question 1: What information do the tutorial letters contain? 

Answer:  

The tutorial letters contain important information about the scheme of work, 
resources and assignments for this module. We urge you to read them carefully and 
to keep them at hand when working through the study material, preparing the 
assignments, preparing for the examination and addressing questions to your 
lecturers. 

More specifically, in Tutorial Letter IOP3707/101, you will find the assignments and 
assessment criteria as well as instructions on the preparation and submission of the 
assignments. This tutorial letter also provides all the information you need about 
the study material, other resources and how to obtain it.  

Tutorial Letter IOP3707/201 contains feedback on Assignments 01 and 02, while 
Tutorial Letter IOPALLA/301 contains important information which applies to all 
students registered in the Department of Industrial and Organisational Psychology.  

Right from the start, we would like to point out that you must read all the tutorial 
letters you receive during the semester, as they always contain important and, 
sometimes, urgent information. Please make sure that you work through the 
tutorial letters before you embark on any work in the study material or assessment 
tasks. 

Question 2: Will I receive all my tutorial matter when I register? 

Answer: 

Please note that not all of your tutorial matter may be available when you register. 
Tutorial matter that is not available when you register, will be posted to you as soon 
as possible.  

Please note: It is not possible to fax outstanding tutorial letters to students. It is, 
however, possible to download them from the module site under the tools Official 
Study Material and Additional Resources. It is, therefore, to your benefit to register 
as an online student so that you can access and obtain your study material 
immediately.  

Student support 
services 

Question 1: Whom should I contact regarding administrative queries? 

Answer: 

All administrative enquiries in the Department of Industrial and Organisational 
Psychology should be directed to the departmental helpdesk:  

 E-mail address: DeptIOP@unisa.ac.za 

Tel: +27 (0)12 4298033 or +27 (0)12 4298054 

mailto:DeptIOP@unisa.ac.za
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CATEGORY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Question 2: Whom should I contact regarding academic queries? 

Answer: 

All queries about the contents of this module (IOP3707) should be directed to your 
lecturers. Telephone calls should be made during office hours (08:00–16:00). 
Lengthy problems should rather be dealt with by e-mail. 
 
You are welcome to visit your lecturers at their offices on the Muckleneuk campus, 
but please make sure that you have made an appointment beforehand. 
Appointments should be made at least three days in advance. The lecturers cannot 
guarantee that they will be able to attend to you if you arrive at the Department of 
Industrial and Organisational Psychology without an appointment. 

The contact details of your lecturers are as follows:  
 

Mr Vuyani Muleyo 

Office number: AJH van der Walt Building 3-82 

Telephone number :+27(0) 012 429 4346 

E-mail address: muleyv@unisa.ac.za 

 

 

Question 3: What support can I expect from my lecturers?  

Answer:  

Your lecturers will use the IOP3707 home page to post regular messages to guide 
you through the semester. Furthermore, you will receive regular announcements to 
draw your attention to important learning events and assessment tasks. We have 
also prepared supporting learning resources and various discussion forums and 
topics, which you will be able to access through myUnisa. You can thus expect 
regular communication from us (your lecturers). Remember, help is just a click 
away. 

Question 4: What resources will I be able to access via myUnisa? 

Answer:  

WE realise that, as a distance education student, you cannot always visit the library 
when you are searching for information. Therefore, we have included online 
resources on our module site, which you can access at any time. 

On this site, you will find the following material: 
 
 electronic copies of the tutorial letters (under Official Study Material) 

 a direct link to the Unisa library (from the menu bar on the left of your 
module site) 

 

 

mailto:muleyv@unisa.ac.za@unisa.ac.za
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CATEGORY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Question 5: What other support services are available regarding general student 
matters? 

Answer: 

If you need to contact the University about matters not related to the content of 
this module, please consult the publication my Studies @ Unisa that you received 
with your study material. This booklet contains information on how to contact the 
University (e.g. to whom you can write for different queries, important telephone 
and fax numbers, addresses and details of the times certain facilities are open).  
Always provide your name, student number and module code when you contact 
the University.  

Question 6: Are there any study groups for this module?  

Answer: 

There are no official study groups for this module. However, I strongly recommend 
that you form your own study groups with fellow students living in your area. To 
form study groups, you can share your contact details with your fellow students 
in the Discussion Forums. Contact students who live near to you and invite them to 
form a study group.  

Online learning Question 1: Is it easier to learn online than through print-based material? 

Answer:  
No. The course content of an online class is usually identical to that of a print-based 
distance learning course on the same topic. Compared to regular face-to-face 
classes, some people think the workload is even more demanding, because you have 
to be a self-directed learner and stay motivated to keep on top of your work.  

The most successful online students tend to share the following characteristics:  
 They are self-motivated and are self-starters. 
 They have good organisational and time-management skills. 
 They are fairly familiar with computers and the internet.  
 They are resourceful and actively seek answers and solutions to questions 

and problems. 

Question 2: What are the benefits of learning online? 

Answer: 
In the online world you can study anytime, anywhere and at a pace that suits your 
individual learning style. Remember, though, that you will still have to meet the 
required deadlines for assignment submissions.  

Question 3: What internet skills would be useful for online learning? 

Answer:  

The most successful students tend to have the following skills: 

 familiarity with their web browser (e.g., Internet Explorer)  

 familiarity with an e-mail program (including attaching documents and 
reading attachments)  
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CATEGORY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 familiarity with web-based interactions – e-mail, social networks, learning 
management system.  

 familiarity with word processing (MS Word) 
 experience in successful internet searches, using a variety of browsers (e.g. 

Internet Explorer) and search engines (e.g. Google)  

Question 4: How important is attitude to achieve success in my studies and in an 
online learning environment?  
 
Answer: 

Your attitude is very important to ensure success. We want to encourage you to 
develop a positive attitude towards your leadership studies and the online learning 
environment. To achieve this, there are a number of things to bear in mind.  

TIME is important for a distance education student. You must be in control of your 
time and manage it effectively. Draw up a study programme at the beginning of the 
semester. This requires discipline, but will ensure that you  

 have sufficient time to work through all the relevant study material 

 are able to submit the relevant tasks and assignments on the due dates  

 have sufficient time for revision and preparing for the assignments and 
examination  

 
I would like to encourage you to follow the guidelines below:  
 
 Do NOT fall behind in your planning. 
 Work regularly and consistently. 
 Make sure that you understand the work as you go along. 
 Do NOT give up on difficult work; rather seek help as soon as possible. 
 
I hope that this information will make your studies easier, and that you will do well. 
 

Question 5: How should I approach my online learning?  

Answer: 
We all have different learning styles and preferences. However, consider the 
following pointers/guidelines:  
 
 Allocate time to work through each learning unit and do the activities. 

 Allow extra time for work that seems difficult or with which you know you 
have a problem. 

 When you compile a study plan, allow time for personal responsibilities (e.g. 
family responsibilities, work obligations, social obligations, leave).  

 Make use of your most productive time for study (e.g. late evening after the 
children have gone to bed or early morning before the rest of the family 
wake up).  

 Remember that it is more effective to study for one hour on a regular basis 
(e.g. every day) than for ten consecutive hours every two weeks. Decide 
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CATEGORY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

now how many hours you are going to spend on your studies per week. I 
recommend that you put one to two hours aside each day.  

 Keep a record of your progress. It will be gratifying to see what you have 
accomplished, and it will inspire you if you fall behind. Be prepared for 
disruptions to your study programme due to unforeseen circumstances. You 
should, therefore, monitor your progress so that you can catch up 
immediately if you fall behind. Remember that it is easier to catch up one 
week’s lost hours than an entire month’s. 

Technical issues 
related to 
myUnisa 

Question 1: How do I create a new topic, using the Discussion Forums option?  

Answer: 

To create a new topic in a forum, you need to do the following: 
1. Select and access the Discussion Forums option. 
2. Now, at the top of the page select the option Add a New Topic. 
3. Give your topic a descriptive name in the Topic Title box. 
4. In the Message box, write down the instructions for the discussion. 
5. Click on the Submit button to create your topic for discussion.  

 

Question 2: What is expected of me when I use the Discussion Forums? 

Answer: 

The myUnisa Discussion Forums must not be used for personal messages to your 
lecturer or to one another, or for buying and selling goods. It is there for academic 
purposes. You can use it for academic interaction between yourself and your 
lecturers or your fellow students. It is very useful for raising issues that are 
applicable to all students, as then all students can also see the answers to issues 
raised which will be to the benefit of everyone. 

 

STUDY SCHEDULE 
 
Given the limited time you have to work through the prescribed material, complete the assignments and 
prepare for the examination, we have drawn up a basic study schedule for you.  
 
This study schedule consists of a few guidelines indicating when you should have at least completed certain 
sections of the study material. Remember though that these are only guidelines – you should always work 
at your own pace and you may even prefer to draw up your own time management schedule, which is 
better suited to your particular situation. The study schedule below is applicable to both semesters. 
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Semester 1 STUDY SCHEDULE – Activities per month Semester 2 

January/ 
February 

• Read and understand Tutorial Letter 101. 
• Complete registration for myUnisa. 
• Work through learning units 1–2 in this document. 

 
 
 
 
 

June/July Login on myUnisa: 

• Check for important new messages. 
• Check for discussions with the lecturers and/or fellow students. 
• Check for additional resources which may have been uploaded 

to help your understanding of the material. 

March 
• Work through learning unit 3 in this document. 
• Complete and submit Assignment 01 (MCQ). 
• Check myUnisa at least once a week. 

Aug 

April 
• Work through Learning Units 4–6 in this document. 
• Complete and submit Assignment 02 (written). 
• Check myUnisa at least once a week. 

Sep 

May/June 

• Revise learning units 1–6 in this document.  
 
 
 
 

Oct/Nov 

STUDY FOR THE EXAMINATION 

• Study the answers to all the assessments given at the end of 
each learning unit in this document. 

• Study the answers to all your assignments. 
• Study the guidelines given in Tutorial Letter 201. 
• Check myUnisa at least once a week for discussions, 

announcements and examination guidance. 

 
LAYOUT OF THIS SECTION 

The learning outcomes and assessment criteria discussed above cover the main material that you 
have to study and know in the various chapters of your prescribed book and the learning units in 
this section. This document consists of six learning units while the prescribed text book consists of 
15 chapters. The following table indicates the topic of each learning unit plus the specific chapters 
from the prescribed book that are covered in each learning unit: 

Learning unit Topic Prescribed book 

1  Introduction to leadership  Chapter 1 

2  Research perspectives on leadership  Chapters 2 & 3 

3  The personal side of leadership  Chapters 4, 5, 6 & 7 
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Learning unit Topic Prescribed book 

4  The leader as a relationship builder  Chapters 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12 

5  Contemporary theories of leadership  None 

6  Leadership and culture  None 

 

You will see that the prescribed book does not cover learning unit 6, leadership and culture, but 
this document contains sufficient material to adequately cover this topic. As you work through this 
document, you will find that it guides you through the various chapters of the prescribed book. 
This is so because this module is based extensively on the content of the prescribed book. 

USE OF ICONS 

Icons will be used in this document in order to assist you in identifying the importance of different 
sections of the work. The icons that will be used in this document are listed below, together with a 
description of what each one means: 

Icon Description 

 

 

 

 

 

Key concepts. The key concepts icon focuses your attention on certain 
keywords or concepts that you will come across in the topic or learning unit. 

  

Learning outcomes. The learning outcomes indicate what aspects of the 
particular topic or learning unit you have to master and demonstrate that 
you have mastered them. 

 

 

 

Study. The study icon indicates which sections of the prescribed book or 
this document you need to study and internalise. 

L U 
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Icon Description 

 

 

 

 

 

Read. The read icon will direct you to read certain sections of the 
prescribed book for background information. 

 

 

 

Activity. The activity icon refers to activities that you must do in order to 
develop a deeper understanding of the learning material. 

 

 

Reflection. The reflection icon requires you to reflect on the important 
issues or problems dealt with in the learning unit. 

 

 

 

 

Assessment. When you see the assessment icon you will be required to test 
your knowledge, understanding and application of the material you have 
just studied. 
 

 

 

 

Time-out. The time-out icon indicates that you should take a rest because 
you have reached the end of a learning unit or topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflection on your graduateness. When you see this icon you will be 
required to evaluate your development and application of the graduateness 
skills and attributes by reflecting on and completing a set of self-evaluation 
questions provided for this purpose. 

 

d Read 
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LEARNING UNIT 1: INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP 

The aim of learning unit 1 is for you to explore and reason about the concept of leadership. 
We want you to be able to explain why leadership is important in today’s changing 
organisations, to give a working definition of leadership and to understand the different 
approaches to leadership theories. We also want you to be able to explain why it is necessary 
for today’s leaders to make a paradigm shift regarding change, empowerment and 
collaboration. To internalise the concepts covered, we then want you to be able to apply what 
you have learnt to a relevant organisational case study. Finally, we want you to reflect on your 
graduateness by completing a self-evaluation reflection and personal development plan. 

 

Learning outcomes 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• explain, with examples, why leadership is important in today’s organisations 

• give a definition of leadership 

• explain why a paradigm shift is required of today’s leaders 

• explain, with examples, the difference between management and leadership 

• categorise the various leadership theories into six basic approaches 

• explain how leaders can make a paradigm shift to adapt to changes 

• complete a true/false, multiple-choice and sentence-completion assessment on the 
introduction to leadership 

• apply your knowledge of management and leadership to a case study 

• understand how this learning unit can enhance your graduateness 

L U 
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Key concepts 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

• Leadership 

• Paradigm 

• Crisis management 

• Empowerment 

• Collaboration 

• Management 

• Theories of leadership 

• Evolution of leadership 

 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY OF LEADERSHIP 

Do you have the capacity and commitment required for assuming a leadership role in your school, 
community, or workplace? What does it mean to be a leader? For many people, leadership stems 
from a desire to make a difference in the lives of others and the world. It means believing in 
yourself and those you work with, loving what you do, and infusing others with energy and 
enthusiasm to accomplish a vision for a better future. There are leaders making a difference every 
day, not only in businesses but also in non-profit organisations, the military, educational systems 
and government agencies, sports teams and volunteer committees as well as in big cities and small 
rural communities. In fact, leadership is all around us every day. 

In the introduction to the special issue devoted to leadership of American Psychology, Bennis 
(2007:2) states that “the subject of leadership is vast, amorous, slippery, and, above all, 
desperately important”. If this is so, what aspects of this sweeping subject should we study? 
According to Bennis (2007) we must be willing to look at leadership in all its complexity, which 
may mean looking at elements that cannot be nailed down in the laboratory. He says that 
psychologists should do so if only to identify those aspects of leadership that seem most pressing 
and most overlooked and those that hold out promise for changing for the better the way 
leadership is studied and practised (Bennis 2007). 

1.2 DEFINITION OF LEADERSHIP 

Leadership has been a topic of interest to historians and philosophers since ancient times, but 
scientific studies began only in the twentieth century. Scholars and other writers have offered 
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hundreds of definitions of the term leadership, but defining leadership has been a complex and 
elusive problem, largely because the nature of leadership itself is complex (Daft 2015). 

For the purposes of this module we will be using the definition of leadership as proposed by Daft 
(2015). 

 

Study the section in the prescribed text book titled leadership defined (pp 5–6). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.3 THE NEW REALITY FOR LEADERS 

According to Daft (2015), rapid environmental changes are causing fundamental shifts that have a 
dramatic impact on organisations and present new challenges for leaders. These changes are 
necessitating a transition from a traditional to a new paradigm. 

 

Read about these changes and challenges in the section in the prescribed book 
titled the new reality for leaders (pp 7–13). 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.4 MANAGEMENT VERSUS LEADERSHIP 

According to Robbins, Judge, Odendaal and Roodt (2015), leadership and management are two 
terms that are often confused. No study of leadership would thus be complete without a 
discussion of the difference between the two terms. 

Study the difference between management and leadership in the section in the 
prescribed book titled how leadership differs from management (pp 15–18). 

 

1.5 EVOLVING THEORIES OF LEADERSHIP 

To understand leadership as it is viewed and practised today, it is important to recognise that the 
concept of leadership has changed over time. Leadership typically reflects the larger society, and 
theories have evolved as norms, attitudes and understandings in the larger world have changed 
(Daft 2015). 

For a categorisation of leadership theories and a framework for examining the 
evolution of leadership, study the section in the prescribed book titled evolving 
theories of leadership (pp 17–20). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

d Read 
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1.6 SHIFTING TO THE NEW PARADIGM OF LEADERSHIP 

A learning leader is one who is open to learning and changes and encourages the growth and 
development of others (Daft 2015). How can leaders then shift to the new paradigm of leadership 
needed in today’s changing world? 

 

Read about how leaders can make the leap to the new paradigm in the section 
in the prescribed book titled leadership can be learned (pp 20–23). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1.7 LEARNING UNIT ASSESSMENT  
________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of the first learning unit, indicate whether the following 
20 statements are true or false in the space provided after each statement given below. Then 
compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. Leadership is a concept that is easy to define. __________ 

2. Most definitions of leadership emphasise an influencing relationship between leaders and 
followers. __________ 

3. A paradigm is a shared mind-set that represents a fundamental way of thinking about the 
world. __________ 

4. Many leaders today are still operating from an old-paradigm mindset.__________ 

5. Stability, competition and diversity are examples of the old leadership paradigm. 

 __________ 

6. In today’s world leaders must just keep things running on a steady, even keel to make an 
organisation successful. __________ 

7. An emphasis on control and rigidity serves to quench motivation, innovation and morale 
rather than to produce desired results. __________ 

8. Collaboration presents greater leadership challenges than did the old concept of competition. 
__________ 

9. Management and leadership is the same thing. __________ 

d Read 
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10. Both management and leadership are concerned with providing direction for the 
organisation. __________ 

11. Leadership is more than a set of skills. __________ 

12. The great man theory of leadership is the granddaddy of leadership concepts. 

 __________ 

13. The trait approach to leadership started in the 1990s. __________ 

14. The relational approach to leadership focuses on how leaders and followers interact and 
influence each other. __________ 

15. One of the most important aspects of shifting to the new paradigm of leadership is 
intentionally using human skills. __________ 

16. Leadership is more concerned with people than is management. __________ 

17. Leadership is more of an art than a science. __________ 

18. The biggest challenge facing leaders today is getting rid of managers in an organisation. 
__________ 

19. The “soft” skills of leadership should replace the “hard” skills of management. 

 __________ 

20. We need both managers and leaders in organisations today. _________ 

 

 

 

Multiple-choice questions 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of the first learning unit, choose which one of the four alternatives 
given for each of the 30 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each 
statement. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. Self-directed teams ... 

a. have structured jobs and work processes. 

b. break down boundaries between departments. 

c. use strict top-down control. 

d. do not share power. 
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2. Leadership  involves ... 

a. creating change. 

b. influencing followers. 

c. maintaining stability. 

d. Both a and b.  

3. Attempts to achieve teamwork, empowerment and diversity can succeed only if ... 

a. leaders follow the principles and practices of the industrial era. 

b. managers want to treat people the way they treat machines or the bottom line. 

c. leaders value change over stability, control, competition and uniformity. 

d. leaders hire people who think and work alike. 

4. Reasons for executive derailment include ... 

a. an insensitive, abrasive, intimidating and bullying style. 

b. good people skills. 

c. over-managing. 

d. both insensitive, abrasive, intimidating, bullying style and over-managing.  

5. Managers and leaders are different because ... 

a. managers learn a set of skills for planning, organising, directing and controlling. 

b. leaders must find the capacity to help create a vision of what the organisation can 
be. 

c. leadership calls for caring about and engaging the whole employee. 

d. managers maintain stability while leaders promote change. 

6. Leadership is an art because ... 

a. it is a growing body of objective facts and knowledge. 

b. it has skills that cannot be learnt from a textbook. 

c. it takes practice. 

d. Both b and c.  
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7. Leadership is a science because ... 

a. leadership research is a subjective field of study. 

b. it is a growing body of objective facts. 

c. it depends upon an individual’s personality traits and people skills. 

d. None of the above.  

8. Strong leadership is needed because ... 

a. the environment of the 21st century is predictable. 

b. planning, leading, organising and controlling are the required skills for the future. 

c. giving workers clear job assignments is the main task of a business executive. 

d. of globalisation, e-commerce, telecommuting, virtual teams and outsourcing. 

9. In the new reality for leadership, the new paradigm includes ... 

a. uniformity. 

b. collaboration. 

c. diversity. 

d. Both b and c.  

10. A learning leader emphasises ... 

a. relationships. 

b. stability. 

c. competition within the organisation. 

d. rational management. 

11. Era 3 and era 4 leaders focus on ... 

a. diversity and team leadership. 

b. vertical relationships and collaboration. 

c. team leadership and vertical relations. 

d. None of the above.  

12. The theory of a leader who puts others’ needs and interests above his own is called ... 

a. servant leadership. 

b. transformational leadership. 
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c. charismatic leadership. 

d. transactional leadership. 

13. ____ consider whether or not a leader acts in an autocratic or democratic manner toward 
followers and how this correlates with leadership effectiveness. 

a. Trait theories 

b. Influence theories 

c. Great man theories 

d. Behaviour theories 

14. Most people have never tried to be a leader because ... 

a. they don’t have leadership skills. 

b. they lack the personality traits necessary for leadership. 

c. they have no idea of what leaders actually do. 

d. it requires executive coaching. 

15. Leadership vision is ... 

a. a picture of the future. 

b. a desired future. 

c. an ambitious view of the future. 

d. All of the above. 

16. The financial crisis on Wall Street started partly with ... 

a. empowerment. 

b. loan originators. 

c. self-directed teams. 

d. leadership vision. 

17. Leaders at these Wall Street companies prided themselves on finding new and clever ways 
... 

a. to package mortgage-related assets. 

b. to earn lucrative fees. 
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c. to push subprime loans to borrowers with low incomes. 

d. All of the above. 

18. Many business professors, such as Harvard’s Bill George, think that the crisis on Wall Street  
was caused by ... 

a. good economic policies. 

b. a crisis in leadership. 

c. era 2 leadership. 

d. influence theories. 

19. In the new paradigm, leaders emphasise ... 

a. accountability, self-interest and integrity. 

b. self-interest and responsibility. 

c. accountability and responsibility. 

d. All of the above.  

20. Level 5 leaders have ... 

a. strong egos. 

b. big ambitions. 

c. unpretentious personalities. 

d. larger-than-life personalities. 

21. Whereas management calls for keeping an eye on short-term results, leadership means 
keeping an eye on ... 

a. a compelling vision. 

b. the long-term future. 

c. the horizon. 

d. All of the above.  

22. Leadership does not contain the personal quality of ... 

a. emotional connections (heart). 

b. emotional distance. 

c. an open mind (mindfulness). 

d. nonconformity (courage). 
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23. When a leader aligns followers, it means ... 

a. organising a structure to accomplish the plan. 

b. staffing the structure with employees. 

c. directing employees and monitoring the implementation of the plan. 

d. developing a shared culture. 

24. Leadership experts agree that effective leaders ... 

a. have the courage to act on their beliefs. 

b. know who they are. 

c. know what they stand for. 

d. All of the above. 

25. The belief that leaders were born with certain natural abilities of power and influence 
characterises the ... 

a. great man theories. 

b. trait theories. 

c. era 1 leadership theory. 

d. transformational leadership theory. 

26. Charismatic leadership is included under the ... 

a. influence theories. 

b. behavioural theories. 

c. trait theories. 

d. contingency theories. 

27. Era 2 sees the emergence of ... 

a. severe global competition. 

b. hierarchy and bureaucracy. 

c. constant change. 

d. a pre-industrial and pre-bureaucratic society. 
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28. One of the most important aspects of shifting to the new paradigm of leadership is ... 

a. using a hierarchy of authority. 

b. using teams. 

c. intentionally using human skills. 

d. over-managing. 

29. Effective leaders and effective followers are ... 

a. people with different traits. 

b. people with different behaviours. 

c. the same people, playing the same role. 

d. the same people, playing different roles at different times. 

30. Most leaders recognise that trying to maintain stability in a world of change is ... 

a.        possible because of globalisation. 

b.        a losing battle. 

c.        an important goal. 

d.        the goal of crisis management. 

 

 

 

Sentence completion 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of the first learning unit, complete the following ten statements by 
inserting the missing word or words in the spaces provided. Then compare your answers to ours at 
the end of this learning unit. 

1. ... is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes and 
outcomes that reflect their shared purpose. 

2. A picture of an ambitious desirable future for the organisation or team is a(n) 
.... 

3. ... are studies of larger-than-life leaders to define a leader. 
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4. The theories that consider the contextual and situational variables that influence which 
leadership behaviours will be effective, are called .... 

5. Leadership  based  on  the  qualities  and  personality  of  the  leader  is  called  
.... 

6. According to ..., leadership is a process that meaningfully engages all participants and 
enables each person to contribute to achieving the vision. 

7. During ..., a leader was conceptualised as a single hero who saw the big picture and how 
everything fits into a whole. 

8. ... is the attainment of organisational goals in an effective and efficient manner through 
planning, organising, staffing, directing and controlling organisational resources. 

9. Good leadership brings about .... 

10. Era 4 represents the ... who has taken the leap to giving up control in the traditional sense. 

 

Activity 1 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

1.8 CASE STUDY 

Carefully read through the following case study and answer all the questions that follow. 

A new South African multi-media company – Sentech (Adapted from Corporate Research Foundation 
Business Report [2004], South Africa’s Leading Managers.) Please note that the content of the case study has been 
changed for the purpose of this module and is not necessarily a fair reflection of the situation at the company. 

Dr Mokone-Matabane became the chief executive officer of Sentech in 2000 and manages a staff 
of 550. The board was on the lookout for someone who knew the industry, who had a vision for 
the direction in which information and communication technologies (ICT) was going and who 
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could transform the organisation from an old school, government-owned parastatal into a 
competitive company with diversity, a good skills base and a strong work ethic. 

“I think my skills include listening, letting people know their jobs and leading them without looking 
over their shoulders. I delegate; I give people the space to grow and learn, to make mistakes and 
take risks”, she says. Dr Mokone-Matabane adds that she is impatient with people who are “just 
getting by” and who don’t apply themselves. As someone who is passionate about her work, she 
wants to deal with people who have a dream and are prepared to strive for it. 

The company has changed immensely since 2000. Some of the values that Dr Mokone-Matabane 
has tried to instil include diversity, an appreciation for differences in gender, race and culture, 
good communication, a hard-working ethic, a strong customer service focus, space for debate and 
an excitement about learning and new opportunities. 

Sentech used to be a broadcast distribution company made up of engineers and technical staff. It 
was termed “a national key point” by the apartheid government and was conservative and 
hierarchical. It is now a multi-media company that is very much part of the new South Africa. To 
facilitate the change in values and culture, the chief executive tries to boost internal 
communication with visits to Sentech’s nationwide sites as often as time allows. 

Lobbying government about legislation is a vital task of the chief executive. But she can’t be 
everywhere at once. What with having to deal with so many stakeholders, Dr Mokone-Matabane 
delegates many of the customer meetings to the chief operating officer, Gladwin Marumo. 
However, she does get involved when customer meetings involve the SABC, the Gauteng Online 
Project (which aims to connect all the schools in Gauteng to the internet) and meetings with 
potential customers in other parts of Africa. 

Dr Mokone-Matabane even finds time to get involved in coaching and mentoring. She is especially 
interested in programmes that promote women, and as such has overseen Sentech’s Khulisa 
programme, which takes on young female professionals as interns. Sentech then tries to place the 
qualified personnel in permanent jobs. 

However, attracting and retaining staff have not been easy in the cut-throat ICT sector. “It’s 
important to create a comfortable environment because it’s not all about the money. The 
challenge and thrill of working for such a large multi-media company make people stay, as well as 
the probability perceived by the individual that exerting a given amount of effort will lead to 
performance”, says Dr Mokone-Matabane. She adds that, in 2003, the board approved a bonus 
scheme as another way to motivate employees who meet the required performance levels, and 
she would like to engage government in discussions about offering a share scheme to high-
performing staff members. Dr Mokone-Matabane says she doesn’t need incentives or special ways 
to stay motivated. “I just am”, she says. “I am passionate about what I do. I love to see things 
succeed and I have a positive outlook.” 

Recruiting the right staff has also been a challenge, especially when it came to black economic 
empowerment. “I realised that adverts in the papers didn’t work, so I had to convince the board to 
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go out and headhunt. We have also ensured that managers in the business have to train and hire 
for diversity. The performance management system is linked to the black economic empowerment 
of women.” Dr Mokone-Matabane’s long-term vision is that Sentech should become an 
international company, taking advantage of opportunities around the globe but remaining focused 
on Africa and offering broadband wireless services. Difficulties she expects to face are retaining 
staff and securing sufficient capital to grow. 

Answer the following questions: 

(1) Using the providing direction, aligning followers, building relationships and developing 
personal leadership qualities approach to management and leadership propagated by Daft 
(2015:14-15) in your prescribed book, would you say Dr Mokone-Matabane is a manager, a 
leader or both? Substantiate your answer with examples from the case study.           [10] 

(2) Critically evaluate the six approaches to leadership theories as explained in Daft (2015:17-
18). What are the advantages and disadvantages of each approach?                         [15] 

1.9 SUMMARY 

This learning unit introduced you to the most important concepts regarding leadership. It also 
explained why leadership is important in today’s changing organisations. After providing you with 
a working definition of leadership, the different approaches to leadership theories were explained, 
as well as why it is necessary for today’s leaders to make a paradigm shift regarding change, 
empowerment and collaboration. Then we gave you the opportunity to internalise the concepts 
covered by applying what you have learnt to a relevant organisational case study. The next 
learning unit will look at the different research perspectives regarding leadership. 

 

 

 

You have reached the end of the learning unit. We think that you have worked hard and should 
now take a break! 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Answers to the true/false assessment 

1.     False 2.    True 

3.    True 4.    True 

5.    False 6.    False 

7.      True 8.    True 

9.    False 10.  True 

11.   True 12.  True 
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13.  False 14.  True 

15.  True 16.  True 

17.   False 18.  False 

19.  False 20.  True 

Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1.  b 2. d 

3.  c 4. d 

5.  d 6. d 

7.  b 8. d 

9. d 10. a 

11.  a 12. a 

13.  d 14. c 

15.  d 16. b 

17. d 18. b 

19. c 20. c 

21. d 22. b 

23. d 24. d 

25. a 26. a 

27. b 28. c 

29. d 30. b 

Answers to the sentence completion assessment 

1. Leadership 

2. vision 

3. Trait theories 

4. contingency theories 

5. charismatic leadership 

6. relational theories 

7. the era of great man leadership 

8. Management 

9. change 

10. learning leader 
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1.10 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to complete 
this learning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you developed by 
completing the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMS graduateness skills and 
attributes framework below.) 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book 
improve your competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor or 
industrial psychologist? Name a few competencies that you think should be developed 
further to enhance your graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the 
workplace? 

4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection (completing 
the self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 
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Overarching trans- 
disciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS graduateness skills 
and attributes 

Rate your current 
level of graduateness 
in terms of the 
learning outcomes 
and subject matter 
for this study unit on 
a scale from 1 (need 
extensive 
development) to  
10 (highly developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness skills 
and attributes you 
would like to 
develop further in 
terms of mastering 
the learning 
outcomes and the 
subject matter for 
this study unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving & 
decision-making skills 

• enterprising skills 

    

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 

 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and applying 
information skills 

  

Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed  behaviour 

• Ethical and responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 

 

1.11 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment 
ratings for the learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like to 
develop as a psychology of leadership student. Identify the priority development areas and the 
actions you can take to develop these further. Transfer the identified areas of development to 
your personal action plan.  
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Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and ability 
to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision-
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting 
and applying 
information 
skills 

          

Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 
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TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation answers in 
each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you need to consider 
how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study, and discussion forum to help you 
develop your graduateness as well as your knowledge, skills and confidence as a human 
resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist in the psychology of 
leadership. As you progress through the learning opportunities provided by each learning unit and 
assignment, we encourage you to reflect on your personal development and your continued 
professional development and personal growth. This is a useful skill to develop because as a 
human resources practitioner, aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist, you will need to 
reflect on your practice and continued professional development and employability. 
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LEARNING UNIT 2: INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP 

The aim of learning unit 2 is for you to explore the different research perspectives on leadership in order to 
explain the different approaches to leadership. We want you to be able to explain the trait and behavioural 
approaches to leadership, as well as individualised and entrepreneurial leadership. We also want you to be 
able to match leaders with roles and explain the contingency approach to leadership. To internalise the 
concepts covered, we then want you to apply what you have learnt to a relevant case study. Finally, we 
want you to reflect on your graduateness by completing a self-evaluation reflection and personal 
development plan. 

 

 

 

Learning outcomes 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• outline some personal traits and characteristics that are associated with effective leaders 

• describe autocratic versus democratic leadership behaviour and the impact of each 

• explain the distinction between people-oriented and task-oriented leadership behaviour and 
when each should be used 

• explain how the theory of individualised leadership has broadened your understanding of 
relationships between leaders and followers 

• explain the concept of entrepreneurial leadership 

• distinguish among various roles leaders play in organisations, including operations, collaborative 
and advisory roles 

• explain how leadership is often contingent on people and situations 

• explain Fiedler’s contingency model, Hersey and Blanchard’s situational theory, the path-goal 
theory of leadership and the Vroom-Jago model 

• complete a true/false, multiple-choice and sentence completion assessment on research 
perspectives on leadership 

• apply your knowledge of management and leadership to a case study 

• understand how this learning unit can enhance your graduateness 

 

L U 
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Key concepts 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Trait 

• Behaviour 

• Relationships 

• Entrepreneur 

• Roles 

• Contingency 

• Relationships 

2.1 THE TRAIT APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP 

According to Daft (2015), early efforts to understand leadership success focused on the leader’s personal 
traits. 

 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled the trait approach (pp 36-43). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.2 BEHAVIOUR APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP 

Rather than looking at an individual’s personal traits, diverse research programmes on leadership 
behaviour have sought to uncover the behaviours that effective leaders engage in. As behaviours can be 
learnt more readily than traits, this approach enabled leadership to be accessible to all. 

 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled behaviour approaches (pp 43-52). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.3 INDIVIDUALISED LEADERSHIP 

Traditional trait and behaviour theories assume that a leader adopts a general leadership style that is used 
with all group members. A more recent approach to leadership behaviour research, namely individualised 
leadership, looks instead at the specific relationship between a leader and each individual follower (Daft 
2015). 
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Study the section in the prescribed book titled individualized leadership (pp 52-55). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.4 ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAITS AND BEHAVIOURS  

Another topic of special concern in today’s fast-changing world is entrepreneurial leadership.  

Study the section in the prescribed book titled entrepreneurial traits and behaviours (pp 52-
56).  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.5 CONTINGENCY APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP 

The failure to find universal leader traits or behaviours that would determine effective leadership led 
researchers in a new direction – the focus changing to the situation in which leadership occurred.  

Study this new direction in the section in the prescribed book titled the contingency 
approach (pp 66-91). This will include 

• Hersey and Blanchard’s situational theory 

• Fiedler’s contingency model 

• the path-goal theory   

• the Vroom-Jago contingency model 

• substitutes for leadership 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.6 LEARNING UNIT ASSESSMENT  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 2, indicate whether the following 30 statements 
are true or false in the space provided after each statement given below. Then compare your answers to 
ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. The great man approach sought to identify the traits leaders possessed that distinguished them from 
people who were not leaders. __________ 
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2. Researchers contend that some traits are essential to leadership, like self-confidence, honesty, 
integrity and drive. __________ 

3. The trait approach says that anyone with the appropriate behaviour can be a good leader. 
__________ 

4. The leadership continuum model implies that a participative leadership can be used when 
subordinates are able to readily learn decision-making. __________ 

5. Directing tasks, planning, and ruling with an iron hand is a “consideration” style. __________ 

6. The University of Michigan studies showed that goal emphasis, work facilitation, support and 
interaction facilitation can be performed by subordinates. ________ 

7. The leadership grid shows that team management is the least effective style. __________ 

8. Dyadic theory examines why leaders have greater impact on some followers than on others. 
__________ 

9. Leader-member exchange research emphasises that all employees should be managed in the same 
manner. __________ 

10. A characteristic considered essential for effective leadership is drive. _________ 

11. A democratic leader is one who tries to centralise authority and derive power from position. 
__________ 

12. Consideration is the extent to which a leader is sensitive to subordinates. __________ 

13. The leadership continuum is a theory based on the notion that a leader develops a unique relationship 
with each subordinate or group. __________ 

14. Critics of the early LMX theory felt that distinguishing between an in-group and an out-group would 
lead to resentment or even hostility. __________ 

15. Entrepreneurial leaders exist within established organisations.  __________ 

16. There is not one best way of leadership. Contingency means “it depends”.  __________ 

17. A task-oriented leader performs better in situations of intermediate favourability because human 
relations skills are important for high group performance. __________ 

18. To use Fiedler’s contingency theory, a leader should know if he has a relationship- or task-oriented 
style. __________ 

19. The major impact of Fiedler’s model may have been to stir other researchers to consider situational 
factors more seriously. __________ 

20. According to the Hersey and Blanchard model, subordinates vary in readiness level. __________ 

21. In the Hersey and Blanchard model, the telling style is based on high concern for both relationships 
and tasks. __________ 
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22. Path clarification means that the leader works with subordinates to identify the behaviours needed to 
accomplish tasks. __________ 

23. According to the path-goal theory, the follower increases leader motivation by clarifying the path to 
rewards and increasing values and desires.__________ 

24. The four leadership classifications of the Fiedler model include supportive, directive, participative and 
achievement-oriented leadership. __________ 

25. Achievement-oriented leaders show confidence in subordinates and assist them in learning how to 
achieve high goals. __________ 

26. The Vroom-Jago Contingency Model has five levels of subordinate participation in decision-making, 
ranging from highly autocratic to highly democratic. __________ 

27. Further development of the Vroom-Jago model added concern for time constraints and concern for 
follower development. __________ 

28. A substitute counteracts the leadership style and prevents the leader from displaying certain 
behaviours. __________ 

29. Physical separation of leader and subordinate neutralises leadership  styles. __________ 

30. Recent research has shown that substitutes for leadership can be designed in 
organisations.__________ 

 

Multiple-choice questions 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 2, choose which one of the four alternatives given for each 
of the 45 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each statement. Then 
compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. Possessing the traits of honesty and integrity is essential for leaders in order to ... 

a.     build productive relationships. 

b.     build trust. 

c.     build productive relationships as well as trust. 

d.     seek achievement. 
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2. The leadership continuum by Tannenbaum and Schmidt suggested that leaders should be boss-
centred or subordinate-centred, depending on ... 

a. organisational circumstances. 

b. the skill level of the employees. 

c. the self-confidence, creativity and energy of the leader. 

d. both organisational circumstances and the skill level of the employees. 

3. Initiating structure describes the following leadership behaviour: 

a. a leader who is task-oriented and directs subordinates’ work 

b. a leader who is sensitive to subordinates and respects their ideas and feelings 

c. a leader who seeks input from subordinates regarding important decisions 

d. a leader who listens carefully to problems 

4.  “High-high” leadership behaviour is generally considered desirable because ... 

a. leaders display concern for both people and production. 

b. leaders will meet people-oriented and task-oriented needs simultaneously. 

c.               leaders display concern for both people and production and leaders will meet people- 
      oriented and task-oriented needs simultaneously. 

d. task-oriented behaviour is associated with higher productivity. 

5. During the partnership building stage of the dyadic approach ... 

a. leader dyads are created across levels and boundaries. 

b. leaders can reach out to create a positive exchange with every subordinate. 

c. leaders’ behaviours and traits have different impacts on individuals. 

d. leadership is not individualised for each subordinate. 

6. In the leadership grid, the term “country club management” refers to ... 

a. the exertion of minimum effort to get required work done. 

b. efficiency in operations from arranging work conditions. 

c. thoughtful attention to the needs of people for satisfying relationships. 

d. work accomplishment from committed people and interdependence. 

7. Active leaders need self-confidence because ... 

a. followers will not cooperate if the leader is not confident. 

b. they initiate changes and must make decisions without adequate information. 
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c. leaders could be paralysed into inaction without confidence. 

d. All of the above are correct. 

8. Drive is considered essential to effective leadership because ... 

a. leaders with drive seek achievement. 

b. leaders with drive actively pursue goals. 

c. leaders with drive have stamina. 

d. All of the above. 

9. Entrepreneurship is the process of ... 

a. initiating a business venture. 

b. assuming the associated risks and rewards. 

c. organising the necessary resources. 

d. All of the above. 

10. Entrepreneurs are ... 

a. autocratic leaders. 

b. leaders of innovation and change. 

c. not risk takers. 

d. “high-high” leaders. 

11. Different personal characteristics and behavioural styles are suited to different types of ... 

a. leadership roles. 

b. vertical dyad linkages. 

c. authority-compliance management. 

d. job-centred leadership. 

12. Team management is ... 

a. recommended because organisation members work together to accomplish tasks. 

b. considered the most effective style. 

c. used when efficiency in operations is the dominant orientation. 

d. recommended because organisation members work together to accomplish tasks and it is 
also considered the most effective style. 
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13. Leaders can develop performance and productivity gains if they ... 

a. use an operational role. 

b. are independent. 

c.              develop positive relationships one-on-one with each subordinate. 

d. maintain the status quo. 

14. The operational role is ... 

a. a horizontal role. 

b. closest to a vertically-oriented management role. 

c.               a leadership role that provides guidance and support. 

d. a natural behavioural style. 

15. Collaborative leaders ... 

a. need excellent people skills. 

b. are highly proactive and tenacious. 

c.               exhibit extreme flexibility. 

d. All of the above. 

16. Individualised leadership is based on ... 

a. a leader’s unique relationship with each subordinate. 

b. a series of dyads, that is, two-person interactions. 

c.               the leadership grid. 

d. a leader’s unique relationship with each subordinate as well as a series of dyads. 

17. Traits ... 

a. alone cannot define effective leadership. 

b. alone can define effective leadership. 

c.               are not part of 21st century leadership research. 

d. are part of LMX research. 

18. Leaders who are drawn to new opportunities, are action-oriented and try to influence their teams 
toward creativity are ... 

a. entrepreneurial leaders. 

b. “high-high” leaders. 
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c. operational leaders. 

d. individualised leaders. 

19. Advisory leaders need ... 

a. great people skills. 

b. the ability to influence through personal knowledge. 

c. honesty and integrity to build trust. 

d. All of the above. 

20. The job-centred leader focuses on ... 

a. accomplishing tasks. 

b. the human needs of his/her subordinates. 

c. efficiency. 

d. accomplishing tasks as well as efficiency. 

21. The University of Michigan studies are part of ... 

a. the trait theory. 

b. the behavioural theory. 

c. individualised leadership. 

d. entrepreneurial leadership. 

22. Many people think a leader ... 

a. has to be “all things to all people”. 

b. must handle any problem that comes along. 

c. must be “all things to all people” and must handle any problem that comes along. 

d. must maintain the status quo. 

23. Contingency approaches can best be described as ... 

a. leadership styles that seek to delineate the characteristics of situations. 

b. leadership styles appropriate for one situation which may not work in another. 

c. leadership traits or behaviours that can improve performance in all situations. 

d.      leadership styles that seek to delineate the characteristics of situations as well as leadership  
    styles appropriate for one situation which may not work in another. 
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24. To use Fiedler’s contingency theory, a leader needs to know ... 

a. whether his/her leadership style is relationship-oriented. 

b. whether his/her leadership style is task-oriented. 

c.                the organisational situation. 

d. All of the above. 

25. In Fiedler’s model, leadership style was measured with a questionnaire known as ... 

a. the least preferred co-worker (LPC) scale. 

b. leader participation styles. 

c.               neutralisers. 

d. the leadership grid. 

26. Hersey and Blanchard’s situational theory focuses on ... 

a. the characteristics of followers as an important element of the situation. 

b. the readiness of the leader. 

c.               the characteristics of the leader. 

d. whether the situation is favourable or unfavourable to the leader. 

27. A leader who shares ideas with followers and facilitates decision making is using Hersey and 
Blanchard’s ... 

a. telling style. 

b. selling style. 

c.               participating style. 

d. delegating style. 

28. In terms of Hersey and Blanchard’s model, the delegating style can be effective when ... 

a. followers have very high levels of education, experience and readiness. 

b. followers lack experience and education. 

c.               followers have poor ability and skills. 

d. followers are at a moderate readiness level. 

29. According to the path-goal model, a subordinate who lacks self-confidence would respond best to ... 

a. directive leadership behaviour to clarify the path to reward. 

b. supportive leadership behaviour to increase confidence. 
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c.                achievement-oriented leadership to set high goals. 

d. participative leadership to clarify the follower’s needs. 

30. Two important situational contingencies in the path-goal theory are ... 

a. the personal characteristics of the group members and the work environment. 

b. the ability, skills, needs and motivations and the degree of task structure. 

c.               substitutes for leadership and the readiness level of the leader. 

d.              the personal characteristics of the group members as well as the work environment and  
     ability, skills, needs and motivations and the degree of task structure. 

31. Highly educated, professional subordinates who know their tasks do not need a leader. This is an 
example of ... 

a. the path-goal theory. 

b. the readiness level of subordinates. 

c.               a substitute for leadership. 

d. participative leadership. 

32. Kinko’s, a nationwide copy centre, has numerous locations and managers have limited personal 
interaction. This is an example of ... 

a. achievement-oriented leadership. 

b. the path-goal theory. 

c.               a substitute for leadership. 

d. a neutraliser. 

33. Researchers have observed that leaders frequently behave situationally – that is, ... 

a. they adjust their leadership style. 

b. factors in the situation change the leadership style. 

c.              leads do not change leadership style. 

d. they adjust their leadership style and factors in the situation also change the leadership style. 

34. According to Hersey and Blanchard , in situations of “high-task low-relationship”, the leader’s style 
should be ... 

a. an authoritative style. 

b. a delegating style. 
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c.           an achievement style. 

d.  a supportive style. 

35. According to the LPC scale, if the leader describes the least preferred co-worker using positive 
concepts, the leader ... 

a. is relationship-oriented. 

b. is task-oriented. 

c. places greater value on tasks. 

d. is extroverted. 

36. Researchers found that with regard to CEOs in turnaround situations – where companies must 
improve results quickly – ... 

a. relationship skills were more valuable leader qualities. 

b. teamwork was the most valuable leader quality. 

c. task-focused characteristics were more valuable leader qualities. 

d. analytical skills were not valuable leader qualities. 

37. Fiedler’s model has been criticised because using the LPC score as a measure of relationship- or 
task-oriented behaviour ... 

a. lacks statistical significance. 

b. seems simplistic. 

c. seems arbitrary. 

d. All of the above. 

38. In today’s multigenerational workplace, with people of widely different ages and readiness levels 
working side-by-side, many leaders find that they have to use ... 

a. the telling style. 

b. the selling style. 

c. multiple styles. 

d. the delegating style. 

39. Path clarification means that the leader works with subordinates ... 

a. to learn the behaviours that lead to task accomplishment. 

b. to help them identify behaviours for task accomplishment. 
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c. to increase relationship skills to be better team members. 

d. to learn the behaviours that lead to task accomplishment and to help them identify 
behaviours for task accomplishment. 

40. The four types of leader behaviour in the path-goal theory ... 

a. are not considered ingrained personality traits. 

b. reflect types of behaviour that every leader is able to adopt. 

c. depend on the situation. 

d. All of the above. 

41. Craft workers and professionals want more freedom and autonomy and work best under ... 

a. a participative leadership style. 

b. a directive leadership style. 

c. a selling leadership style. 

d. a task-oriented style. 

42. The Vroom-Jago model added concern for ... 

a. time constraints. 

b. follower development. 

c. production. 

d. time constraints as well as follower development. 

43. Task-oriented and people-oriented leadership are substituted by ... 

a. professional education and socialisation. 

b. teams. 

c. computer training. 

d. low levels of readiness. 

44. Recent studies have examined how substitutes (the situation) can be designed to have ... 

a. less impact than leader behaviours on outcomes. 

b. the same impact as leader behaviours on outcomes. 

c. more impact than leader behaviours on outcomes. 

d. no impact on outcomes. 
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45. Which one of the following is NOT a diagnostic question in the Vroom-Jago contingency model? 

a. How significant is this decision for the project or organisation? 

b. How skilled and committed are group members to working together as a team to solve 
problems? 

c. What decision-making style does the leader use? 

d. How important is subordinate commitment to carrying out the decision? 

 

Sentence completion 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 2, complete the following 20 statements by providing the 
missing word or words in the space provided. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning 
unit. 

1. ... are the distinguishing personal characteristics of a leader, such as intelligence, honesty, self-
confidence and appearance. 

2. ... is a leadership perspective that sought to identify the inherited traits leaders possessed that 
distinguished them from people who were not leaders. 

3. The behaviour approach recognised ... and ... leadership styles. 

4. The extent to which a leader is task-oriented and directs subordinates’ work activities toward goal 
achievement is called .... 

5. A leadership behaviour that displays a focus on the human needs of subordinates is called .... 

6. In the leadership grid, ... is considered the most effective style. 

7. The ... leader displays a concern for both people and production. 

8. The ... examines why leaders have more influence and a greater impact on some members than on 
others. 

9. ... is a theory based on the notion that a leader develops a unique relationship with each 
subordinate who determines how the leader behaves toward the member. 

10. The leader-member exchange theory (LMX) is an individualised leadership model that explores .... 

11. ... is a theory meaning one thing depends on another. 
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12. ... is a model to diagnose whether a leader is task-oriented or relationship-oriented and help 
leaders match their styles to the organisational situation. 

13. Hersey and Blanchard’s ... is an extension of the leadership grid that focuses on the characteristics 
of followers as the important element of the situation and of determining effective leader 
behaviour. 

14. ... is a contingency approach to leadership in which the leader’s responsibility is to increase 
subordinates’ motivation by clarifying the behaviours necessary for task accomplishment and 
rewards. 

15. ... is a contingency model that focuses on varying degrees of participative leadership and how 
each level of participation influences quality and accountability of decisions. 

16. A(n) ... is a situational variable that makes leadership unnecessary or redundant. 

17. A(n) ... is a situational characteristic that counteracts the leadership style and prevents the leader 
from displaying certain behaviours. 

18. In Fiedler’s theory, a(n) ... is concerned with people. 

19. The   Vroom-Jago model focuses specifically on varying degrees of ... leadership. 

20. The essence of Hersey and Blanchard’s situational theory is to select a style that is appropriate for 
the ... level of each subordinate. 

 

Activity 2 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.7 CASE STUDY 

Carefully read through the following case study and answer all the questions that follow. 

FOLLOW YOUR LEADER 

(The following case study describes two US Marine leaders who display different types of leadership 
behaviour, namely Colonel Joe Dowdy and Major General James Mattis, US Marine Corps. This case study is 
reported in Daft (2015: 47-48). 

Only a few weeks into the war in Iraq, Marine Colonel Joe Dowdy had accomplished a gruelling military 
mission and had been removed from his command by Major General James Mattis. The complicated and 
conflicting tales of why Colonel Dowdy was dismissed are beyond the scope of this text, but one issue that 
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came under examination was the differing styles of Colonel Dowdy and General Mattis, as well as the 
difficult, age-old wartime tension of “men versus mission”. 

General Mattis has been referred to as a “warrior monk”, consumed with the study of battle tactics and 
whose own battle plans in Iraq were considered brilliant. General Mattis saw speed as integral to success in 
the early days of the Iraqi war, pushing for regiments to move quickly to accomplish a mission despite 
significant risks. For Colonel Dowdy, some risks seemed too high, and he made decisions that delayed his 
mission, but better protected his marines. Colonel Dowdy was beloved by his followers because he was 
deeply concerned about their welfare, paid attention to them as individuals, and treated them as equals, 
going so far as to decline certain privileges that were available only to officers. 

Despite their different styles, both leaders were highly respected by their followers. When asked about 
General Mattis, Gunnery Sergeant Robert Kane, who has served under both leaders, says he would 
certainly “follow him again”. However, when he learnt that Colonel Dowdy had been dismissed, Sergeant 
Kane says he “wanted to go with him. If [he] had said ‘get your gear, you’re coming with me’, I would’ve 
gone, even if it meant the end of my career.” 

Answer the following questions. 

Using the leadership grid two-dimensional leadership theory propagated by Blake and Mouton (Daft 
2015:68-72), answer the following questions: 

(1) What were the differences in leadership style between General Mattis and Colonel Dowdy as 
reported in the above case study?                     [4] 

(2) Which of the two styles do you think was more effective in the described situation?               [4] 

(3) Which leadership style would be the ideal in the described situation?                 [2] 

 

2.8 SUMMARY 

This learning unit introduced you to the different research perspectives on leadership in order to explain 
the different approaches to leadership. It also explained the trait and behavioural approaches to leadership 
as well as individualised and entrepreneurial leadership. After matching leaders with roles and explaining 
the contingency approach to leadership, we gave you the opportunity to internalise the concepts covered 
by applying what you had learnt to a relevant case study. The next learning unit will look at the personal 
side of leadership. 

 

We think that you have worked hard and should now take a break! 
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Answers to the true/false assessment 

1. True 2. True 3. False 4. True 5. False 

6. True 7. False 8. True 9. False 10. True 

11. False 12. True 13. False 14. True 15. True 

16. True 17. False 18. True 19. True 20. True 

21. False 22. True 23. False 24. False 25. True 

26. True 27. True 28. False 29. True 30. True 

Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1. c  2. d 

3. a 4. c 
5. b 6. c 
7. d 8. d 
9. d 10. b 
11. a 12. d 
13. c 14. b 
15. d 16. d 
17. a 18. a 
19. d 20. d 
21. b 22. c 
23. d 24. d 
25. a 26. a 
27. c 28. a 
29. b 30. d 
31. c 32. d 
33. d 34. a 
35. a 36. c 
37. d 38. c 
39. d 40. d 
41. a 42. d 
43. a 44. c 
45. c   

Answers to the sentence completion assessment 

1. Traits 

2. The great man approach 

3. autocratic, democratic or democratic, autocratic 

4. initiating structure 

5. employee-centred 

6. team management 

7. high-high 

8. dyadic theory 
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9. Individualised leadership 

10. leader-member relationships 

11. Contingency 

12. Fiedler’s contingency model 

13. situational theory 

14. The path-goal theory 

15. The Vroom-Jago contingency theory 

16. substitute 

17. neutraliser 

18. relationship-oriented leader 

19. participative 

20. readiness 

 

2.9 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to complete  this 
learning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you developed by completing 
the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMS graduateness skills and attributes 
framework below). 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book improve your 
competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist? 
Name a few competencies that you think should be developed further to enhance your 
graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the workplace? 
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4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection (completing these 
self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 

Overarching trans- 
disciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS graduateness 
skills and attributes 

Rate your current 
level of 
graduateness in 
terms of the 
learning outcomes 
and subject matter 
for this study unit 
on a scale from  
1 (need extensive 
development) to 

10 (highly 
developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness skills and 
attributes you would like 
to develop further in 
terms of mastering the 
learning outcomes and 
the subject matter for this 
study unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving
 & decision-
making skills 

• Enterprising skills 

• Analytical thinking 
skills 

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 
working 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and 
applying 
information skills 

  

Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed  
behaviour 

• Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 

 

2.10 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment ratings for the 
learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like to develop as a psychology of 
leadership student. Identify the priority development areas and the actions you can take to develop these 
further. Transfer the identified areas of development to your personal action plan. 
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Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and ability 
to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision- 
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting and 
applying 
information 
skills 

          

Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 
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TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation answers in 
each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you need to consider 
how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study and discussion forum to help you 
develop your graduateness, as well as your knowledge, skills and confidence as a human 
resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist in the psychology of 
leadership. As you progress through the learning opportunities provided by each learning unit and 
assignment, we encourage you to reflect on your personal development and your continued 
professional development and personal growth. This is a useful skill to develop because as a 
human resources practitioner, aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist, you will need to 
reflect on your practice and continued professional development and employability. 
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LEARNING UNIT 3: THE PERSONAL SIDE OF LEADERSHIP 

The aim of learning unit 3 is for you to explore the personal side of leadership in order to 
understand the ways in which leaders seek alignment between their organisations and their 
followers. We want you to be able to explain the leader as an individual, leadership mind and 
heart, courage and moral leadership and followship. Finally, we want you to reflect on your 
graduateness by completing a self-evaluation reflection and personal development plan. 

Learning outcomes 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• identify major personality dimensions and explain how personality influences leadership 
and relationships within organisations 

• explain how values guide thoughts and behaviours 

• define attitudes and explain their relationship to leader behaviour 

• explain the attribution theory and how perception affects the leader-follower relationship 

• discuss individual differences in cognitive style 

• list the guidelines that leaders can follow to learn to work more effectively with different 
personality types 

• explain the difference between leadership capacity and leadership competence 

• recognise how mental models guide behaviour and relationships 

• explain the concept of emotional intelligence 

• explain the difference between leading with love versus leading with fear 

• explain the concept of moral leadership 

• discuss leadership courage 

• discuss the concept of followership 

• complete a true/false, multiple-choice and sentence-completion assessment on the 
personal side of leadership 

• understand how this learning unit can enhance your graduateness 
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Key concepts 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Personality 

• Relationships 

• Perception 

• Cognitive style 

• Mental models 

• Emotional intelligence 

• Morality 

• Courage 

• Followership 

3.1 PERSONALITY AND LEADERSHIP 

Personality is the set of unseen characteristics and processes that underlie a relatively stable 
pattern of behaviour in response to ideas, objects or people in the environment. 

 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled personality and leadership (pp 101–
109). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.2 VALUES, ATTITUDES AND LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOUR 

In addition to personality differences, people differ in the values and attitudes they hold. These 
differences also affect the behaviour of leaders and followers. 

 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled values and attitudes (pp 109–113). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.3 THE ATTRIBUTION THEORY AND HOW PERCEPTION AFFECTS THE LEADER-FOLLOWER 
RELATIONSHIP 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled social perception and attributions 
(pp 113–116). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.4 INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE STYLE 

The final area of individual differences we explore is cognitive style. 

 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled cognitive differences (pp 116–122). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.5 GUIDELINES FOR WORKING MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES 

As the previous sections have shown, leaders have to work with individuals who differ in many 
ways. However, they can learn to work more effectively with different personality types by 
following some simple guidelines. 

 

Study these guidelines in the prescribed book at the bottom of page 122. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.6 HOW MENTAL MODELS GUIDE BEHAVIOUR AND RELATIONSHIPS 

A mental model can be thought of as an internal picture that affects a leader’s actions and 
relationships with others. 

 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled mental models and developing a 
leader’s mind (pp 136–146). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.7 THE CONCEPT OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Psychologists and other researchers, as well as people in all walks of life, have long recognised the 
importance of cognitive intelligence, or IQ, in determining a person’s success and effectiveness. 
However, leaders and researchers have also started to recognise the critical importance of 
emotional intelligence, or EQ. 
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Study the section in the prescribed book titled emotional intelligence (pp 146–152). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.8 LEADING WITH LOVE VERSUS LEADING WITH FEAR 
 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled leading with love versus leading with 
fear (pp 153–158). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.9 MORAL LEADERSHIP 

The following two sections explore ideas related to courage and moral leadership. In the previous 
sections we discussed mind and heart, two of the three elements that come together for 
successful leadership. The next two sections focus on the third element, spirit – the ability to look 
within, to contemplate the human conditions, to think about what is right and wrong, to see what 
really matters in the world and to have the courage to stand up for what is worthy and right. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled (1) moral leadership today, (2) 
acting like a moral leader and (3) becoming a moral leader (pp  168–175). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.10 LEADERSHIP COURAGE 
 

Study the section in the prescribed book titled leading with courage (pp 179–187). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.11 FOLLOWERSHIP 

Leadership and followership are closely intertwined. Effective followers can shape productive 
leader behaviour just as effective leaders develop people into good followers. In this section we 
examine the important role of followership. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled the art of followship, what your 
leader wants from you, styles of followship, strategies for managing up, the power 
and courage to manage up and what followers want from leaders (pp 196–215). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.12 Learning unit assessment 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 3, indicate whether the following 60 
statements are true or false in the space provided after each statement given below. Then 
compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. The big five personality dimensions include extroversion, agreeableness, 
conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness to experience. __________ 

2. Most leaders score consistently high on all of the big five dimensions. __________ 

3. A person with an external locus of control believes he is the “master of his own fate”. 
__________ 

4. Knowledge of individual differences gives leaders valuable insights into their own 
behaviour as well as that of followers and offers a framework to diagnose a situation. 
__________ 

5. Instrumental values are beliefs about the types of behaviour appropriate for reaching 
goals. __________ 

6. Values cannot change throughout life because they are not learnt. __________ 

7. The collection of attitudes a leader has about him-/herself is called self-concept. 
__________ 

8. A theory Y leader believes subordinates are lazy and dislike work. ______ 

9. Hermann believes people can learn to use their “whole brain” and not just one or two 
quadrants. __________ 

10. The Myers-Briggs type indicator uses four different pairs of attributes such as introversion 
versus extroversion. __________ 

11. People’s awareness of their preferences, training and life experiences can cause them to 
change their preferences over time. __________ 

12. The attribution theory refers to how people explain the causes of events or behaviours. 
__________ 

13. Different types of personalities and thinking styles might be better suited to different 
types of leadership roles. __________ 
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14. Perceptual defence is the tendency of perceivers to protect themselves against ideas, 
objects or people that are threatening. __________ 

15. Leaders can learn to work more effectively with different personality types by 
understanding their own personalities. __________ 

16. Mental models are theories that people hold about specific systems in the world and their 
expected behaviour. __________ 

17. Leaders have many mental models that tend to govern how they interpret experiences 
and how they act in response to people and situations. _____ 

18. Coping with the volatility of today’s environment requires a tremendous shift in mental 
models for most leaders. __________ 

19. Leaders cannot change their assumptions. __________ 

20. Independent thinking means questioning assumptions and interpreting data and events 
according to one’s own beliefs, ideas and thinking. ____ 

21. Mindfulness can be defined as questioning assumptions and interpreting data according 
to one’s own beliefs, ideas and thinking. __________ 

22. The pike syndrome refers to the power of conditioning that guides behaviour. __________ 

23. Leaders have to put aside their preconceptions and suspend their beliefs; this can be 
referred to as beginner’s mind. __________ 

24. Systems thinking means seeing patterns in the organisational whole instead of just the 
parts and learning to reinforce or change systems patterns. __________ 

25. An important element of systems thinking is to discern circles of causality.__________ 

26. Being emotionally intelligent means being able to effectively manage ourselves and our 
relationships. __________ 

27. Anger and enjoyment are components of emotional intelligence. ________ 

28. An unspoken notion among many senior-level executives is that fear is good. __________ 

29. Fear-based motivation makes an employee feel valued as a person. __________ 

30. Self-management, the second key component, includes the ability to control disruptive, 
unproductive or harmful emotions and desires. __________ 

31. Stewardship is the belief that leaders are deeply accountable to others as well as to the 
organisation, without trying to control others. __________ 
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32. Research has indicated that most people think that CEOs are honest and hard-working. 
__________ 

33. Moral leadership is about distinguishing right from wrong and doing right, seeking the 
just, the honest and the good. __________ 

34. Standing up for what is right is a primary way in which leaders create an environment of 
integrity. __________ 

35. At the pre-conventional level, people learn to conform to the expectations of others. 
__________ 

36. A leader who is visionary, empowering and committed to serving others is operating at 
the post-conventional or principle level. __________ 

37. Participative management encourages managers to direct and control employees. 
__________ 

38. Unethical leaders tend to take all the credit for successes, but they blame others when 
things go wrong. __________ 

39. A principle of stewardship is to localise decisions and power to those closest to the work 
and the customer. __________ 

40. Authoritarian management takes stewardship assumptions about leaders and followers 
one step further. __________ 

41. Ethical leaders put values into action; employees learn about values that are important to 
the organisation by watching leaders. __________ 

42. Courage is another word for fearlessness. __________ 

43. To take a chance and improve things mean leaders have to step through fear and 
confusion and act despite the risks involved. __________ 

44. Anger and frustration cannot be used for positive outcomes. __________ 

45. Stewardship leaders guide the organisation without dominating it and facilitate followers 
without controlling them. __________ 

46. The nature of leader-follower relationships involves reciprocity, the mutual exchange of 
influence. __________ 

47. Characterised by both mindfulness and a willingness to act, effective followers are 
essential for the organisation to be effective. __________ 

48. The alienated follower is a critical and independent thinker who is active in the 
organisation. __________ 
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49. Covey’s work shows a maturity continuum that leads from independence to dependence. 
__________ 

50. Effective followers have the courage to initiate change and put themselves at risk or in 
conflict with others. __________ 

51. Effective followers have to know what they stand for and must be willing to express their 
own ideas to their leaders even if this might mean risking their jobs. __________ 

52. No matter what position you hold in the organisation, when you move to 
interdependence, you step into a leadership role. __________ 

53. A dependent person has developed a sense of self-worth and an attitude of self-reliance. 
__________ 

54. One of the strategies for managing up is to be a resource for the leader.__________ 

55. According to the author, building a relationship with the leader implies submission and 
authority. __________ 

56. Feedback should be seen as a route to improvement and not something to be feared. 
__________ 

57. One aspect of being a good follower is to understand what leaders want and need. 
__________ 

58. People should wait for an annual review to know how they’re doing or how they can 
improve. __________ 

59. Coaching helps followers upgrade their skills and enhance their career development. 
__________ 

60. Supportive coaching involves showing or telling a person what needs to be done. 
__________ 

 
Multiple-choice questions 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 3, choose which one of the four alternatives given 
for each of the 90 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each 
statement. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. The degree to which a person has a broad range of interests and is imaginative, creative 
and willing to consider new ideas is called ... 

a. emotional stability. 

b. extroversion. 
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c. agreeableness. 

d. openness to experience. 

2. A person with an internal locus of control ... 

a. believes that luck is the key to success. 

b. feels that he or she has little control over events. 

c. places the primary responsibility on outside forces. 

d. believes he or she is “master of his or her own fate”. 

3. Security, a comfortable life and good health are examples of ... 

a. end values or terminal values. 

b. feelings. 

c. attitudes. 

d. instrumental values. 

4. Four quadrants of the brain are related to different thinking styles. This model is called ... 

a. the whole brain concept. 

b. theory X and theory Y. 

c. the path-goal theory. 

d. the Myers-Briggs type indicator. 

5. According to Hermann’s whole brain concept ... 

a. leaders cannot learn to rely on all four quadrants of the brain. 

b. leaders can learn to rely on all four quadrants of the brain. 

c. the situation is the most important factor in decision making. 

d. self-concept is the most important factor in decision making. 

6. The Myers-Briggs type indicator (MBTI) ... 

a. expresses the belief that workers dislike their jobs. 

b. suggests that leaders have specific traits. 
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c. is a personality test that measures how individuals solve problems. 

d. determines whether a situation is favourable or unfavourable. 

7. Based on limited MBTI research, the two preferences that seem to be most strongly 
associated with leadership are ... 

a. thinking and judging. 

b. extroversion and feeling. 

c. intuition and perceiving. 

d. sensing and thinking. 

8. When the perceiver develops an overall impression of a person or situation based on one 
characteristic, ... occurs. 

a. projection 

b. perceptual defence 

c. the halo effect 

d. external attribution 

9. People tend to overestimate the contribution of internal factors to their successes and 
overestimate the contribution of external factors to their failures. This tendency is called ... 

a. fundamental attribution error. 

b. self-serving bias. 

c. perceptual defence. 

d. the attribution theory. 

10. A person with an overall positive self-concept has ... 

a. low self-esteem. 

b. high self-esteem. 

c. intuition. 

d. end values. 

11. Individuals differ in how they arrange values in order of priority because of ... 

a. culture. 

b. family background. 
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c. agreeableness. 

d. both culture and family background. 

12. A trait that is closely related to authoritarianism is ... 

a. theory Y. 

b. agreeableness. 

c. charisma. 

d. dogmatism. 

13. Assumptions of theory Y include the following: 

a. Most people must be threatened with punishment to get them to put forth effort. 

b. The average human being prefers to be directed. 

c. A person exercises self-direction in the service of objectives to which he or she is 
committed. 

d. The average human being will avoid work if possible. 

14. The process people use to make sense out of their surroundings by selecting, organising and 
interpreting information is called ... 

a. perception. 

b. judging. 

c. instrumental values. 

d. traits. 

15. A leader who is achievement-oriented might assume that subordinates are also 
achievement-oriented. This perceptual distortion is called ... 

a. the halo effect. 

b. projection. 

c. intuition. 

d. stereotyping. 

16. Quadrant A is associated with ... 

a. conceptualising. 

b. interpersonal relationships. 
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c. logical thinking. 

d. planning. 

17. Intuitive people (N) ... 

a. rely on less direct perceptions. 

b. like certainty. 

c. gain energy from being around others. 

d. absorb information through the five senses. 

18. By understanding their MBTI type, leaders can learn to ... 

a. select workers with certain traits. 

b. avoid the fundamental attribution error. 

c. maximise their strengths and minimise their weaknesses. 

d. use theory X. 

19. Research indicates that leaders in the real world are about equally divided between ... 

a. internals and externals. 

b. quadrant A and quadrant D thinkers. 

c. extroverts and introverts. 

d. theory X and theory Y behaviour. 

20. Guidelines for leaders to learn to work with different personality types include ... 

a. understanding your own personality. 

b. remembering that everyone wants to fit in. 

c. treating everyone with respect. 

d. All of the above. 

21. Carl Jung believed that differences in individual behaviour resulted from preferences in how 
we ... 

a. go about gathering information. 

b. evaluate information for solving problems. 
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c. go about gathering information as well as preferences in how we evaluate 
information for solving problems. 

d. use perceptual distortion. 
 

22.  A key component of leadership is ... 

a. being emotionally connected to others. 

b. understanding how emotions affect working relationships. 

c. being emotionally connected to others as well as understanding how emotions 
affect working relationships. 

d. regarding assumptions as the truth. 

23. Capacity is ... 

a. attending to production schedules. 

b. keeping the morale high. 

c. the potential each of us has to do more and be more. 

d. a set of skills. 

24. Theories people hold about specific systems in the world and their expected behaviour are 
called ... 

a. the pike syndrome. 

b. mental models. 

c. the “whole brain” concept. 

d. mindfulness. 

25. The leader’s mind can be developed beyond the non-leader’s in critical areas, namely ... 

a. open-mindedness and systems thinking. 

b. independent thinking and personal mastery. 

c. open-mindedness and systems thinking as well as independent thinking and 
personal mastery. 

d. competency in skills. 
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26. One’s mental model is affected by ... 

a. personal values. 

b. attitudes. 

c. prejudices. 

d. All of the above. 

27. Independent thinking means ... 

a. seeing patterns in the organisational whole instead of just the parts. 

b. having deep-seated assumptions, beliefs, blind spots, biases and prejudices. 

c. having a personal vision. 

d. questioning assumptions and interpreting data according to one’s own beliefs. 

28. An important element of systems thinking is to discern circles of causality because ... 

a. managers can guide the system when they understand it conceptually. 

b. problems are solved by breaking them down into discrete pieces. 

c. each piece adds to the success of the whole. 

d. relationships between the parts of the system are unimportant. 

29. Assumptions are ... 

a. not part of a leader’s mental model. 

b. part of a leader’s mental model. 

c. an expression of the organisational mission. 

d. a personality trait. 

30. Personal vision, facing reality and holding creative tension are the components of ... 

a. perceptual distortion. 

b. stereotyping. 

c. emotional intelligence. 

d. personal mastery. 
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31. The eight families of emotion refer to ... 

a. the fears that individuals experience. 

b. categories that are recognised worldwide based on photos of facial expressions. 

c. the joys that individuals experience. 

d. cultural intelligence. 

32. Some researchers suggest that ... more than cognitive ability drive(s) our thinking and 
decision making, as well as our interpersonal relationships. 

a. vision 

b. neutralisers 

c. education 

d. emotion 

33. Self-awareness refers to ... 

a. the ability to connect to others. 

b. the ability to put oneself in someone else’s shoes. 

c. being conscious of your own emotions. 

d. the ability to be hopeful and optimistic. 

34. Emotional intelligence is related to effective leadership because ... 

a. the emotional state of the leader affects the entire group. 

b. emotional intelligence enables leaders to respect followers. 

c. the emotional state of the leader affects the entire group and emotional intelligence 
enables leaders to respect followers. 

d. emotional abilities play a key role in technical expertise. 

35. In the workplace, love ... 

a. energises employees in their jobs. 

b. involves caring for people and work. 

c. is motivating. 

d. All of the above. 
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36. Although leaders have to attend to organisational issues such as production schedules, 
structure, finances, costs and profits, they also tend to ... issues. 

a. political 

b. theory X 

c. recreational 

d. human 

37. Developing leadership capacity goes beyond ... 

a. leadership traits and styles. 

b. learning the skills for organising. 

c. leadership traits and styles as well as learning the skills for organising. 

d. the pike syndrome. 

38. Leaders at Google as well as other organisations strive to create mental models that are 
aligned with organisational ... 

a. needs. 

b. goals. 

c. values. 

d. All of the above. 

39. Assumptions can be dangerous because ... 

a. people tend to accept them as the “truth”. 

b. they cannot be changed. 

c. they can be changed. 

d. people lack self-management. 

40. Getting others to shift their mental models is ... 

a. impossible. 

b. more difficult than changing one’s own mental model. 

c. only temporary. 

d. perceptual distortion. 
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41. Mindful leaders ... 

a. follow the rules of others. 

b. blindly accept rules created by others. 

c. stimulate the thinking of others. 

d. let others do the thinking. 

42. Open-mindedness means ... 

a. showing an inability to consider alternatives. 

b. developing a beginner’s mind. 

c. rejecting new ideas based on knowledge. 

d. holding on to conditioned ideas. 

43. It is important to see organisational systems as a whole because ... 

a. leaders focus on the big picture. 

b. of their complexity. 

c. leaders can facilitate improvement. 

d. All of the above. 

44. The ability to control disruptive or harmful emotions is ... 

a. self-management. 

b. social awareness. 

c. empathy. 

d. systems thinking. 

45. Leaders build emotional intelligence by encouraging and enabling a team to explore and 
use ...  in its everyday work. 

a. attitudes 

b. assumptions 

c. emotion 

d. authoritarianism 
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46. Douglas Conant, CEO of Campbell Soup, says that true leaders get employees to “fall in love 
with their company’s agenda” by engaging with them personally. This is an example of 
leading with ... 

a. love. 

b. fear. 

c. contingencies. 

d. motivation. 

47. Researchers found that entrepreneurs who are more expressive of their emotions ... 

a. make less money. 

b. make more money. 

c. are more competent. 

d. are more productive. 

48.  A recent survey shows that most people feel that ... 

a. questionable business practices are widespread. 

b. most CEOs are dishonest. 

c. most business leaders stand up for what is right. 

d. both questionable business practices are widespread and most CEOs are dishonest. 

49. The ethical pressures that challenge leaders include ... 

a. doing the right thing despite pressure to increase profits. 

b. finding new products and services to remain competitive. 

c. carrying out the leadership vision. 

d. selecting employees with the right technical skills. 

50. Leaders can create organisational systems that support ethical behaviour by ... 

a. showing zero tolerance for ethics violations. 

b. establishing ethics policies. 

c. rewarding ethical conduct. 

d. All of the above. 
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51. Servant leadership can best be described as the belief that ... 

a. leaders are deeply accountable to others. 

b. employee participation should be increased through teams. 

c. self-interest should be replaced by serving the needs of others. 

d. power, purpose and privilege reside with those at the top of the organisation. 

52. Robert Greenleaf defined ... through a character in a novel who performs the lowliest, most 
menial tasks for the group. 

a. a servant leader 

b. an authoritarian leader 

c. a participative leader 

d. a stewardship leader 

53. Service Master sets high ethical standards because leaders ... 

a. encourage others in their personal development. 

b. helping employees understand the bigger purpose of their work. 

c. feel that the organisation is only responsible to its shareholders. 

d. encourage others in their personal development and help employees understand the 
bigger purpose in their work. 

54. The conventional level of personal moral development is characterised by ... 

a. following rules. 

b. following internalised principles of justice. 

c. following authority with blind obedience. 

d. fulfilling duties and obligations of the social system. 

55. Pushing beyond the comfort zone is an act of ... 

a. courage. 

b. vision. 

c. goal setting. 

d. ethics. 
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56. Colleen Rowley, an FBI staff member, called attention to agency shortcomings that may 
have contributed to the tragedy of 11 September 2001. This behaviour is best described as 
... 

a. ethical behaviour. 

b. courage. 

c. stewardship. 

d. whistle-blowing. 

57. Most adults operate at level ... of moral development. 

a. one 

b. two 

c. three 

d. four 

58. In the United Kingdom, fund manager Invesco Perpetual took brokers clay-pigeon shooting 
during the time the firms’ clients were losing billions. This is an example of ... 

a. an environment of trust and integrity. 

b. corporate greed. 

c. servant leadership. 

d. honouring agreements. 

59. Leaders contribute to an unethical organisation by ... 

a. failing to speak up against acts they believe are wrong. 

b. feeling free to act as they choose. 

c. failing to speak up against acts they believe are wrong as well as by feeling free to 
act as they choose. 

d. creating open-door policies. 

60. Warren Buffett looks at a company’s “intrinsic business value” rather than just at the stock 
price. He is committed to ... 

a. living like a king. 

b. avoiding shareholder questions. 

c. firing CEOs who don’t produce short-term results. 

d. sound ethics and transparency. 
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61. Specific characteristics such as ... enable leaders to behave morally in the face of 
opposition. 

a. ego strength 

b. self-confidence 

c. a sense of independence 

d. All of the above. 

62. At the ... level, a leader balances concern for the self with concern for others and the 
common good. 

a. conventional 

b. pre-conventional 

c. post-conventional 

d. None of the above. 

63. This leadership mind set of ... emphasises tight top-down control, employee standardisation 
and specialisation, and management by impersonal measurement and analysis. 

a. stewardship 

b. authoritarian management 

c. servant leadership 

d. participative management 

64. Ari Weinzweig and Paul Saginaw illustrate that good leadership is ... 

a. getting a high return on investment. 

b. treating employees like customers. 

c. more about serving others than taking care of oneself. 

d. more about serving others than taking care of oneself as well as treating employees 
like customers. 

65. The servant leader ... 

a. calls for doing what is good and right for others, even if it does not “pay off” 
financially. 

b. expects subordinates to be obedient. 

c. is responsible for the emotional wellbeing of subordinates. 

d. is at the pre-conventional stage. 
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66. For many leaders in large organisations, the importance of courage is easily obscured – the 
main thing is to ... 

a. get along. 

b. fit in. 

c. do whatever brings promotions and pay raises. 

d. All of the above. 

67. Many fears ... 

a. are learnt. 

b. prevent people from doing what they want to. 

c. are learnt and prevent people from doing what they want to do. 

d. are proof of cowardice. 

68. At Lehman Brothers, CEO Richard Fuld refused to admit mistakes as Lehman teetered on 
the brink of collapse. This example shows that ... 

a. courage means accepting responsibility. 

b. leaders initiate change. 

c. CEOs are honest. 

d. leaders make a real difference. 

69. The tendency of people to not voice their true thoughts because they want to please others 
is called ...  

a. the situational theory. 

b. the Abilene paradox. 

c. the post-conventional level. 

d. theory Y. 

70. Dependent, uncritical thinkers ... 

a. are aware of the significance of their actions. 

b. are aware of the actions of others. 

c. accept the leader’s ideas without thinking. 

d. weigh the impact of decisions on the company vision. 
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71. Effective followers ... 

a. assume responsibility for their own behaviour and its impact on the organisation. 

b. do not presume that a leader will provide them with security or permission to act. 

c. exercise their potential and initiate opportunities. 

d. All of the above. 

72. If a leader’s actions and decisions contradict the best interests of the organisation, effective 
followers ... 

a. take a stand. 

b. follow the leader. 

c. sacrifice their personal integrity. 

d. follow passively. 

73. According to Covey, moving from dependence to independence includes ... 

a. being proactive. 

b. starting with a clear mental image of your destination. 

c. being proactive as well as starting with a clear mental image of your destination. 

d. taking neither initiative nor personal responsibility. 

74. Followers can influence their leaders by ... 

a. being a resource for the leader. 

b. building a relationship. 

c. helping the leader be a good leader. 

d. All of the above. 

75. A follower can be a resource for the leader by ... 

a. informing the leader about his or her own ideas, beliefs, needs and constraints. 

b. giving up idealised leader images. 

c. thanking the leader. 

d. building a relationship. 
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76. Leadership coaching is a method of ... 

a. directing a follower with the aim of improving specific skills. 

b. facilitating a follower with the aim of improving specific skills. 

c. enhancing personal productivity. 

d. All of the above. 

77. In the coaching process, observations are ... 

a. specific training sessions. 

b. discussions and agreement. 

c. visible occurrences in which the leader identifies a performance gap. 

d. specific goals, action steps, measures of success and a timeline. 

78. Viewing the leader realistically includes ... 

a. asking questions about the leader’s experiences. 

b. using mindful initiatives. 

c. giving up idealised images. 

d. asking the leader for company stories. 

79. A leader can be a better leader when ... 

a. taking full credit for accomplishments. 

b. followers say what they need in order to be good followers. 

c. followers compliment the leader and thank him/her for his/her behaviour. 

d. followers say what they need in order to be good followers and followers 
compliment the leader and thank him/her for his/her behaviour. 

80. Bosses want followers ... 

a. to understand their customers. 

b. to know what is happening in the organisation’s industry. 

c. to know how changes in technology might affect the organisation. 

d. All of the above. 
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81. Effective interdependence includes ... 

a. authority. 

b. knowledge. 

c. empathetic listening. 

d. power. 

82. Synergy is the combined action that occurs when people ... 

a. renew the physical, mental, spiritual and social aspects of their lives. 

b. work together to create new alternatives and solutions. 

c. blame others. 

d. focus on preserving and enhancing relationships. 

83. To be a truly effective the follower – or leader – requires ... 

a. interdependence. 

b. dependence. 

c. passive thinking. 

d. conformity. 

84. A follower can provide strength to the leader ... 

a. by supporting the leader. 

b. by contributing to  the  organisation  in areas  that complement the leader’s 
position. 

c. by supporting the leader as well as by contributing to the organisation in areas that 
complement the leader’s position. 

d. by submissively following orders. 

85. The passive follower exhibits ... 

a. critical, independent thinking. 

b. the courage to initiate change. 

c. neither critical thinking nor active participation. 

d. the same behaviour towards everyone. 
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86. The alienated follower ... 

a. is active in the organisation. 

b. is a passive, yet independent, critical thinker. 

c. does not try to avoid risk or conflict. 

d. does not utilise critical thinking skills. 

87. One corporate governance consultant points out that ineffective followers ... 

a. are as much to blame for ethical lapses as leaders. 

b. are as much to blame for legal lapses as leaders. 

c. are as much to blame for ethical as well as legal lapses as leaders. 

d. are not responsible for ethical problems in an organisation. 

88. Government appointees often demonstrate this followership style because they have their 
own agendas and a short period of time in which to implement them: 

a. pragmatic survivor 

b. conformist 

c. passive follower 

d. alienated follower 

89. Sometimes organisational or personal changes create a situation in which a follower must 
withdraw from a particular leader-follower relationship. This is called the courage to ... 

a. leave. 

b. participate in transformation. 

c. challenge. 

d. assume responsibility. 

90. Clarity of direction means ... 

a. creating an inspiring vision. 

b. clearly communicating where the group or organisation is going. 

c. providing a basis for understanding leader decisions. 

d. All of the above. 
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Sentence completion 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 3, complete the following 40 statements by 
providing the missing word or words in the space provided. Then compare your answers to ours at 
the end of this learning unit. 

1. ... is the set of unseen characteristics and processes that underlie a relatively stable 
pattern of behaviour in response to ideas, objects and people in the environment. 

2. ... defines whether a person places primary responsibility for what happens to him/her 
within him-/herself or on outside forces. 

3. The belief that power and status differences should exist in an organisation is called .... 

4. ... are fundamental beliefs that an individual considers to be important, that are relatively 
stable over time and that have an impact on attitudes and behaviour. 

5. ... are beliefs about the kind of goals or outcomes that are worth trying to pursue. 

6. ... is the collection of attitudes we have about ourselves, and includes self-esteem and 
whether a person generally has a positive or negative feeling about him-/herself. 

7. The assumption that people are basically lazy and unmotivated to work and that they 
have a natural tendency to avoid responsibility is called .... 

8. ... is an approach that considers not only a person’s preference for right-brained versus 
left-brained thinking, but also conceptual versus experiential thinking. 

9. This personality test, the ..., measures how individuals differ in gathering and evaluating 
information for solving problems and making decisions. 

10. ... refers to how a person perceives, processes, interprets and uses information. 

11. Socially aware leaders practise ... which means being able to put yourself in other people’s 
shoes, sense their emotions and understand their perspective. 

12. ... is the process of continuously re-evaluating previously learnt ways of doing things in the 
context of evolving information and shifting circumstances. 

13. ... is the ability to see the synergy of the whole rather than separate elements of a system 
and to learn to reinforce whole system patterns. 
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14. ... is a person’s ability to perceive, identify, understand and successfully manage emotions 
in him-/herself and others. 

15. ... is the discipline of personal growth and learning and mastering yourself; it embodies 
personal visions, faking reality and holding creative tension. 

16. The components of emotional intelligence include ..., self-awareness, self-management 
and social awareness. 

17. ... means that leaders who are able to maintain balance and keep themselves motivated 
are positive role models to help motivate and inspire those around them. 

18. According to the author, ... can prevent people from doing their best, from taking risks and 
challenging and changing the status quo. 

19. ... is motivation based on feelings valued in the job. 

20. ... means questioning assumptions and interpreting data and events according to one’s 
own beliefs, ideas and thinking; not according to pre-established rules, routines or 
categories defined by others. 

21. ... is a belief that leaders are deeply accountable to others as well as to the organisation, 
without trying to control others, define meaning and purpose for others, or take care of 
others. 

22. Distinguishing right from wrong and doing right and seeking the just, honest and good in 
the practice of leadership is called ... 

23. ... is the level of personal moral development in which leaders are guided by an 
internalised set of principles universally recognised as right or wrong. 

24. ... is leadership in which the leader transcends self-interest to serve the needs of others, 
help others grow and provide opportunities for others to gain materially and emotionally. 

25. ... is employee disclosure of illegal, immoral or unethical practices in the organisation. 

26. ... is the ability to step forward through fear. 

27. This leadership mind-set emphasises tight top-down control, standardisation and 
specialisation, and management by impersonal measurement and analysis, and is called 
....  

28. These leaders are responsible for outcomes, but they may act as mentors and coaches. 
They have given up some of their control, but they are still responsible for the morale and 
performance of employees. They are called .... 

29. At  the  pre-conventional  level  of  personal  moral  development,  employees .... 
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30. A(n) ... leader possesses humility, maintains concern for the greater good, fulfils 
commitments, strives for fairness, serves others and shows courage. 

31. ... is failing to consider possibilities beyond what one is told; accepting the leader’s ideas 
without thinking. 

32. In the four followership styles, the ... is a person in the organisation who is a passive, yet 
an independent, critical thinker. 

33. The ... is a critical, independent thinker who actively participates in the organisation. 

34. ... occurs when a leader uses evaluation and communication to help individuals and the 
organisation learn and improve. 

35. One way to influence your leader is to .... 

36. According to the maturity continuum, the move toward ... is the realisation that the best 
things happen by working cooperatively with others. 

37. ... refers to facilitating follower learning by asking questions, allowing the individual to 
learn through trial and error and serving as a resource for the follower’s journey of 
discovery and development. 

38. ... uses evaluation and communication to help individuals and the organisation learn and 
improve. 

39. Being a resource for the leader, building a relationship, helping the leader to be a good 
leader and viewing the leader realistically are .... 

40. ... helps a follower develop by showing or telling the follower what needs to be done and 
how to do it. 

3.13 SUMMARY 

This learning unit introduced you to the personal side of leadership in order to understand the 
way in which leaders seek alignment between their organisation and their followers. It also 
explained the leader as an individual, leadership mind and heart, courage and moral leadership 
and followership. The next learning unit will look at the leader as a relationship builder. 
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We think that you have worked hard and should now take a break! 

Answers to the true/false assessment 

1. True 2. False 
3. False 4. True 
5. True 6. False 
7. True 8. False 
9. True 10. True 
11. True 12. True 
13. True 14. True 
15. True 16. True 
17. True 18. True 
19. False 20. True 
21. False 22. True 
23. True 24. True 
25. True 26. True 
27. False 28. True 
29. False 30. True 
31. False 32. False 
33. True 34. True 
35. False 36. True 
37. False 38. True 
39. True 40. False 
41. True 42. False 
43. True 44. False 
45. True 46. True 
47. True 48. False 
49. False 50. True 
51. True 52. True 
53. False 54. True 
55. False 56. True 
57. True 58. False 
59. True 60. False 
    
Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1. d 2. d 
3. a 4. a 
5. b 6. c 
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7. a 8. c 
9. b 10. b 
11. d 12. d 
13. c 14. a 
15. b 16. c 
17. a 18. c 
19. c 20. d 
21. c 22. c 
23. c 24. b 
25. c 26. d 
27. d 28. a 
29. b 30. d 
31. b 32. d 
33. c 34. c 
35. d 36. d 
37. c 38. d 
39. a 40. b 
41. c 42. b 
43. d 44. a 
45. c 46. a 
47. b 48. d 
49. a 50. d 
51. c 52. a 
53. d 54. d 
55. a 56. d 
57. b 58. b 
59. c 60. d 
61. d 62. c 
63. b 64. d 
65. a 66. d 
67. c 68. a 
69. b 70. c 
71. d 72. a 
73. c 74. d 
75. a 76. d 
77. c 78. c 
79. d 80. d 
81. c 82. b 
83. a 84. c 
85. c 86 b 
87. c 88. a 
89. a 90. d 
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Answers to the sentence-completion assessment 

1. Personality 

2. Locus of control 

3. authoritarianism 

4. Values 

5. End values 

6. Self-concept 

7. theory X 

8. The whole brain concept 

9. Myers-Briggs types indication 

10. Cognitive style 

11. empathy 

12. Mindfulness 

13. Systems-thinking 

14. Emotional intelligence 

15. Personal mastery 

16. Relationship management 

17. Emotional contagion 

18. fear 

19. Love-based motivation 

20. Independent thinking 

21. Stewardship 

22. moral leadership 

23. Principled level/Post-conventional level 

24. Servant leadership 

25. Whistle-blowing 

26. Courage 
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27. authoritarian  management 

28. participative management 

29. follow rules/act in their own interest/obey authority 

30. ethical 

31. Uncritical thinking 

32. alienated follower 

33. effective follower 

34. Feedback 

35. be a resource/build a relationship/help the leaders be a good leader/view the leader 
realistically 

36. interdependence 

37. Supportive coaching 

38. Feedback 

39. strategies for managing up/ways to influence the leader 

40. Directive coaching 

 

 
3.14 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to complete 
this leaning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you developed by 
completing the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMs graduateness skills 
and attributes framework below.) 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book 
improve your competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor or 
industrial psychologist? Name a few competencies that you think should be developed 
further to enhance your graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the 
workplace? 
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4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection (completing 
these self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 

Overarching trans- 
disciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS graduateness 
skills and attributes 

Rate your current 
level of graduate- 
ness in terms of the 
learning outcomes 
and subject matter 
for this learning unit 
on a scale from 1 
(need extensive 
development) to 
10 (highly 
developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness skills 
and attributes you 
would like to develop 
further in terms of 
mastering the 
learning outcomes 
and the subject 
matter for this 
learning unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving & 
decision-making 
skills 

• Enterprising skills 

• Analytical thinking 
skills 

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 
working 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and 
applying 
information skills 

  

Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed  
behaviour 

• Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 
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3.15 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment 
ratings for the learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like to 
develop as a psychology of leadership student. Identify the priority development areas and the 
actions you can take to develop these further. Transfer the identified areas of development to 
your personal action plan. 

Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and 
ability to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision- 
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting 
and applying 
information 
skills 

          

Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 
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TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation answers in 
each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you need to consider 
how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study and discussion forum to help you 
develop your graduateness, as well as your knowledge, skills and confidence as a human 
resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist in the psychology of 
leadership. As you progress through the learning opportunities provided by each learning unit and 
assignment, we encourage you to reflect on your personal development and your continued 
professional development and personal growth. This is a useful skill to develop because as a 
human resources practitioner, aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist, you will need to 
reflect on your practice and continued professional development and employability. 
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LEARNING UNIT 4: THE LEADER AS A RELATIONSHIP BUILDER 

The aim of learning unit 4 is for you to explore the way that leaders build relationships. We want 
you to be able to explain motivation and empowerment, leadership communication, leading 
teams, developing leadership diversity and leadership power and influence. To internalise the 
concepts covered, we then want you to apply what you have learnt to a relevant case study. 
Finally, we want you to reflect on your graduateness by completing a self-evaluation and personal 
development plan. 

 
Learning outcomes 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• explain the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards 

• explain needs-based theories of motivation 

• discuss the reinforcement perspective on motivation 

• discuss the expectancy theory of motivation 

• discuss the equity theory of motivation 

• discuss the concept of empowerment 

• explain how leaders communicate 

• discuss communicating to persuade and influence 

• discuss communication channels 

• discuss communicating in a crisis 

• discuss teams in organisations 

• discuss the development of leadership diversity 

• discuss leadership power and influence 

• complete a true/false, multiple-choice and sentence-completion assessment on the 
introduction to leadership 

• apply your knowledge of management and leadership to a case study 

• understand how this learning unit can enhance your graduateness 
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Key concepts 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Intrinsic motivation 

• Extrinsic motivation 

• Needs 

• Communication 

• Teams 

• Diversity 

• Power 

• Influence 

4.1 LEADERSHIP AND MOTIVATION 

Many leaders have found that creating an environment where people feel valued is key to high 
motivation. To do this leaders have various motivational approaches available to bring out the 
best in followers. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled leadership and motivation, needs-
based theories of motivation and other motivational theories (pp 226–241). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.2 EMPOWERMENT 

Many leaders are shifting from efforts to control behaviour through carrot-and-stick approaches 
to provide people with the power, information and authority that enable them to find greater 
intrinsic satisfaction in their work. This approach, known as empowerment, entails the sharing of 
power. This is achieved through the delegation of power or authority to subordinates in the 
organisation. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled empowering people to meet higher 
needs and giving meaning to work through engagement (pp 241–249). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.3 LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION 

Leaders need good communication skills, particularly during times of weakened trust, uncertainty 
and economic crisis. Motivation, which was discussed previously, depends greatly on a leader’s 
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ability to communicate. In learning unit 1 we said that leadership means influencing people to 
bring about change towards a vision or desired future for the organisation. Leaders communicate 
to share the vision with others, inspire and motivate them to strive towards the vision and build 
the values and trust that enable effective working relationships and goal accomplishments. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled how leaders communicate, leading 
strategic conversations, communicating to persuade and influence, selecting the 
correct communication channel, non-verbal communication and current 
communication challenges (pp 260–282). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.4 LEADING TEAMS 

The sports world is full of stories of underdog teams that have won championships against a group 
of players which was better individually but did not make up a better team (Bolman & Deal 1992). 
For leaders in business and non-profit organisations as well, creating effective teams is a key to 
better performance. Teams are becoming the basic building blocks of organisations. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled the value of teams, the dilemma for 
team members, leading a team to high performance, team processes, what team 
members must contribute, leading a virtual team and handling team conflict (pp 
292–315). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.5 DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP DIVERSITY 

Today’s best leaders realise that diversity sparks innovation, leads to better decision making and 
spurs growth. However, there are still many challenges for creating diverse organisations with 
inclusive cultures. One of the most important roles for leaders in the coming years will be 
developing a solid base of diverse leadership talent. 

Study the sections in the prescribed book titled leading people who aren’t like you, 
diversity today, challenges minorities face, ways women lead, global diversity, 
becoming an inclusive leader and ways to encourage the advancement of women 
and minorities (pp 326–349). 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.6 LEADERSHIP POWER AND INFLUENCE 

Successful leaders take the time to build relationships both inside and outside the organisation 
and to talk informally about important projects and priorities. All leaders use power and influence 
to have an impact on their organisations. 
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Study the sections in the prescribed book titled four kinds of influential leadership, 
using hard versus soft power, increasing power through political activity and don’t 
take power personally (pp 360–381). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

4.7 LEARNING UNIT ASSESSMENT 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 4, indicate whether the following 30 
statements are true or false in the space provided. Then compare your answers to ours at the end 
of this learning unit. 

1. Motivation refers to the forces that arouse enthusiasm and persistence to pursue a certain 
course of action. __________ 

2. When workers are not motivated to achieve organisational goals, the fault is often with the 
leader. __________ 

3. The expectancy theory suggests that motivation depends on individuals' mental 
expectations about their ability to perform tasks and receive rewards. __________ 

4. Incentive programs are unsuccessful because people are not motivated by money and lower 
needs. __________ 

5. Empowerment is power-sharing; the delegation of power or authority to subordinates in 
the organisation. __________ 

6. Five elements must be in place before employees can be empowered to perform their jobs: 
information, knowledge, discretion, meaning and rewards. __________ 

7. Leaders communicate with followers to inspire and motivate them to strive toward a vision. 
__________ 

8. Managers spend 10% of each working day in communication with others. __________ 

9. Written communication has high channel richness because it permits feedback. 
__________ 

10. Non-verbal communication may be defined as a message transmitted through action and 
behaviour. __________ 
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11. Communicating in a crisis is not the leader’s job if there is a public relations department in 
the company. __________ 

12. “Management by wandering around” means that employees speak directly to leaders in 
their offices. __________ 

13. A team is the same as a group. __________ 

14. Small teams have more disagreements, subgroups form and conflicts occur. __________ 

15. During the forming stage of team development, the leader facilitates interaction among 
team members. __________ 

16. Employee morale is higher in cohesive teams. __________ 

17. Team leaders frequently overlook how important it is for people to feel that their 
contribution is valued. __________ 

18. Team effectiveness requires meeting the needs for task accomplishment but not the needs 
for socio-emotional wellbeing. __________ 

19. Many minority leaders struggle daily with the problem of delegating authority and 
responsibility to employees who show them little respect. __________ 

20. It is imperative that leaders in international organisations learn to understand local cultures 
and deal with them effectively. __________ 

21. The unconscious bias theory suggests that white males slight women and minorities 
because people unknowingly revert to stereotypes when making decisions. __________ 

22. In Hofstede’s research, masculinity reflects a preference for achievement, heroism and 
assertiveness while femininity reflects the values of relationships and cooperation. 

__________ 

23. If leaders recognise that they prejudge people and that this tendency needs to be 
addressed, they have taken a step toward leadership. __________ 

24. One of the least important roles for leaders in the coming years will be developing a solid 
base of diverse leadership talent. __________ 

25. Transformational leaders have the ability to lead changes in an organisation’s vision, 
strategy and culture and to promote innovation in products and technologies._________ 

26. Power is the ability of one person or department in an organisation to influence other 
people to bring about desired outcomes. __________ 

27. When unemployment is high, leaders have greater power because people are dependent on 
the organisation for their livelihood. __________ 
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28. Coercive power derives from a leader’s special knowledge or skills regarding tasks 
performed by followers. __________ 

29. A specific area in which the unethical use of power is of increasing concern for 
organisations is sexual harassment. __________ 

30. Leaders do not have difficulty distinguishing ethical from unethical uses of power and 
influence. __________ 

 

 

 

 

Multiple-choice questions 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 4, choose which one of the four/five alternatives 
given for each of the 30 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each 
statement. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this learning unit. 

1. The importance of motivation is that ... 

a. it can lead to high performance within organisations. 

b. it can help satisfy followers’ needs. 

c. high employee motivation can lead to company profits. 

d. All of the above. 

2. Insurance benefits or vacation time would be examples of ... 

a. intrinsic, individual rewards. 

b. extrinsic, individual rewards. 

c. extrinsic, system-wide rewards. 

d. intrinsic, system-wide rewards. 

3. When a union wins good pay, members’ social and esteem needs are met because ... 

a. low-order needs take priority. 

b. social and self-esteem needs take priority. 
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c. once a need is satisfied, it declines in importance and the next need is activated. 

d. low-order needs take priority and once a need is satisfied, it declines in importance 
and the next need is activated. 

4. Immediate praise for an employee who arrives on time increases the likelihood of 
promptness. This is an example of ... 

a. extinction. 

b. punishment. 

c. positive reinforcement. 

d. the expectancy theory. 

5. Employee engagement means that people ... 

a. enjoy their jobs. 

b. feel a sense of belonging to the organisation. 

c. contribute to meeting team and organisational goals. 

d. All of the above. 

6. Employees who are actively disengaged ... 

a. actively undermine their organisation’s success. 

b. meet their higher-level needs. 

c. feel appreciated and recognised. 

d. match their natural capabilities to the work. 

7. A manager’s role is that of “information processor”, whereas a leader’s role is ... 

a. to communicate the big picture – the vision. 

b. to serve as a communication champion. 

c. to communicate written information, facts and data. 

d. to communicate the big picture – the vision as well as to serve as a communication 
champion. 

8. Messages transmitted through action and behaviour are called ... 

a. non-verbal communication. 

b. channel richness. 
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c. discernment. 

d. communication champions. 

9. The growing use of e-mail has ... 

a. increased the potential for communication errors. 

b. deprived people of human moments. 

c. helped leaders get responses faster. 

d. All of the above. 

10. The leader as a communication champion ... 

a. uses rich channels of communication. 

b. uses poor channels of communication. 

c. is at the centre of information networks. 

d. directs and controls an organisation. 

11. Leaders communicate ... 

a. to build the values and trust that enable effective working relationships. 

b. to inspire and motivate others to strive toward the vision. 

c. to share the vision with others. 

d. All of the above. 

12. The guidelines for using e-mail effectively include: 

a. Don’t act like a newspaper reporter. 

b. Say anything negative about a boss, friend, or colleague. 

c. Keep e-mail messages short and to the point. 

d. Use e-mail to start or perpetuate a feud. 

13. To practise the art of persuasion, leaders should ... 

a. stay calm. 

b. build goals on common ground. 

c. use management by walking around. 

d. be visible. 
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14. The role associated with facilitating others’ participation, smoothing conflicts, showing 
concern for team members’ needs and reminding others of standards is the ... 

a. managerial role. 

b. authoritarian leadership role. 

c. task-specialist role. 

d. socio-emotional role. 

15. The ... reflects a high degree of both assertiveness and cooperativeness. 

a. collaborating style 

b. avoiding style 

c. accommodating style 

d. competing style 

16. Leaders apply technology ... 

a. for online social networking. 

b. to build relationships. 

c. to encourage non-task-related communication. 

d. All of the above. 

17. Diversity helps organisations to ... 

a. build better relationships with diverse customers. 

b. add value. 

c. have a greater competitive advantage. 

d. All of the above. 

18. Interactive leaders tend to be ... 

a. competitive. 

b. individualistic. 

c. consensus builders. 

d. reluctant to share power. 
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19. Ethnocentrism is the belief that ... 

a. one’s culture and subculture are inherently superior to other cultures. 

b. all cultures have value. 

c. everyone in the organisation has the same values, beliefs and motivations. 

d. everyone in the organisation has the same attitudes about work and life. 

20. Leaders must develop the following personal characteristics in a multicultural 
organisation: 

a. an openness to change themselves. 

b. the mentoring and empowerment of diverse employees. 

c. a personal, long-range vision that supports diversity. 

d. All of the above. 

21. The inclusive model of diversity includes all of the ways in which people differ, such as ... 

a. pay level. 

b. work style. 

c. military experience. 

d. All of the above. 

22. An increasing number of successful women are negotiating with companies ... 

a. to achieve work-life balance. 

b. to achieve greater flexibility. 

c. to achieve work-life balance as well as greater flexibility. 

d. to follow the opt-out trend. 

23. A factor contributing to increased acceptance of diversity is ... 

a. discrimination. 

b. the glass ceiling. 

c. uncertainty avoidance. 

d. globalisation. 
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24. In the Hofstede studies, ... reflects the values of relationships, cooperation, group decision 
making and quality of life. 

a. collectivism 

b. femininity 

c. masculinity 

d. uncertainty avoidance 

25. When workers admire a supervisor because of her personal characteristics, the influence is 
based on ... 

a. legitimate power. 

b. reward power. 

c. expert power. 

d. referent power. 

26. Control over information affects leader power because ... 

a. the leader has control over how and to whom information is distributed. 

b. leaders providing materials have more power than those who receive them. 

c. leaders recognise that information is a primary business resource. 

d. the leader has control over how and to whom information is distributed and leaders 
recognise that information is a primary business resource. 

27. Sexual harassment includes ... 

a. access to resources and jobs in exchange for sexual favours. 

b. access to information in exchange for tolerating sexually intimidating comments. 

c. access to resources and jobs in exchange for sexual favours as well as access to 
information in exchange for tolerating sexually intimidating comments. 

d. access to expert and legitimate power. 

28. Transformational leadership ... 

a. inspires followers to go beyond their own self-interests. 

b. paints a picture of a desired future state. 
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c. develops leaders into followers. 

d. All of the above. 

29. Sexual harassment is not just unethical, it ... 

a. is illegal. 

b. is an abuse of power. 

c. is illegal as well as an abuse of power. 

d. is based on valuing others. 

e. uses unconventional means to transcend the existing order. 

30. People who use a wider variety of tactics are typically perceived as ... 

a. having greater influence. 

b. having greater power. 

c. having control over information. 

d. having greater influence as well as having greater power. 

 

 

 

Sentence completion 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 4, complete the following 25 statements by 
providing the missing word or words in the space provided. Then compare your answers to ours at 
the end of this learning unit. 

1. ... refers to the forces either internal or external to a person that arouse enthusiasm and 
persistence to pursue a certain course of action. 

2. ... is Maslow’s theory that proposes that humans are motivated by multiple needs and 
those needs exist in a hierarchical order. 

3. ... refers to McClelland’s theory that proposes that certain types of needs (achievement, 
affiliation, power) are acquired during an individual’s lifetime. 

4. ... states that positively reinforced behaviour tends to be repeated and behaviour that is not 
reinforced tends not to be repeated. 
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5. ... is a theory that suggests that motivation depends on individuals’ mental expectation 
about their ability to perform tasks and receive desired rewards. 

6. ... is a process by which information and understanding are transferred between a sender 
and a receiver. 

7. ... refers to communication that takes place across boundaries and hierarchical levels about 
the group or organisation’s vision, critical strategic themes and values that can help 
achieve desired outcomes. 

8. The skill of grasping and interpreting a message’s genuine meaning is called .... 

9. ... refers to active sharing and listening during which people explore common ground and 
grow to understand each other and share a world view. 

10. ... is the amount of information that can be transmitted during a communication episode. 

11. ... is the extent to which members stick together and remain united in the pursuit of a 
common goal. 

12. ... are made up of a supervisor and subordinates in the formal chain of command. 

13. ... are teams made up of members from different functional departments within an 
organisation. 

14. ... are teams made up of 5 to 20 members who work with minimum supervision and rotate 
jobs to produce a complete product or service. 

15. Using a third party to settle a dispute involves .... 

16. The differences among people in terms of age, ethnicity, gender, race, or other dimensions, 
are called .... 

17. ... refers to the degree to which members of a society feel uncomfortable with uncertainty 
and ambiguity. 

18. The ... is an invisible barrier that separates women and minorities from top leadership 
positions. 

19. ... is derived from the leader who appeals emotionally and symbolically to employees’ 
desire to do a good job and help achieve organisational goals. 

20. A ... is a rigid, exaggerated, irrational and typically negative belief or image associated with 
a particular group of people. 

21. ... have an emotional impact on people because they appeal to both the heart and the 
mind. 
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22. The effect that a person’s actions have on the attitudes, values, beliefs or actions of 
others is called .... 

23. Responses to the use of power include compliance, ... and commitment. 

24. ... involves activities to acquire, develop and use power and other resources to obtain 
desired future outcomes when there is uncertainty or disagreement about changes. 

25. According to the ... leaders perceive the organisation as a system of shared meaning 
and values. 

 

 

 

 

Activity 4 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

4.8 CASE STUDY 

Carefully read through the following case study and answer all the questions that follow. 

THE CASE OF ELECTRO 

(This case is based on actual events, but names, industry and some characteristics have been 
changed to maintain anonymity.) 

In the late 1990s, Electro had a tarnished reputation. Some workers took as long as 30 
minutes to get out of the garage in the morning and for others the first task for the day was 
to stop for coffee at the nearest restaurant. Managers admit that expectations were low 
and that they were partly responsible for the situation, because they operated on the belief 
that the average worker could not handle more than one task at a time. For some 
managers, planning meant thinking sufficiently far ahead to stay one step ahead of the 
crew. Supervision was a polite word for random demonstrations of authority with no 
apparent concern for productivity. 
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One supervisor in particular had a reputation for ordering work to be redone, for the sole 
purpose of having it done exactly the way he wanted it. His electricians quickly learnt that 
taking initiative was the shortest route to frustration. By 1999, productivity in the electricity 
department had reached a critical point. Joe, the general manager, knew that his 
department could do better and set out to prove it. With the next major project, he did the 
estimates himself instead of assigning the work to others. He calculated the figures as 
accurately as he could, but the project engineers refused even to consider his bid. Some 
fairly aggressive negotiating was required to turn the situation around, but eventually 
Electro’s bid was considered. It was the lowest bid and the contract was awarded to Electro. 

Joe decided to find out whether the electricians were ready and willing to meet a new 
standard of productivity. He called them together and spelt out the facts: “Our operating 
budget will support six electricians and one supervisor only. At the moment, we have 15 
electricians and two supervisors. Our productivity and reputation have deteriorated to such 
an extent that our own project engineering department is avoiding us. They are awarding all 
capital projects to external contractors. Unless we clean up our act and start getting more of 
those capital projects, the writing is on the wall. Some jobs will have to be eliminated or our 
work may even be outsourced completely.” 

It was around this time that Sam became supervisor of the department. Sam is a people 
person. He has worked his way up the hierarchy and his managerial style is based on respect 
for his employees. He understands the workers’ need for clear instructions and training, 
particularly when technology or work methods have changed. Nobody knew how to 
proceed or to turn around such a desperate situation. After talking to Lukas, the union 
representative, Joe and Sam decided to invite all the electricians to a strategic planning 
session. They presented the electricians with the following challenge: “Are you willing to 
work together to figure out ways to increase productivity?” 

The meeting was long and there was a predictable level of scepticism. The status quo had 
been in effect for so long that some of the older electricians simply did not believe anything 
would ever change. They did not see any need for change either. They were sure they would 
keep their jobs until they retired. Fortunately, those who really wanted to change things 
managed to convince the others. During the meeting, the discussion turned to specific 
problem areas – what exactly should they do differently? There were many ideas, but 
eventually the group realised that it could not develop guidelines for every variable the 
electricians might encounter. They would simply have to evaluate each situation on an 
individual and regular basis. 

They established a work team to analyse the needs of each project individually. Initially, 
both Joe and Sam were on the work team with Joe as the chairman. “I was reluctant to let 
the process go completely,” he admits. “So I ran the first few meetings. However, it soon 
became obvious that as long as it was my work team, we were not going to get the buy-in 
we needed.” So the bosses stepped out, leaving the work team with only one guideline: 
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“You have an hour to work on any issue. If you cannot settle it within an hour, we will have 
to step in.” In fact, they have never needed to intervene or overrule a decision by the work 
team. 

In 2001, another big capital project was awarded to Electro. There were not enough 
supervisors to cover the work in the usual way, so Sam and Joe toyed with the idea of 
putting a crew into the field without a supervisor. Unfortunately John and Koos, the two 
most senior electricians, although capable, were also the most dissatisfied and least 
productive of the group. 

Rather than fighting to get around the union work-assignment rules, Joe and Sam decided to 
ask two senior employees whether they would be willing to take on a project at the 
Highveld Plant and run it themselves without a supervisor. After having looked over the job, 
the electricians asked Joe for two additional people, a work trailer and permission to report 
directly to the job site and go home directly from the job site. Joe agreed. 

Word passed quickly among the electricians and John and Koos volunteered for the job. 
Shortly after work began, John asked Joe for a refrigerator, microwave and air-conditioner. 
The microwave was delivered within two hours and the other items were on site within 
days. “That is when we realised Joe was really committed to trusting our judgement and 
getting us whatever we needed,” says John. The four electricians adjusted to working 
without a supervisor by dividing the work. John functioned as the project leader, drawing up 
a weekly work plan and schedule, signing timesheets and tracking the work progress. 

This new state of affairs prompted a change in the working relationship between 
departments. The electricians could no longer do the work according to engineering 
specifications. John made the necessary adjustments and went ahead with the work. When 
he informed the engineers of the changes, they said, “You cannot do that.” John’s response 
was: “We already have.” 

An engineer arrived on the job site within an hour. After a close inspection, he agreed that 
the job could not be done according to specifications and that John’s adjustments were 
better. Process improvements such as these enabled the electricians to keep their work on 
schedule and under budget. The engineers realised that many problems could be prevented 
if they included the electricians in solving problems in their area of responsibility. They got 
into the team spirit and started participating in projects. The traditional strict boundaries 
between union classifications began to erode. 

All the electricians now work in self-managing teams, sharing leadership responsibilities on a 
rotating basis. There are no supervisors anymore. The ideas that began with the electricians 
are catching on in the rest of the organisation and workers want to be more involved in 
planning, coordinating and running projects. The other departments are starting their own 
journey toward empowerment and have asked Joe, Sam and John for an open meeting. 
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They want to learn more about the electricians’ new way of working and how they got 
where they are. 

Answer the following questions 

(1) Referring to Daft (2015:295–296), discuss the use of self-directed teams at Electro. 
Support your discussion with suitable examples from the case study.              [10] 

(2) Referring to Daft (2015:241–245), discuss why empowerment worked so well at 
Electro. Support your discussion with suitable examples from the case study.        [10] 

(3) Referring to the equity theory of motivation (Daft 2015:239–240), discuss the impact 
of the electricians’ empowerment on the other departments at Electro. Support your 
discussion with suitable examples from the case study.                [10] 

4.9 SUMMARY 

This learning unit explored the ways in which leaders build relationships. It also explained 
motivation and empowerment, leadership communication, leading teams, developing 
leadership diversity and leadership power and influence. We then gave you the opportunity 
to internalise the concepts covered by applying what you had learnt to a relevant case 
study. The next learning unit will look at contemporary approaches to leadership. 

 

 

 

 

We think that you have worked hard and should now take a break! 

Answers to the true/false assessment 

1. True 2. True 
3. True 4. False 
5. True 6. True 
7. True 8. False 
9. False 10. True 
11. False 12. False 
13. False 14. False 
15. True 16. True 
17. True 18. False 
19. True 20. True 
21. True 22. True 
23. True 24. False 
25. True 26. True 
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27. True 28. False 
29. True 30. False 
    
Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1. d 2. c 
3. d 4. c 
5. d 6. a 
7. d 8. a 
9. d 10. a 
11. d 12. c 
13. b 14. d 
15. a 16. d 
17. d 18. c 
19. a 20. d 
21. b 22. c 
23. d 24. b 
25. d 26. d 
27. c 28. d 
29. c 30. d 
 

Answers to the sentence-completion assessment 

1. Motivation 

2. hierarchy of needs 

3. Acquired needs theory 

4. Law of effect 

5. The expectancy theory 

6. Communication 

7. Strategic conversation 

8. listening 

9. Dialogue 

10. Channel richness 

11. Team cohesiveness 

12. Functional teams 

13. Cross-functional teams 
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14. Self-directed teams 

15. mediation 

16. diversity 

17. Uncertainty avoidance 

18. glass ceiling 

19. Inspirational motivation 

20. stereotype 

21. Charismatic leaders 

22. influence 

23. resistance 

24. Politics 

25. symbolic frame 

 

 

 

 

4.10 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to 
complete this leaning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you 
developed by completing the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMs 
graduateness skills and attributes framework below.) 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book 
improve your competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor 
or industrial psychologist? Name a few competencies that you think should be 
developed further to enhance your graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the 
workplace? 

4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection 
(completing these self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 
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Overarching trans- 
disciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS graduateness 
skills and attributes 

Rate your current 
level of graduate- 
ness in terms of 
the learning 
outcomes and 
subject matter for 
this learning unit 
on a scale from   
1 (need extensive 
development) to 
10 (highly 
developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness 
skills and 
attributes you 
would like to 
develop further 
in terms of 
mastering the 
learning 
outcomes and 
the subject 
matter for this 
learning unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving
 & decision-
making skills 

• Enterprising skills 

• Analytical 
thinking skills 

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 
working 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and 
applying 
information skills 

  

Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed  
behaviour 

• Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 

 

4.11 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment 
ratings for the learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like 
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to develop as a psychology of leadership student. Identify the priority development areas 
and the actions you can take to develop these further. Transfer the identified areas of 
development to your personal action plan. 

Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and 
ability to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision- 
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting 
and applying 
information 
skills 

          

Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 
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TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation 
answers in each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you 
need to consider how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study and 
discussion forum to help you develop your graduateness, as well as your knowledge, skills 
and confidence as a human resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial 
psychologist in the psychology of leadership. As you progress through the learning 
opportunities provided by each learning unit and assignment, we encourage you to reflect on 
your personal development and your continued professional development and personal 
growth. This is a useful skill to develop because as a human resources practitioner, aspiring 
counsellor or industrial psychologist you will need to reflect on your practice and continued 
professional development and employability. 
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LEARNING UNIT 5: CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF 
LEADERSHIP 
The aim of learning unit 5 is for you to explore various contemporary approaches to leadership. We 
want you to be able to explain the constructive-developmental approach to leadership, neuro-
leadership, authentic leadership and servant leadership. To internalise the concepts covered, we 
then want you to apply what you have learnt to a relevant case study. Finally, we want you to reflect 
on your graduateness by completing a self-evaluation reflection and personal development plan. 

Learning outcomes 
 
 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• discuss the constructive-developmental approach to leadership 

• discuss neuro-leadership 

• discuss authentic leadership 

• discuss servant leadership 

• complete a true/false and multiple-choice assessment on contemporary approaches to 
leadership 

• apply your knowledge of contemporary approaches to leadership to a case study 

• understand how this study unit can enhance your graduateness 

Key concepts 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Leadership development 

• Constructive-developmental theory 

• Neuro-leadership 
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• Authentic leadership 

• Servant leadership 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

In learning units 1 to 4 we discussed various traditional and modern approaches to leadership, such 
as the trait and behavioural approaches and transformational and moral leadership. In this learning 
unit we will discuss some of the more contemporary approaches to leadership which have been 
receiving increased attention in the leadership literature. 

5.2 A CONSTRUCTIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP 

 

Study the following section which is based on the article by Eigel and Kuhnert 
(2005).  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.2.1 Introduction 

According to Eigel and Kuhnert (2005), over the past century we have struggled to accurately 
identify and develop future leaders. The authors contend that we actually often know effective 
leadership when we see it and that most of us know from experience the impact of poor leadership 
on our organisations based on our personal experience with those leaders. Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) 
feel that the problem is not so much knowing who our effective leaders are; rather, the problem is 
that we are not good at predicting who will and will not be an effective leader, nor how to help 
someone develop to a phase of greater effectiveness. 

Identifying well-known leaders and describing their success has a long tradition in management 
research practice. The descriptions of successful leaders are in many cases accurate and often a 
source of inspiration to others. However, these descriptions often focus more on the characteristics 
of leaders’ behaviours once they have already become successful, but do not necessarily inform us 
as to how they have become this successful. Notwithstanding the ample research findings that show 
relationships between leadership traits, attitudes and performance, we are left with a formula for 
selecting and developing leaders that is unreliable and frustrating to utilise (Eigel & Kuhnert 2005). 

5.2.2 Constructive developmental theory 

The constructive developmental theory is built on the work of Jean Piaget and his focus on the 
developing child through distinctive stages of growth and transformation of knowledge. However, 
according to Eigel and Kuhnert (2008), Kegan (1980) was the first to coin the term “constructive 
developmental theory” in the field of psychology to refer to a meaning or sense-making process that 
exists across the lifespan. Kegan describes the constructive developmental theory as the process by 
which humans construct a subjective understanding of the world that shapes their experiences, 
instead of directly experiencing an objective world. People progress in patterns from a simplistic to a 
more complex mode of understanding. This process expands in adulthood, where people become 
better able to reflect and understand personal and interpersonal worlds. The identifiable patterns of 
meaning making or ways of knowing that people share are referred to as stages or levels of 
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development. Levels of development follow an invariant sequence that encompasses all previous 
levels. The further one develops, the more complex his or her understanding of an experience 
become. Movement from one developmental level to the next is spurred by limitations in one’s 
current way of constructing or making meaning of the experience; facing complexity requires a more 
complex way to understand oneself and the world. Therefore, developmental levels influence that 
which an individual is aware of, and subsequently affect what they can reflect on and change. 
Growth from one level of meaning to the next reflects vertical development while an increase in 
understanding within a level would suggest lateral development. Both are important in 
understanding how adults develop. 

5.2.3 Leadership development level 

Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) have applied the constructive developmental theory more specifically to 
the study of leadership. The term “leadership development level” (LDL) explains the various stages 
of this model. LDL is the “measurable capacity to understand ourselves, others, and our situations” 
(Eigel & Kuhnert, 2005, p 359). Alternating periods of stability within each leadership level and 
growth toward the next characterise progression through the developmental trajectory. As leaders 
analyse various experiences and recognise new experiences that may contradict their current 
understanding of that type of experience, they can utilise such contradictions to fuel development to 
the next level. Therefore, responses to such contradictions may help individuals find more effective 
ways of understanding experiences through knowing, processing, deciding and relating differently at 
each stage. To comprehend the difference between each LDL, researchers group characteristics of 
developmental progression into three domains: (1) intrapersonal, (2) interpersonal and (3) cognitive. 
Throughout leader development, individuals move from an externally defined to an internally 
defined understanding of themselves in the intrapersonal domain, from self-focus to other-focus in 
the interpersonal domain and from simplicity to complexity in the cognitive domain. 

LDL, in adulthood, comprises four levels. Development is unidirectional and invariant; people move 
from one level to the next without skipping a level, and they cannot regress permanently from a 
higher level to a lower level. Everyone progresses through the same levels. However, rates of 
development and locations on the trajectory where development stalls vary from person to person. 
LDL is the capacity to understand oneself, others and the world. It is not simply what we know 
(lateral), but how we know what we know (vertical), that defines leadership level. To move forward, 
one must use this “lens” to filter one’s experience. How a person knows what he or she knows 
determines at what LDL he or she exists. 

5.2.4 Leadership development level characteristics 

Level 2. Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) begin the discussion of LDLs at LDL 2 rather than at LDL 1, as the 
development level that precedes LDL 2 is not relevant to adulthood, but only to childhood 
development. Thus, leaders at LDL 2 occupy the least sophisticated level of development; they 
understand the world simplistically. At this level, leaders see the world as black and white, win or 
lose. They cannot recognise shades of grey or the subtleties of most situations. Leaders cannot 
consider alternatives, nor can they see others’ perspectives. Individuals at LDL 2 see differing 
opinions as wrong. Leaders do not integrate differing opinions because they have not developed the 
ability to weigh the importance of others’ opinions against their own. Such leadership might prove 
extremely detrimental to an organisation. Without the ability to integrate the input of followers, a 
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leader is sure to fail. LDL 2 leaders operate by an inflexible set of rules they expect others to follow. 
LDL 2 leaders focus exclusively on their own needs, commit to winning at all costs and struggle to 
maintain relationships, due to a lack of trust from their followers. Leaders at this level prove to be 
ineffective, and less than 10 percent of leaders in organisations today operate at this level. 

Level 3. At LDL 3, leaders are capable of recognising others’ viewpoints. They recognise the 
limitations of the LDL 2 rationale, because they now have perspective on lower level sense making, 
and the rationale becomes the object. Leaders on this level are better equipped to see shades of 
grey and understand it is impossible to always win. They internalise, empathise and often adopt 
others’ perspectives. Acknowledging the ideas of others is paramount to increasing success within 
the organisation and makes leaders at this level more effective. This level of development is not 
without its drawbacks, because leaders still depend on input from outside sources to make 
decisions. The opinions of others matter more, and leaders risk making decisions by depending on 
those who may lack the appropriate expertise. Leaders cannot always rely on others’ guidance, but 
must turn within to seek solutions. Leaders remain defined by their relationships, which they must 
maintain to preserve their identity. They receive external information not only from those they are 
in direct contact with, but also from a variety of sources, including but not limited to, periodicals and 
books prescribing leadership rhetoric, community leaders, politicians and others portrayed in the 
media. Leaders at this stage can make decisions, but may not own their decisions like an LDL 4 or LDL 
5 leader. The focus on relationships that defines this level is the lens the leader cannot see; 
therefore it is the subject of LDL 3. 

Level 4. At level 4, understanding comes from within. LDL 4 leaders distinguish themselves through 
independence and their capacity to severe ties with outside sources to make effective decisions. 
Outside sources merit consideration, but the leader analyses such information objectively and sees it 
as only one factor in the decision-making process. Everything subject in lower LDLs has become 
object. Therefore, an LDL 4 leader can see the lens through which he or she looked while at LDL 3. 
Leaders can now use the understanding of traditional rules, winning and losing, perspectives of 
others and input from outside sources to create a more complex comprehension of the world. 
Previous experiences help leaders create their own point of view, which is instrumental in 
developing a vision for the organisation. Researchers suggest that leaders on this level demonstrate 
a more transformational style of leadership. LDL 4 is where effective leadership truly begins. 

Level 5. The very best leaders occupy LDL 5. Few leaders, however, reach this level. Previous 
research shows that approximately five to eight percent of adults in the general population between 
the ages of 40 and 60 would be considered LDL 5 leaders. A paradigm shift characterises this level; 
leaders demonstrate an entirely new understanding of the world. Leaders stand back, take 
perspective on and objectively evaluate the paradigms that defined them at LDL 4. A paradigm at 
LDL 4 is a leader’s stereotypical way of seeing things. At LDL 5, leaders welcome the influence of 
others’ paradigms. 

The descriptions above suggest that leaders at the highest LDLs are the most effective in complex 
organisational environments. Knowing themselves, their followers and their environment at the 
highest levels should help leaders produce effective solutions. 
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5.2.5 Results of this study 

To examine the relationship between LDL and leadership effectiveness, Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) 
conducted a study in which they utilised 360-degree scores from raters to rate effective leadership 
practices using a constructive-developmental framework. The subjects were individuals enrolled in 
an executive leadership development programme. The study revealed that LDL predicted leadership 
effectiveness. They found significant differences with a large effect between less effective leaders 
(LDL 2 and LDL 3) and more effective leaders (LDL 4 and LDL 5) across eight leadership competencies, 
namely (1) managing performance, (2) leading change, (3) catalysing teams, (4) cultivating and 
retaining talent, (5) inspiring commitment, (6) creating a compelling vision, (7) contextual grounding 
and (8) personal grounding. 

5.2.6 Discussion 

A very promising aspect arising from this study was LDL’s ability to predict leadership competencies. 
The implications for leader development are far-reaching. Perhaps the most effective leaders 
organise their experiences at a level of complexity and depth far greater than that of their 
subordinates. We cannot forget that leaders at the highest levels can still relate to others by 
employing former, lower-level methods of organising their experiences. To develop leaders, we 
should educate them on how to communicate effectively with individuals at their level and at levels 
below them. Thus, it becomes important for leaders to learn to communicate where others are, not 
just where the leaders are, in the developmental continuum. 

Effective leaders must provide the appropriate context for all interested parties, including the 
leader, where all may collectively uphold a vision, mission and purpose. Followers may not 
understand an individual’s approach to leading, as they may have a different construction of what a 
leader should be or do. 

The study by Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) was one of the first to provide a framework for understanding 
leader development from the leader’s perspective, rather than defining leadership by a leader’s 
traits, behaviours, abilities or his or her situation. More importantly, this study demonstrated the 
essential link between developmental levels and leader effectiveness. 

5.3 NEURO-LEADERSHIP 
 

Study the following section which is based on the article by Ringleb and Rock (2009). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.3.1 Introduction 

Although management and leadership research in the past century has significantly enhanced our 
understanding of human workplace behaviour, recent developments in neuroscience with the 
potential to significantly advance that research, remain largely untapped. Standing upon this rapidly 
developing body of neuroscience research, and particularly social cognitive neuroscience research, 
Ringleb and Rock (2009) propose the formalisation of a specific new field dedicated and committed 
to exploring the processes within the brain that underlie or influence human decisions, behaviours 
and interactions in the workplace and beyond. Called neuro-leadership, this interdisciplinary field 
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explores the neural basis of leadership and management practices, effectively bringing about the 
interface between the tools of social cognitive and affective neuroscience, cognitive neuroscience, 
integrative neuroscience, neurobiology and other domains within neuroscience, and questions and 
theories from the leadership and management social sciences. The research objective of this field is 
to improve leadership effectiveness within institutions and organisations by developing a science for 
leadership and leadership development that directly takes into account the physiology of the mind 
and the brain. 

The formalisation of neuro-leadership is driven by the overarching need worldwide for the efficient 
and effective development of leaders and of processes for continuous improvement in leadership 
quality. In the ongoing search for alternative solutions to this leadership crisis, the underlying 
subtleties and complexities of the leadership development process, due to individual differences in 
the efficiency and sensitivity of brain structures, are increasingly becoming understood and 
appreciated. Much of this new comprehension is flowing from a rapid expansion in research on the 
biological underpinnings of social processes driven by the advent of functional neuro-imaging and 
other technologies. In the light of this, there are clearly significant benefits to reframing traditional 
leadership and leadership development theories and concepts through the lens of neuroscience. 

First, neuroscience provides evidence-based, “hard” science to assist leadership theorists in the 
development of those leadership skills traditionally considered “soft” skills or “soft” science. As a 
“soft” science, leadership skills development has typically been ignored as being beyond the reach of 
traditional business education and training, with contemporary managers and leadership educators 
making limited use of the significant and substantial “hard-science” evidence provided by 
neuroscience and psychology on behaviours relevant and applicable to effective organisational and 
leadership practices. Secondly, by identifying the active, biological “ingredients” in leadership 
interventions, the efficacy of those leadership development efforts can be significantly improved. 
Thirdly, neuroscience provides the necessary scientific rigor to promote the discovery of new and 
important insights into the leadership development process going forward. 

5.3.2 History and definition of neuro-leadership 

Neuro-leadership focuses on how individuals in a social environment make decisions and solve 
problems, regulate their emotions, collaborate with and influence others and facilitate change; that 
is, neuro-leadership engages the “people”, as opposed to the functional, side of business. As a field, 
neuro-leadership is emerging in parallel with developments in research technologies which provide 
researchers with the ability to directly observe brain activity. Those technologies are providing 
researchers with both confirmation of and new insights into long-held theories and concepts, which 
to date have largely focused on social psychology theories. The adaptation of this research to other 
social sciences in general, and to leadership and leadership development more specifically, is moving 
much more slowly. 

5.3.3 Developments within the neuroscience domain 

The neuroscience world is vast, with over 30 000 scientists worldwide studying a wide range of 
issues. Based on existing research, the neuroscience fields with the most potential to impact neuro-
leadership include cognitive neuroscience, integrative neuroscience, neurobiology, neurophysiology, 
and particularly social cognitive and affective neuroscience. The strong potential interface between 
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the leadership and neuroscience domains of study has come about as a direct consequence of 
several interrelated developments within the neuroscience domain over the past decade. First, 
neuroscience researchers began to move away from describing which brain functions are impaired 
in brain-damaged patients, and began applying more sophisticated experimental methods to 
normal, healthy individuals. Focusing on processes involved in normal social cognition, the second 
development was the expanded use of the fMRI to explore and study social cognition. Functional 
magnetic resonance imaging or functional MRI (fMRI) is an MRI procedure that measures brain 
activity by detecting associated changes in blood flow. The primary form of fMRI uses the blood-
oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast. This is a type of specialised brain and body scan used to 
map neural activity in the brain or spinal cord of humans or animals by imaging the change in blood 
flow (hemodynamic response) related to energy use by the brain cells. Since the early 1990s, fMRI 
has come to dominate brain mapping research because it does not require people to undergo shots 
or surgery, to ingest substances, or be exposed to radiation. 

Although used by neuroscientists in the 1990s, it was really only from 2000 that the fMRI began to 
play an integral role in social psychological research. Since then, social cognitive neuroscience 
research has grown exponentially, covering such diverse topics as empathy, social rejection, self-
awareness, social factors in economic decision making, theory of mind, social connection and 
emotion regulation – all of which are of significant interest to leadership theorists. 

5.3.4 Developments within the leadership domain 

Although several individual leadership and leadership development practitioners made informal 
links to neuroscience in the 1990s and early 2000s, the first reference in the broader academic 
business literature was in the Harvard Business Review in 2005 (cited in Bennis & O’Toole, 2005). In 
an article focused on the limitations of traditional MBA programmes in developing students for 
leadership roles, leadership experts Bennis and O’Toole specifically pointed to the need for neuro-
leadership, stating: “Oddly, despite business schools’ scientific emphasis, they do little in the areas 
of contemporary science that probably hold the greatest promise for business education: cognitive 
science and neuroscience” (Bennis & O’Toole, p. 103). In 2006, Rock and Schwartz (2006) published 
an article that first began to define the field. Entitled “The neuroscience of leadership,” the article 
became one of the most downloaded articles in strategy and business’ history, clearly articulating 
both frustration with the nature and direction of traditional leadership research, and a decided 
hunger for more effective tools and techniques. Within the academic business community, 
economics and, to a limited extent marketing, began to cite neuroscience research in support of 
their theories and concepts and to utilise neuro-imaging in research. In 2008, neuro-leadership 
conferences were held to wider audiences in Sydney, Australia and in New York. Interest in the field 
is growing rapidly and broadly. An internet search using the word “neuro-leadership” yielded less 
than 10 hits in 2004, more than 8 700 hits in 2009, and by 2016 more than 10 000. 

5.3.5 Organising the field 

A general overview of each domain reveals that neuroscience, and particularly social cognitive 
neuroscience, has many of the same research objectives as leadership and leadership development. 
The fundamental difference lies in the research tools brought to bear on those objectives. 
Understanding the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the primary research tools used in 
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each of the domains can assist in organising the neuro-leadership field and identifying research 
questions of interest going forward. 

Using fMRI, social cognitive neuroscience experiments seek to identify the brain region or regions 
involved in a process of interest – essentially, where the brain “lights up” when engaging in a 
specified social psychological process. There can be no face-to-face interactions with fMRIs – 
research subjects must keep their heads absolutely still during imaging and are not allowed to speak. 
Typical fMRI experiments require the research subject to watch through video goggles and respond 
to tasks by pressing buttons on a small computer keypad. Because the signals detected in the brain 
by the fMRI in the performance of such tasks are “noisy” signals, a number of subjects must usually 
perform the same task several times before good information is extracted. In situations where the 
research objective will depend upon a large number of research subjects each performing a task only 
once, this task repetition may result in loss of meaning. As a consequence, there are some 
leadership and leadership development questions that cannot be addressed easily through the use 
of fMRI research data. 

On the other hand, there are several ways in which fMRI research data can make significant 
contributions to leadership and leadership development research. For example, there are leadership 
situations which practically and experimentally produce similar behavioural results but which 
actually rely on different underlying brain mechanisms. In very meaningful ways, fMRI research 
allows the researcher to clearly distinguish between those two underlying brain mechanisms, 
something very difficult to do using traditional social science behavioural methods which often rely 
on self-reported and reaction time measures to test hypotheses. Similarly, fMRI research will allow 
leadership researchers to identify processes that one would not believe rely on the same brain 
mechanisms, when in fact they do. Finally, in contrast to traditional behavioural research, fMRI 
research may allow the researcher to infer the mental processes in which a subject is engaged just 
from looking at the activity of the subject’s brain as opposed to interrupting the subject and asking 
“how do you feel” to determine his or her mental state. Relative to traditional social science 
experiments, this should prove useful because the subject may not want to report his or her mental 
state, may not accurately remember what state he or she was in before the researcher asked, and, 
perhaps more important to the validity of the underlying experiment, simply reporting his or her 
mental state may change the subject’s current state or affect how the subject performs on the 
remainder of the experiment. 

Against the background of this general understanding of research methodologies, after first 
reviewing separately, and then comparing leadership and neuroscience research topics of interest, 
four general issue categories of mutual research interest emerge: 

• decision making and problem solving 

• emotional regulation 

• collaborating with and influencing others 

• facilitating change 
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5.3.5.1 Decision making and problem solving 

In traditional leadership and management research, decision making and problem solving have 
focused on the nature of decision making, the types of decisions to be made, decision-making 
conditions, and a leader’s decision-making style focusing on subordinate participation in the 
decision-making process. Research first focused on probabilistic or prescriptive models equating 
good decision making with probabilistic reasoning, with decision making a matter of carrying out 
rational calculations, logical operations and statistical computations that view the human brain as a 
complex machine. More recently, the focus has shifted to behavioural models, arguing that a 
person’s computational ability was limited. Research began to explore the heuristics and biases 
decision makers commonly employ in making decisions, many of which were understood to operate 
below the level of conscious awareness. Further enquiries within the bounds of the behavioural 
models have looked to the roles intuition, commitment and risk propensity play in a leader’s 
decision-making process. 

How can neuroscience add to the body of traditional leadership research on problem solving and 
decision making? There is a tendency in the leadership and management literature (and in the real 
world) to view decision making and problem solving as identical activities, with the terms often used 
interchangeably. If we view decision making as a managerial response to the question “what are my 
choices?” and problem-solving as a managerial response to the question “what has gone wrong?”, 
can neuroscience tell us whether the brain uses the same algorithm in bringing about a solution? 
Can knowing this answer assist leaders in getting the most from organisational members’ mental 
resources? 

As evidenced by the volume of leadership and management literature and research spent on 
defining it, innovation is another important leadership and management thinking process. As in 
decision making and problem solving, the creative process is largely an implicit process. To the 
extent performance gains can be had by making these processes explicit, how can cognitive 
neuroscience assist us in the explication process? 

To the extent the explication process proves difficult, can neuroscience assist leadership theorists in 
developing ways to maximise unconscious processes to better facilitate breakthrough thinking? In 
the same regard, can neuroscience assist leadership theorists in better understanding the role of 
dopamine (interest) and norepinepherine (alertness) in mental performance, and their management 
through novelty, reward, visualisation and other tools? 

5.3.5.2 Emotional regulation 

Early research on leaders’ emotions and emotional regulation focused on identifying those personal 
traits and behaviours which, among other things, allowed effective leaders to stay cool and 
confident under pressure. Advancements in the field of psychology led to the use of aptitude and 
personality tests in the 1950s and 1960s, allowing investigators to probe deeper for insights into the 
leader mind. Broadly speaking, this early lineage of research focused on conflict and stress 
management as personal traits that seemed to contribute most to effective leadership. This enquiry 
was extended in the 1980s to teams and teambuilding, again with considerable attention being paid 
to conflict and conflict management at both the organisation and organisational member level. 
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It was generally concluded that organisational members mostly experience conflict in situations or 
circumstances which bring about role conflict or role ambiguity. This interpersonal conflict was seen 
as being dysfunctional by creating anger, distrust, fear, rejection or resentment in and among 
organisational members. In working to develop effective leadership skills, theorists observed conflict 
management styles representing various combinations of assertiveness and cooperativeness a 
leader might use in a conflict situation. More recently, certain kinds of conflict have come to be 
viewed as being beneficial, with the leader’s goal being to find and maintain the optimal amount of 
conflict that best fosters organisational member or group performance, as the case may be. 

With regard to stress and stress management, research initially observed leaders (and also 
followers) subjected to extreme conflicts, ambiguity or the ineffective conflict management styles of 
others in defining work-related stress. Stress was understood to create a nonspecific response in the 
leader, which meant that certain emotional, physical and cognitive responses occurred 
unconsciously. Individual stress management actions included, among other things, disciplining 
oneself not to overreact emotionally, learning how to relax and exercising and modifying one’s 
behaviours and attitudes in confronting stressful situations. Organisational stress management 
actions included setting clear objectives to reduce ambiguity, providing emotional support and 
developing “wellness” programmes. 

More recently, both leadership researchers and psychologists have come to explicitly recognise the 
importance of emotion and emotional stability in effective leadership. This lineage of research 
suggests that emotion, more so than intellectual ability, drives a leader’s thinking in decision making 
and in interpersonal relationships. The leadership literature characterises a leader who is 
emotionally stable as being someone who handles stress well, is able to manage criticism and 
generally does not take mistakes personally. Emotional intelligence has come to refer to a person’s 
abilities to perceive, identify, understand and successfully manage his or her emotions and the 
emotions of others. In this sense, it is generally understood that effective leaders harness and direct 
the power of emotion to build trust and improve follower satisfaction, morale and motivation, and 
thus enhance overall organisational effectiveness. Current research focuses on understanding the 
role of a leader’s emotion and emotion management skills and abilities in managing change. 

How can neuroscience add to the body of traditional leadership research on emotional regulation? 
Social cognitive neuroscientists and psychologists have begun to more clearly articulate the 
damaging consequences of stress and responsive management theories and approaches are 
beginning to emerge. With stress clearly a driver for arousing the limbic system, how can 
neuroscience assist leadership theorists in better understanding the “minimise danger – maximise 
reward response,” and particularly the strength of the “minimise danger” response? Can it assist 
leadership theorists in better understanding optimal levels of stress and productivity in the 
workplace? 

With leadership and management beginning to more fully explore and address the behavioural, 
psychological and medical consequences of workplace stress and its impact on performance, how 
can neuroscience research on the complex dynamics between the prefrontal cortex and the limbic 
system, and on how limbic system arousal impacts thinking and performance, more clearly define 
this important area of leadership and leadership development research? With a growing recognition 
of emotions and emotional stability as core ingredients in the effective leadership process within the 
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leadership literature, how will neuroscience’s understanding of the effects and consequences of 
those experiences that generate strong emotions in organisational members – including experiences 
that create strong, negative autobiographical memories, uncertainty and a lack of autonomy – 
impact on leadership and leadership development research? Leadership researchers have come to 
understand that managing emotions does not mean suppressing or denying them, but rather 
understanding and using that understanding to deal with situations productively. In this sense, how 
can the neuroscience-validated techniques of mindfulness and reappraisal provide leaders with 
greater personal control over negative emotionality and stress, thereby enhancing wellbeing? 

5.3.5.3 Collaborating with and influencing others 

Leadership theorists initially placed the research focus on the leader’s power and influence, defining 
power as “an individual's ability to influence another person to bring about desired outcomes” and 
influence as “the effect a person’s actions have on the attitudes, values, beliefs or actions of others”. 
Much of the early work was small-group, sociological research on roles, norms, cohesiveness and 
group size. Within the context of leading and leadership, theorists then explored influence and 
collaboration by examining teams and teamwork, looking first to the reasons why people join and 
why they behave as they do within groups or teams, and then later to group dynamics and stages of 
group development. Building on research on motivation, research moved toward behavioural 
models to build theories of leadership which focused on differences in the actions or behaviours of 
effective versus ineffective leaders and how those behaviours influence teams or followers. Since 
the 1980s, research moved toward participative management and team building, leading to more 
recent enquiries into the concept of high-performance teams. 

What can neuro-leadership add to the body of traditional leadership research on collaborating with 
and influencing others? The potential contributions in this area are particularly interesting, with 
current neuroscience research covering a broad range of leadership behaviour. The driving force of 
social cognitive neuroscience research is the simple principle that the brain is “deeply social”. From 
this perspective, social cognitive neuroscientists argue persuasively that “belongingness” is 
misplaced in the middle of Maslow’s needs hierarchy and should be more accurately positioned at 
its very foundation. Seemingly consistent with this social cognitive neuroscience belief, both the 
academic and business communities recognise that the need to be a team player is so strong today 
that many organisations actively resist hiring someone who does not want to work with others. 

Brain scans are clearly showing there is relatively little difference between physical pain and social 
pain. If social pain has evolved much like hunger, thirst or any other form of pain – as a signal to 
change behaviour – and, as in the case of hunger or thirst, if unheeded social pain takes a serious toll 
on mind and biology and becomes increasingly difficult to overcome, what can social cognitive 
neuroscience tell us about the key drivers of social pain (and pleasure) in the workplace and 
particularly from the standpoint of workplace status? Can social cognitive neuroscience assist 
leadership and leadership development research by offering a deeper understanding of the 
workplace consequences of various leadership styles, and particularly as differences in those styles 
relate to how the work environment, and thus performance, is impacted on? With neuroscience 
research showing that disruptions in the social environment most affect an individual’s higher-order 
thinking, what does it tell leadership theorists about the impacts of such a workplace environment 
on creativity and innovation? With much of an organisation’s culture and workplace cohesion driven 
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by trust, integrity and shared values, how can neuroscience research on values guide leadership and 
leadership development theorists in building more productive work environments? 

Let us try to illustrate research overlaps more specifically. It is well understood and appreciated that 
providing feedback to subordinates about their performance is one of the most important tasks 
confronting any leader. Giving and receiving feedback is often difficult for both leaders and 
followers, with leaders being concerned that even the slightest criticism will provoke anger or tears 
and subordinates being terrified that they will hear nothing but complaints. The leadership literature 
does recognise that proper training can assist leaders in conducting more effective feedback 
interviews, but can the social cognitive neuroscience concept of social pain resulting from feedback’s 
impact on the status and relatedness of the follower receiving it, give leadership theorists insights 
into different and more effective feedback techniques? If organisations profit when followers at any 
level seek feedback and are able to deal well with criticism, can the neuroscience concepts of 
“labelling” and “reappraisal” further impact on the development of those same feedback techniques 
from the follower’s perspective? If empathy is truly one of the leader’s most powerful tools during 
the feedback process, can the neuroscience concept of mirror neurons assist leaders in 
understanding and accentuating this important leadership attribute both inside and outside the 
feedback process? 

5.3.5.4 Facilitating change 

Research on change initially focused on organisational change, examining the forces of change and 
processes for bringing about change within the organisation. In understanding the success or failure 
of an organisation to change, attention focused on the organisation’s resistance to change and the 
programmes that could be put in place to promote acceptance. More recently, theorists have 
focused on the processes and key characteristics of leaders who accomplish successful change 
projects. In drawing a distinction between leading for change and leading for stability, a 
“transformational leader” has been defined by theorists as a leader with the ability to bring about 
significant change by focusing on such qualities as vision and shared values in order to build 
relationships rather than on the use of rules, directions and incentives. 

Whether from a management or leadership perspective, much of the research on facilitating change 
has focused on motivating organisational member behaviour. That is, much of the research has been 
behaviour-based and has focused on investigating the psychological nature of organisational 
member behaviour, including studies on key personality traits, functional differences, attitudes, 
perceptions and creativity. A clearer understanding of organisational member behaviour was 
thought to provide leaders with the ability to motivate people appropriately in the interest of 
organisational change and performance. This lineage of research focused first on economic gain and 
then on the social needs of the individual. A variety of models was offered by motivational theorists, 
and research identified individual needs such as achievement, affiliation and power as important 
drivers. 

How can neuroscience add to the body of traditional leadership research on facilitating change? 
With estimates that some two-thirds of all organisational change efforts fail or at best deliver 
mediocre results, leadership theorists assert that both organisations and organisational members 
view such initiatives as being more of a threat than an opportunity. In assisting leadership theorists 
in understanding organisational member perceptions and expectations of change initiatives, how 
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can neuroscientific understanding of the brain’s approach-avoidance response – its fundamental 
organising principle to “minimise danger and maximise reward” – provide insight? With leadership 
research showing that communication helps organisational members to cope with change, how can 
social cognitive neuroscience research on uncertainty, autonomy and status improve leadership 
theorists’ understanding of what makes such communications effective in reducing organisational 
member resistance? With most organisational change models or frameworks emphasising the 
importance of establishing and communicating the goals and objectives of the change initiative, how 
can social cognitive neuroscience and its research on the importance of goals on brain function, 
impact on the importance of goals and goal setting in leading change? Or, similarly, by explaining 
functional differences in leader communications that would move organisational member thinking 
away from a resistive problem-solving orientation toward a far more receptive-goal orientation. 

Through their research on resistance to change, leadership theorists understand that getting people 
to change long entrenched habits, such as changing the way they work together in an organisation, 
is not easy. In providing guidance to organisations in overcoming such resistance, theorists have long 
touted the importance of organisational learning through such tools and techniques as coaching, 
mentoring, training, employee development programmes, executive development programmes, 
work assignments and corporate universities as efforts to bring about improved employee 
performance, and therefore to facilitate organisational change. In each case, the underlying research 
suggests that the success of such programmes is some function of the organisational member’s level 
of self-awareness – a personal sense of strengths and weaknesses, and a vision of continuous 
advancement and personal growth. How can neuroscience’s growing understanding of the 
relationship between cognitive control and mindfulness assist theorists in defining more effective 
leadership development change tools and techniques? How can neuroscience’s growing 
understanding of neuro-plasticity in the context of volition, interest and attention provide insights 
and guidance to leadership theorists’ development quest, particularly in the growth areas of 
coaching and mentoring? 

5.3.6 Conclusion 

Although the research linkages between psychology and leadership are long-held and productive, 
the formal research linkages between leadership and neuroscience are much less developed. Still, 
the contributions which social cognitive neuroscience research have made and can still make to 
social psychology differ little from the contributions it can make to furthering and deepening our 
understanding of leadership and leadership development. The potential for substantive advances in 
both domains is significant and important. Neuroscience is very rapidly beginning to show the 
anatomy and physiology of the social science research on leadership. Still, while the interface 
between neuroscience and leadership research seems clear, a quick survey of the leading 
management and a leading leadership textbook shows few, if any, cites to neuroscience literature 
and research. Given the potential benefits to both domains, Ringleb and Rock (2009, p. 10) emulate 
the words of the leading social cognitive neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman: “It may be time for 
leadership theorists to take a neuroscientist to lunch”. 
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5.4 AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP 

Study the following section which is based on various chapters of the book titled 
Authentic leadership theory and practice: Origins, effects and development, edited 
by Gardner, Avolio and Walumbwa (2005). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.4.1 Introduction 

According to Avolio, Gardner and Walumbwa (2005), authentic leadership development is defined as 
a process that draws from both positive psychological capacities and a highly developed 
organisational context to foster greater self-awareness and self-regulated positive behaviours on the 
part of leaders and associates, producing positive self-development in each. Authentic leaders are 
leaders who 

(a) know who they are and what they believe in 

(b) display transparency and consistency between their values, ethical reasoning and actions 

(c) focus on developing positive psychological states such as confidence, optimism, hope and 
resilience within themselves and their associates 

(d) are widely known and respected for their integrity 

The topic of authenticity has been given varied treatment over the years in different disciplines 
ranging from philosophy, sociology, and clinical and social psychology. Authenticity is often 
associated with the maxim “to thy own self be true”. In the modern conception of authenticity, the 
belief that one has a “true self” versus a public or presentational self is a common assumption of the 
dramaturgical approach to studying the self (Avolio et al 2005). 

According to Chan, Hannah and Gardner (2005), when one breaks down the concept of an authentic 
leader into its constituent components, two underlying factors become apparent. First, the 
authenticity of the leader is predicted on the authenticity of the person (as it is traditionally 
defined). That is, the ability to behave authentically as a person is a necessary criterion for any 
leader hoping to be authentic in his/her leadership. Secondly, the leader who is authentic can 
achieve more than any other leader – in other words, authenticity serves as a key leadership 
multiplier. Hence, the extent that the leader is authentic as a person directly affects the efficacy of 
his/her given leadership style on followers, as defined by the authentic leadership theory. Cast in 
this manner, authentic leadership is no longer an impossible ideal, but a practical and achievable 
goal for many leaders. 

5.4.2 What is authenticity? 

Authenticity is not sincerity. Modern conceptions of authenticity are best understood by what it is 
not. Firstly, authenticity should not be confused with sincerity, which is defined as “the absence of 
dissimulation or feigning or pretence” in which there is “congruence between avowal and actual 
feeling”. Insincerity is thus the feeling of a lack of incongruence in one’s relations and interactions 
with others. 
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Authenticity, on the other hand, is a self-referential state of being. It is more than a feeling, and has 
to do primarily with being one’s true self. It is a state of being self-contained and does not require 
the presence of another for its reality to become manifest – unlike sincerity which is only manifest in 
one’s relationships with others, one is authentic because one has achieved authenticity, and this 
state of being is the same whether one is alone or in a crowd. When applied to the leadership 
process, however, to be authentic is to be “true to oneself”. 

Authenticity is not impression management. To be inauthentic is to betray one’s own relationship 
with oneself. Inauthenticity is defined as the determination of men to hide themselves not merely 
from others but from themselves. Behaviourally, this manifests as hiding one’s true thoughts, being 
phony, or saying what one thinks others want to hear, rather than what one really wants to say. 
However, this behavioural manifestation of inauthenticity is not to be confused with impression 
management. The behavioural manifestations, while similar, arise from different causes. 

Authenticity is not self-monitoring. The continuum of inauthenticity to authenticity appears to 
closely mirror that of self-monitoring, with the high self-monitor displaying different behaviours 
according to what is perceived to be appropriate for the situation, while low self-monitors are more 
apt to listen inward for guidance on how to behave in a situation. High self-monitors report having 
multiple selves while low self-monitors may initially appear more genuine and true to themselves. 
Several things differentiate authenticity from self-monitoring. 

Inauthenticity, on the other hand, arises out of a sense of a false self that is “socially implanted” 
against one’s will and is often reported by the person. Hence, high self-monitors will adapt their 
behaviour to the situation, believing strongly that they are presenting their most appropriate self 
during the situation at hand. On the other hand, the inauthentic person is aware that the self 
presented is phony and may judge it to be the product of situational pressures. 

Authenticity develops in parallel to morality. Authenticity and morality are mutually reinforcing in 
that one cannot be authentically immoral or antisocial. The underlying cognitive processes that 
enable authenticity also produce high levels of moral capacity and agency. Such individuals are 
characterised by a highly developed meta-cognitive ability, a heightened sense of self-awareness, a 
strong sense of one’s core values and identity and an efficient self-regulatory system. Authenticity is 
thus not a vacuous construct, and by logical extension, its antecedents produce higher levels of 
ethical, individually considerate leadership that is associate-building in its orientation. 

5.4.3 Impact of leaders who are authentic to the self 

At the interpersonal level, authentic leaders positively impact the proximal outcomes of trust, 
predictability and the overall quality of leader-follower relations. These proximal outcomes in turn 
positively moderate any leader-led interventions so as to multiply the veritable effects of such 
interventions. This is called a leadership multiplying effect. 

At the same time, authentic leaders positively influence a culture of authenticity directly. This 
culture is indirectly reinforced through the beneficial impact of veritable outcomes of leader-led 
interventions as perceived by followers. Ultimately, both the culture and the veritable outcomes 
serve as self-verifying reinforcement for the leader to continue to be authentic, thereby 
perpetuating the virtuous cycle. 
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When followers are able to accurately infer that their leader is authentic, their working relationship 
with the leader becomes more manageable. Because leaders who are true to themselves are 
predictable, followers spend less time and energy trying to anticipate what such leaders’ next moves 
will be. Instead, they quickly build up shared cognitions with the leader regarding his/her behaviour 
and expectations of followers that constitute a psychological contract. When the followers attribute 
authenticity to the leader, the overall level of trust in the leader-follower relationship is likewise 
elevated. Trust involves a “willingness to be vulnerable”. People who achieve authenticity engage in 
routine self-disclosure because they are comfortable revealing self-referential information. 
Moreover, because such leaders display a commitment to core self-values, integrity is inferred. The 
trust literature defines integrity as one’s commitment to a set of principles that is acceptable to the 
beholder. It is “… the degree to which the trustor’s actions reflect values acceptable to the trustee,” 
such as consistency and predictability. Given the consistency and predictability of behaviour 
displayed by authentic leaders, such leaders are likely to be seen as possessing integrity, which is a 
crucial foundation for trust-building. 

Authenticity also reduces the levels of cognitive dissonance and negative affect experienced by the 
leader, and thereby contributes to increases in wellbeing. Followers will detect and respond to these 
largely nonverbal emotion-based cues “given off” by the leader. 

5.4.4 Final word 

Authentic leadership is a lifelong developmental phenomenon that involves acquiring greater self-
awareness along with an unwavering commitment to and regulation of the self. It is manifested 
through the emergence of authenticity during leadership episodes, multiplying leadership effects on 
veritable performance. 

5.5 SERVANT LEADERSHIP 

Study the following section which is based on the article by Savage-Austin and 
Honeycutt (2011). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.5.1 Introduction 

Several existing theories and models sufficiently support the rationale for the way leaders approach 
the task of leading. Comparatively, most leadership theories and leadership models highlight the 
leader’s role in getting followers to serve and support the organisation willingly and participate 
actively in goal attainment activities. Yet none of these models illuminate the need for leaders to 
serve the followers. Nor do these theories and models address how leadership should work 
collectively with followers to achieve desired organisational results. The servant leadership 
philosophy addresses both the leaders’ and the followers’ roles, suggesting that meeting the needs 
of followers and encouraging the input of followers in the decision-making process will allow leaders 
to overcome the challenges faced by modern organisations. As such, the philosophy of servant 
leadership provides a different way of understanding the responsibility of leadership. Being a servant 
leader assumes an attitude of service, acting as a steward over his or her area of responsibility. 

Organisations benefit from understanding how leadership engages followers in day-to-day activities 
because the outcome of this act contributes to the organisation’s ability to be effective. But 
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organisations must be willing to solicit constructive feedback from organisational members to assess 
the effectiveness of leadership practices and the impact of leadership approaches. A way that 
researchers can ascertain the level of servant leadership that is being practised is by polling 
organisational members and gaining feedback. Servant-led organisations are identified through 
internal and external assessments; an organisation’s level of servant leadership practices is based 
upon the leader’s demonstration of servant leadership characteristics. The top three characteristics 
used to measure a leader’s level of servant leadership practice are listening, empathy and healing. 

5.5.2 Why study servant leadership? 

Literature suggests that the servant leader is distinguishable through the care that is taken to ensure 
that other people’s highest priority needs are being served. For example, instead of followers serving 
the needs of the leader, the leader ensures that the needs of the subordinates are met. Through 
training and skill building, empowered followers are developed and encouraged to creatively solve 
problems. The goal of the servant leader is to strengthen others and to encourage a collective 
approach to fulfilling organisational objectives. 

The philosophy of servant leadership is often compared to two other approaches to leadership: the 
transformation approach and the authentic approach. The following characteristics have been noted 
between authentic and transformational leadership models and the servant leadership philosophy: 
integrity, trust, respect and authenticity. Interestingly, the transformational approach emphasises 
the ethical responsibility of the leader and calls attention to the need for leaders to communicate 
vision morally and ethically. The authentic leader is noted as having the ability to provide an 
unbiased comprehension of multiple points of view (or sides) of an issue while behaving in 
accordance with one’s true self (Avolio et al., 2005). Research also indicates that the common theme 
of the servant leader revolves around the wellbeing of others. 

Organisations have experienced significant changes since the new millennium, and it is expected 
that the realm of leadership has also transitioned to meet the changing needs of business. Literature 
supports the idea that leadership styles that once worked may no longer be applicable in this new 
era, as for-profit companies are investing large amounts of money in “pursuit of the recipe for 
leadership success”. The servant leadership philosophy allows for a fresh way of approaching the 
task of leadership, dispelling the traditional top-down approach to leadership that excluded 
followers from the decision-making process. Through stewardship and service, servant leaders are 
able to shift the paradigm of leadership. 

5.5.3 Findings from research into servant leadership 

The findings of a study by Savage-Austin and Honeycutt (2011) led to the following conclusions being 
made regarding servant leadership: 

• The ultimate test of a leader’s effectiveness is based on how a leader is allowed to 
demonstrate his or her traits and character. Servant leaders demonstrate their traits and 
character through interaction with followers and other leaders within the organisation. 
These traits and characteristics include their commitment to the growth of people, 
stewardship and building the community. 
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• Leaders who practise servant leadership skills experience difficulty convincing others of the 
viability and effectiveness of the servant leadership philosophy. The most common barriers 
to servant leadership practices are the organisation’s culture, the fear of change due to the 
lack of presence of other servant leaders within the organisation, and the lack of 
knowledge regarding the philosophy of servant leadership practices. 

• Servant leaders who work in environments that do not support servant leadership 
practices miss the opportunity to fully develop and teach their followers. Findings also 
supported the conclusion that organisational elements (barriers) make it difficult for 
servant leaders to interact with others outside their inner circle, and that they perpetuate 
the development of silos. The impact of silos within an organisation can be devastating. 
Leaders who develop and work within silos become so focused on accomplishing the goals 
of their small piece of the organisation that they lose sight of the bigger picture. These 
leaders begin to hoard information, and cease to seek out opportunities that lead to 
knowledge-sharing and cross-training. Ultimately, followers miss the opportunity to 
expand their current knowledge base and to develop in the areas necessary for other 
positions. 

5.5.4 Summary 

Servant leaders thrive on the opportunity to share ideas because the process of sharing creates 
accountability for the results that are generated from their actions. However, organisational barriers 
minimise collaboration that would otherwise occur between servant leaders and followers, resulting 
in the minimal inclusion of followers in the decision-making process. It is important to note that in 
times such as these (when the economy dictates that leaders make difficult decisions in order to 
keep their organisations afloat), followers expect leaders to act in the best interest of not only the 
company but also in the best interest of the followers. Thus, it is important to include followers in 
the decision-making process. Not doing this, result in the followers’ loss of confidence in leadership, 
and ultimately their loss of faith in the organisation’s ability to withstand the storm created by the 
economy, and the overall impact results in the followers’ desire to leave the organisation due to the 
feeling of instability and insecurity. 

 

5.6 Learning unit assessment 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of study unit 5, indicate whether the following 20 
statements are true or false in the space provided. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of 
this study unit. 

1. The constructive-developmental theory is built on the work of Jean Piaget and his focus on 
the developing adult through distinctive stages of growth and transformation of 
knowledge. __________ 
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2. The leadership development level (LDL) is the measurable capacity to understand ourselves, 
others and our situations. __________ 

3. LDL 1 is the lowest level of sophistication that a leader can perform on.__________ 

4. Leaders at the highest LDLs are the most effective in complex organisational environments. 
__________ 

5. LDLs have the ability to predict leadership competencies. __________ 

6. Neuro-leadership explores the neural basis of leadership and management practices. 
__________ 

7. fMRI is an important tool for measuring brain activity by associated changes in stress levels. 
__________ 

8. The first reference to neuroscience in the broader business literature was in the Harvard 
Business Review in 2005. __________ 

9. Neuroscience has many of the same research objectives as leadership and leadership 
development. __________ 

10. All leadership and leadership development questions can be easily addressed through the 
use of fMRI research data. __________ 

11. Authentic leaders display transparency and consistency between their values, ethical 
reasoning and actions. __________ 

12. You can only be an authentic leader if you are an authentic person. __________ 

13. Authenticity is the same as sincerity. __________ 

14. Authenticity can best be described as a strong feeling. __________ 

15. Authentic leaders are also moral leaders. __________ 

16. A leader’s level of servant leadership is usually measured by assessing listening skills, 
empathy and healing. __________ 

17. The servant leader has only one goal, and that is to strengthen others in organisations. 
__________ 

18. Servant leadership tends to promote working in silos. __________ 

19. Servant leaders like to share ideas. __________ 

20. Not including followers in the decision-making process increases their confidence in 
leadership, as it shows them that the leader has self-confidence. __________ 
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Multiple-choice questions 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of this study unit, choose which one of the four alternatives given for 
each of the 20 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each statement. 
Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this study unit. 

1. According to Eigel and Kuhnert (2005), ... 

a. we know effective leadership when we see it. 

b. we know the impact of poor leadership on our organisations. 

c. we are good at predicting who will and who will not be an effective leader. 

d. Only a and b. 

2. The constructive-developmental theory includes ... 

a. the process by which humans construct a subjective understanding of the world that 
shapes their experiences. 

b. the progress that people make in patterns from simplistic to a more complex mode of 
understanding. 

c. levels of development which are referred to as the identifiable patterns of ways of 
knowing. 

d. All of the above. 

3. The leadership development level is the measureable capacity to understand ... 

a. ourselves and others. 

b. others and our situations. 

c. our situations, others and ourselves. 

d. ourselves and our situations. 

4. Leadership development levels in adulthood comprise ... 

a. four levels. 

b. five levels. 
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c. three levels. 

d. None of the above. 

5. The study by Eigel and Kuhnert (2005) regarding the relationship between LDL and 
leadership effectiveness found that ... 

a. LDL predicts leadership effectiveness. 

b. there were significant differences between less effective leaders (LDLs 1, 2 and 3) and 
more effective leaders (LDLs 4 and 5) on various leadership competencies. 

c. LDL predicts certain leadership competencies. 

d. Only a and c. 

6. Neuro-leadership focuses on how individuals in a social environment ... 

a. make decisions and solve problems. 

b. regulate their emotions and collaborate with and influence others. 

c. facilitate change. 

d. All of the above. 

7. The neuroscience fields with the most potential to impact neuro-leadership include ... 

a. cognitive dissonance. 

b. integrative neuroscience. 

c. neuroscience. 

d. All of the above. 

8. Interest in the neuro-leadership field is growing rapidly, and an internet search using the 
word “neuro-leadership” yielded the following results: 

a. in 2004 – less than 10 hits 

b. in 2009 – more than 8 700 hits 

c. in 2016 – more than 10 000 hits 

d. All of the above. 

9. The fundamental difference between neuroscience and leadership lies in ... 

a. the fact that neuroscience is based on fact while leadership is based on feelings. 

b. the different research tools used. 
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c. the fact that neuroscience makes use of face-to-face interactions while leadership 
makes use of field experiments. 

d. All of the above. 

10. Important research questions to ask regarding neuroscience are: 

a. Can neuroscience assist leadership theorists in developing ways to maximise 
unconscious processes to better facilitate breakthrough thinking? 

b. How can neuroscience add to the body of traditional leadership research on 
emotional regulation? 

c. Can the neuroscience concept of mirror neurons assist leaders in understanding 
empathy? 

d. All of the above. 

11. Authentic leaders ... 

a. know who they are. 

b. know what they believe in. 

c. are not widely known for their integrity. 

d. Only a and b. 

12. Authenticity has been given varied treatment over the years in different disciplines, 
including ... 

a. industrial psychology. 

b. abnormal psychology. 

c. philosophy. 

d. All of the above. 

13. According to Chan, Hannah and Gardner (2005), when one breaks down the concept of the 
authentic leader into its components, the following underlying factors become apparent: 

a. The authenticity of the leader is predicted on the authenticity of the individual. 

b. The leader who is authentic can achieve more than any other leader. 

c. Only a and b. 

d. Only a. 

14. Authenticity ... 

a. is the same as sincerity. 

b. is the same as impression management. 
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c. is the same as self-monitoring. 

d. develops in parallel to morality. 

15. Authentic leadership ... 

a. is a lifelong developmental phenomenon. 

b. involves acquiring greater self-awareness. 

c. is an unwavering commitment to and regulation of the self. 

d. All of the above. 

16. Most leadership theories and leadership models ... 

a. highlight the leader’s role in getting followers to serve and support the organisation 
willingly. 

b. illuminate the need for leaders to serve their followers. 

c. address how leadership should work collectively with followers to achieve desired 
organisation results. 

d. Only a and c. 

17. Literature suggests that the servant leader ... 

a. is distinguishable through the care that is taken to ensure that other people’s highest 
priority needs are being served. 

b. ensures that the needs of the subordinates are met instead of ensuring that followers 
serve the needs of the leader. 

c. strengthens others and encourages a collective approach to fulfilling organisation 
objectives. 

d. All of the above. 

18. The philosophy of servant leadership is often compared to ... 

a. the transactional approach to leadership. 

b. the transformational approach to leadership. 

c. the authentic approach to leadership. 

d. Only b and c. 

19. The servant leadership philosophy ... 

a. allows for a fresh way of approaching the task of leadership. 

b. supports the traditional top-down approach to leadership. 
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c. emphasises stewardship and service to implement transformational leadership. 

d. emphasises that leaders need to guide followers in the right direction. 

20. The most common barriers to servant leadership practices are ... 

a. organisational culture. 

b. the fear of change. 

c. a lack of presence of other servant leaders in the organisation. 

d. All of the above. 

 

 

 

 

Activity 5 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

5.7 CASE STUDY 

Carefully read through the following case study and answer all the questions that follow. 

BRAVE WAR ON PARLIAMENTARY WASTE 
(Article appearing in the Business Times section of the Sunday Times published on 13 Novem-            
ber 2011.) 
 
Chairman of parliament’s standing committee on public accounts 
(scopa), Themba Godi, is the best-placed person in the country to 
tell us why government departments are wasting billions of rands 
of taxpayers’ money. He receives heaps of documentary evidence 
from deep inside these seemingly bottomless black holes, and 
spends hundreds of hours interrogating the culprits, listening to 
their tortured explanations, obfuscations and blame-shifting. 
Then he writes reports and makes recommendations, because 
that is all he can do. And nothing happens. 
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His committee, the most important committee in parliament and arguably in the country because it 
is supposed to hold the powerful to account, is “a toothless watchdog”, he admits. And this former 
underground freedom fighter has had enough of it. This week he called for an amendment to the 
Public Finance Management Act so that those responsible for the corruption and incompetence can 
be put behind bars. At the moment, when Scopa finds evidence of financial mismanagement, it is 
“left at the mercy of government officials as to whether anyone is prosecuted. All we can do is 
recommend that accounting authorities take the necessary action. The law makes it clear that they 
are the people who should act”. 

But they do not. “There does not seem to be an appetite to act against transgressors.” Why riot? 
That’s the question on everybody’s mind. Is it because they themselves are compromised? Or is it 
just an attitude that fails to appreciate that public money is just that, it is public money, not our 
own? Or is it a reflection of a don’t-care attitude towards the public? 

All of the above, thinks Godi. Departments are wasting untold billions because of “criminal 
behaviour and ineptitude”. The incompetence stems from the fact that senior civil servants are 
appointed for political reasons and because of “personal preferences”. Ministers prefer their own 
directors-general (DGs) and DGs prefer their own people. They appoint friends and acquaintances, 
knowing that if there’s a problem they can just appoint consultants to do the job.” The consultants 
“do as they please. In most cases they prefer solutions that will give them more work”. There is 
minimal oversight because they are the only ones who know what’s going on. 

Godi says the government attitude to hiring consultants is “almost bizarre”. “You have a unit that is 
populated with employees, but for almost everything they rely on consultants. So you have people 
who are hired and paid serious money, but use consultants to do the job. It has become an escape 
route for employing incompetent people. You can employ anyone, knowing that a consultant will do 
the job.” Taxpayers, in effect, are paying twice for the same job, he says. “Why not just fire all the 
employees and hire consultants? You can’t have both at the same time.” 

While the law requires accounting authorities to put in place systems and structures to ensure a 
proper management of public funds, “we find in a number of cases the opposite is happening”. 
Another major cause of the inept performance of government departments is what Godi calls “the 
revolving door syndrome”. Officials are appointed to a department and within a year or two they are 
out. “By the time you discover the maladministration or financial damage they caused, they’re 
already serving in another department, almost as if nothing has happened.” The person who takes 
over tells Scopa he has a turnaround strategy and must be given a chance. “In a year and half he, 
too, is out and a new guy comes in with another turnaround strategy,” says Godi. “You can’t have 
people evading accountability by jumping ship.” 

Even assuming the amendment he wants is passed, will anything change? “It boils down to political 
will.” Does he see any sign of this? “We lack the courage and focus of the Chinese communist party 
when it comes to dealing with corruption.” Put them against a wall? He laughs. “Not quite to that 
extent. But the tone is set at the top. That is the long and short of it. It is all about leadership. You 
can have your systems and policies in place but in the absence of leadership ...” 

He says that when senior civil servants appear before his committee “there is no sense of outrage at 
the transgressions”. Ministers show “some sense of commitment”, but betray “a remarkable 
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ignorance of what is happening in their departments. There is an information gap between them and 
their officials.” Godi says South Africa is “a long way off” having a professional civil service appointed 
on merit. In addition to jobs for pals there is a short-term approach that prevents continuity and the 
creation of a sufficient knowledge base. “You don’t have growth or development or consolidation.” 
There is no sense of permanence. “If a person has a four-year contract he only works for two years. 
The next two years he’s looking for another job because he knows, ‘in two years’ time I’m out of 
here’.” The rules regarding disclosure of financial interests are not enforced, and Godi says conflicts 
of interest are “quite shocking”. “It raises the question, do we have civil servants who put their time 
and energy into their jobs, or do we have civil servants who are multitasking?” Another “serious 
concern” is the number of state employees suspended on full pay. “People are able to drag on 
hearings endlessly until the department is forced to reach some settlement. In some cases you 
question the motive of the suspension. It goes back to ‘do we care about public money?’” 

Answer the following questions 

What does Mr Godi mean when he says: “But the tone is set at the top. That is the long and short 
of it. It is all about leadership. You can have your systems and policies in place but in the absence 
of leadership ...”. 

Referring to the case study, discuss his statement by referring to each of the following under a 
separate heading. That is, give examples from the case study which show the application or lack of 
application of the following: 

(1) a constructive-developmental approach to leadership     (8) 

(2) authentic leadership         (7) 

(3) moral leadership (learning unit 3, par 3.10)      (5) 

[20] 

5.8 SUMMARY 

This learning unit explored various contemporary approaches to leadership. We explained the 
constructive-developmental approach to leadership, neuro-leadership, authentic leadership and 
servant leadership. We then gave you the opportunity to internalise the concepts covered by 
applying what you had learnt to a relevant case study. The next learning unit will look at leadership 
and culture. 

 

We think that you have worked hard and should now take a break! 

Answers to the true/false assessment 

1. False  2. True 

3. False  4. True 

5. True  6. True 
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7. False  8. True 

9. True  10. False 

11. True  12. True 

13. False  14. False 

15. True  16. True 

17. False  18. True 

19. True  20. False 

Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1. d 2. d 

3. c 4. a 
5. d 6. d 
7. b 8. d 
9. b 10. d 
11. d 12. c 
13. c 14. d 
15. d 16. a 
17. d 18. d 
19. a 20. d 

 

5.9 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to 
complete this leaning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you 
developed by completing the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMs 
graduateness skills and attributes framework below.) 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book 
improve your competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor 
or industrial psychologist? Name a few competencies that you think should be 
developed further to enhance your graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the 
workplace? 
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4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection 
(completing these self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 

Overarching trans- 
disciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS 
graduateness skills 
and attributes 

Rate your 
current level of 
graduate- ness in 
terms of the 
learning 
outcomes and 
subject matter 
for this study 
unit on a scale 
from 1 (need 
extensive 
development) to 
10 (highly 
developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness 
skills and 
attributes you 
would like to 
develop further in 
terms of 
mastering the 
learning 
outcomes and the 
subject matter for 
this study unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving
 & decision-
making skills 

• Enterprising skills 

• Analytical 
thinking skills 

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 
working 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and 
applying 
information skills 

  

Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed 
behaviour 

• Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 
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5.10 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment 
ratings for the learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like 
to develop as a psychology of leadership student. Identify the priority development areas 
and the actions you can take to develop these further. Transfer the identified areas of 
development to your personal action plan. 

Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and 
ability to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision- 
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting 
and applying 
information 
skills 

          

Continuous  
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 
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TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation 
answers in each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you 
need to consider how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study and 
discussion forum to help you develop your graduateness, as well as your knowledge, skills 
and confidence as a human resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial 
psychologist in the psychology of leadership. As you progress through the learning 
opportunities provided by each learning unit and assignment, we encourage you to reflect on 
your personal development and your continued professional development and personal 
growth. This is a useful skill to develop because as a human resources practitioner, 
aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist you will need to reflect on your practice and 
continued professional development and employability. 
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LEARNING UNIT 6: LEADERSHIP AND CULTURE 

The aim of learning unit 6 is for you to explore leadership and culture. We want you to be able to 
compare leadership practices from around the world, discuss the application of leadership in Africa, 
and discuss leadership in the South African context. Finally, we want you to reflect on your 
graduateness by completing a self-evaluation reflection and personal development plan. 

 

 

 

 

Learning outcomes 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

After having worked through the contents of this learning unit, you should be able to: 

• explain why it is necessary to consider leadership and culture 

• give a critical evaluation of the GLOBE research project 

• discuss the application of leadership in Africa 

• discuss leadership in the South African context 

• complete a true/false and multiple-choice assessment on leadership and culture 

• apply your knowledge of management and leadership to a case study 

• understand how this study unit can enhance your graduateness 

 

 

 

Key concepts 

• Culture 

• Leadership 

• Organisational effectiveness 

• Leadership effectiveness 
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• Leadership behaviour 

• Cultural leadership 

• African leadership 

• Leadership in South Africa 

6.1 BACKGROUND TO LEADERSHIP AND CULTURE 

Most of the research on the leadership theories discussed in previous learning units has been 
conducted in English-speaking countries. However, do we know how culture might influence its 
validity? Do certain types of leadership behaviours work better in some cultures than in others? 
What studies exist which can give us insight into cultural issues that leaders need to consider? To 
find answers to these questions, we will discuss the GLOBE research project and also look at aspects 
of African and South African leadership. 

6.2 THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP AND ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR EFFECTIVENESS (GLOBE) 
RESEARCH PROJECT 

Study the following edited version of the book review by Wolf (2006) on the GLOBE 
study that was conducted on culture, leadership and organisations in the world 
(House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman & Gupta 2004). Dr Thom Wolf is the Director of 
the University Institute in Delhi, India. The University Institute is an Asia-based 
learning group with clients in Asia, Europe and the Middle East. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

CULTURE, LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONS: THE GLOBE STUDY OF 62 SOCIETIES 

As the title of Culture, Leadership and Organizations: The GLOBE Study of 62 Societies (hereafter also 
referred to as CL and O or GLOBE) suggests, culture takes the place of primacy in this academic work 
on leadership. GLOBE is an acronym for the Global Leadership and Organizational Behaviour 
Effectiveness research program. The program consists of three phases, and phases 1 and 2 are 
reported in CL and O. 

CL and O examines culture as it relates to leadership in all the major regions of the world, and the 
data comes from organisational middle managers in three targeted industries: food processing, 
financial services and telecommunication services. These industries were determined to be present 
in all countries of the world but to be systematically different from one another. CL and O is more 
than a summary of data gathered from around the world. 

CL and O is also a statement: a foundational shift in leadership thinking from individual leadership 
the theory (ILT) to the cultural leadership theory (CLT). As such, it is a landmark work. 

Enormity of work 

The GLOBE study describes how each of 62 societies in 10 regions of the world scores on nine major 
dimensions of culture and six major behaviours of global leaders. The book contains 269 tables and 
67 figures to accompany the 760 pages of text. GLOBE is a work spanning over a decade (1993–
2003), testing 27 hypotheses that linked culture to outcomes, is based on 170 interviewers using a 
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questionnaire of 735 items that queried 17 300 middle managers of three target industries, divided 
into 10 regions, and scattered among 62 countries throughout the world. 

Variations on leadership perspectives 

Leaders have existed in all cultures throughout human history. One can glean the practice and 
philosophy of leaders and leadership from many ancient sources. Yet the word leadership is a 
relatively new addition to the English vocabulary, appearing only 200 years ago in writings about 
political influence in the British Parliament. Most definitions of leadership seem to have concepts of 
influence and the setting of goals at their core. In other words, leaders influence others to help 
accomplish group or organisational objectives. Recall, for a moment, some of the concepts that a 
search for cross-cultural effective leadership reveals: 

• Effective leadership styles of participation common in the individualist West are questionable 
in the collectivist east. 

• Asian managers heavily emphasise paternalistic leadership and group maintenance activities. 

• Charismatic leaders are recognisable but may be highly assertive (John F Kennedy, Martin 
Luther King, Jr) or quietly non-assertive (Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela and Mother 
Teresa). 

• A leader who “listens carefully to what you say” is valued in the United States of America (US) 
but not in China; a leader who “praises you to others, but not you directly,” is valued in China 
but not in the US. 

• Participatory leadership is valued in Western leadership zones, but in Arabian countries the 
most prized leadership style is the combination of family and tribal norms and bureaucratic 
organisational structures that foster authoritarian management practices. 

These examples all speak to the issue that CL and O brings front and centre: to what extent is 
leadership culturally contingent? CL and O acknowledges and builds on the literature of the past 25 
years. 

Although there are, in fact, widely accepted cultural leadership essentials that managers have found 
useful for decades, two are especially noteworthy: 

• Acceptable management practices found in one country are hardly guaranteed to work in a 
different country, even in a neighbouring country (as in the near-neighbours of Europe). 

• There is agreement that commonalities (cultural universals) as well as differences (cultural 
specifics) exist across cultures. 

Whereas defining leadership creates an academic buzz, the labour of defining leadership across 
cultures presents a particularly horrific nest of stinging difficulties. Indeed, capturing the essence of 
effective leadership has been an elusive goal throughout history. CL and O, therefore, is invigorating 
on two counts: 
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• The GLOBE study goes a long way toward confirming the contention that universal and 
globally appreciated leader attributes exist. 

• CL and O sets the mark by demonstrating that the importance and value of leadership vary 
across cultures and are, therefore, culturally contingent. 

When GLOBE began in 1993, researchers considered cross-cultural theory inadequate to clarify and 
expand upon the diverse cultural universals and cultural specifics that had been elucidated in cross-
cultural research. To address those theoretical inadequacies, the GLOBE study (1993–2003) tested 
this fundamental assumption: that the basic functions of leadership have universal importance and 
applicability, but also that the specific ways in which leadership functions are enacted, are strongly 
affected by cultural variation. 

From region after region, the data poured in: 

• Americans, for example, tend to be enamoured of the notion of leadership, placing a 
premium on leaders. For most Americans, the term leadership evokes a positive values 
response – leadership is a desirable characteristic and highly praised. 

• Americans, Arabs, Asians, British, Eastern Europeans, Australia, Germans, Latin Americans 
and Russians tend to romanticise the concept of leadership and consider leadership in both 
political and organisational arenas to be important. Leaders in these cultures are 
commemorated with statues, names of major avenues or boulevards, or names of 
buildings. 

• But such commemorations are absent in Australia, Canada, Ireland, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, and the German regions of Switzerland. Some studies show that practically, when 
Europeans say “leader,” the conditioned reflex is “Hitler”. 

• Even the Australians call leadership an unintended and undesirable consequence of 
democracy, a “perverse effect,” as they say. 

• Many people of German-speaking Switzerland, the Netherlands and Scandinavia are 
sceptical about leaders and the concept of leadership for fear leaders will accumulate and 
abuse power. 

• In the Netherlands, consensus and egalitarian values are highly esteemed. 

• Other nations downplay the importance of leadership. Japan’s CEOs of successful 
corporations credit subordinates for organisational accomplishments while de- 
emphasising their own role as contributors to organisational success. 

• Anglo societies are known for their visionary leadership that emphasises team-building and 
allows for individual autonomy. 

• The commonly effective form of leadership in Middle Eastern societies (Jordan and Saudi 
Arabia) is the caliphal model, which is based on authoritarian leadership and disallows 
dissent by team members. 
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The GLOBE leadership survey included the following variables within a cross-cultural leadership 
framework: 

• the origin of leaders 

• modernisation 

• the unique role-demands of leaders 

• antecedents to preferred leader behaviour 

• leader prototypes 

• preferences for leadership styles 

• leadership behaviour patterns 

• the behavioural impact of leadership 

GLOBE basics 

Most of the leadership research during the past half-century has been conducted in the United 
States, Canada and Western Europe. Prevailing North American theories have been individualistic 
and rationalistic. They have stressed individual incentives and follower responsibilities, and they 
have assumed hedonistic motivation, the centrality of work and democratic orientation. Other 
regions interested in research investigate more the collectivist and religious. They have stressed 
group incentives and follower rights, and they have assumed altruistic motivation and the centrality 
of family in a hierarchal setting. If it is true that more than 90 percent of the organisational-
behaviour literature reflects US-based research and theory, then GLOBE will surely stand as a major 
beachhead in the global liberation of leaders and organisations from that hegemony. 

This 1993 to 2003 worldwide survey dips back into anthropologist Robert Redfield’s definition of 
culture: Culture is the “shared understandings made manifest in act and artefact”. From that point 
of departure, the GLOBE research project examines culture as practices and values. Practices are 
acts of “the way things are done in this culture,” and values are the judgements about “the way 
things should be done”, the artefacts of human spiritual, moral and mental construct. Specifically, 
GLOBE is about “culturally endorsed implicit theories of leadership”. 

The “central proposition” of GLOBE’s integrated theory is that the attributes and entities that 
differentiate a specified culture are predictive of organisational practices and leader attributes and 
behaviours that are most frequently enacted and most effective in that culture. The shift in the 
GLOBE study, then, is from individual motivations to cultural forces as the major determinants of 
leaders and of the framing of leadership. 

Implicit leadership theory 

According to the implicit leadership theory, individuals have implicit beliefs, convictions and 
assumptions concerning attributes and behaviours that distinguish leaders in three ways: leaders 
from followers, effective leaders from ineffective leaders and moral leaders from evil leaders. These 
sets of beliefs, convictions and assumptions held by individuals are referred to as individual implicit 
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theories of leadership. Building on these theories, a major part of the GLOBE research program is 
designed to capture the culturally endorsed implicit theories of leadership. 

Value-belief theory 

The same holds true for the theoretical foundations in the value-belief theory. According to value-
belief theories, the values and beliefs held by members of cultures influence not only the degree to 
which behaviours are enacted, but also the degree to which they are viewed as legitimate, 
acceptable and effective. And this reality applies to the behaviour of groups and institutions within 
cultures as well as to individuals. The GLOBE theoretical base is a theory of cultural forces, whereas 
previous cultural work is all value-belief theories that focus on individual motivations as primary. 
Thus, the central proposition of the GLOBE’s culturally endorsed implicit theory of leadership is that 
the attributes and entities that differentiate a specified culture are predictive of organisational 
practices and leader attributes and behaviours that are most frequently enacted and most effective 
in that culture. 

GLOBE uses nine dimensions of cultural variation. Below is a brief description of these nine cultural 
dimensions: 

(1) Future orientation is the degree to which individuals in organisations or societies engage in 
such behaviour as planning, investing in the future and delaying individual or collective 
gratification. 

(2) Gender egalitarianism is the degree to which an organisation or a society minimises gender 
role-differences while promoting gender equality. 

(3) Assertiveness is the degree to which individuals in organisations or societies are assertive, 
confrontational and aggressive in social relationships. 

(4) Humane orientation is the degree to which individuals in organisations or societies encourage 
and reward individuals for being fair, altruistic, friendly, generous, caring and kind to others. 

(5) In-group collectivism is the degree to which individuals express pride, loyalty and cohesiveness 
in their organisations or families. 

(6) Institutional collectivism is the degree to which organisational and societal institutional 
practices encourage and reward collective distribution of resources and collective action. 

(7) Performance orientation is the degree to which an organisation or society encourages and 
rewards group members for performance improvement and excellence. 

(8) Power distance is the degree to which members of an organisation or society expect and 
agree that power should be stratified and concentrated at higher levels of an organisation or 
government. 

(9) Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which members of an organisation or society strive to 
avoid uncertainty by relying on established social norms, rituals and bureaucratic practices. 
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GLOBE explored two forms of a question for each dimension: 

• The first form measured managerial reports of practices (what is) and values (what should be) 
in their organisations. 

• The second form measured practices and values in their societies. 

Leadership 

GLOBE researched a set of leadership profiles developed for specific cultures and clusters of 
cultures. Essentially, it attempted to establish how the six following leadership dimensions vary as a 
function of the nine cultural dimensions among the 10 regional culture clusters. The six global 
leadership dimensions are labelled as: 

(1) Charismatic/value-based (C/V-B). The ability to inspire, motivate and expect high- 
performance outcomes from others on the basis of firmly held core values. 

(2) Team-oriented (TO). TO emphasises effective team building and the implementation of a 
common purpose or goal among team members. 

(3) Participative (P). The degree to which managers involve others in making and implementing 
decisions. 

(4) Humane-oriented (HO). Supportive and considerate, including the qualities of compassion and 
generosity. 

(5) Autonomous (A). This dimension refers to independent and individualist leadership. 

(6) Self-protective (SP). It focuses on ensuring the safety and security of the individual or group 
member – looking out for yourself. 

The GLOBE study hypothesises that culture will have a pervasive influence on values, expectations 
and behaviour and would, therefore, influence the content of the leadership profiles (which the 
research bore out). What might be most remarkable of all the GLOBE findings is that there is a 
universal agreement (not just a cultural consensus) on what constitutes effective leadership. That is 
not to say that there are not cultural or cluster differences, but that around the world peoples of all 
the regions and among all the cultures have identified something supremely human, something 
recognisable, something moral, something admirable about a true leader. 

GLOBE, in identifying culturally endorsed leadership profiles for effective leadership, appears to have 
accumulated from around the world a first-ever profile of a leader on planet earth. Globally, the six 
global leadership dimensions received three reports: 

(1) Charismatic/value-based, team-oriented and participative leadership is generally reported to 
contribute to outstanding leadership. 

(2)  Also reported (neutral in some societies and moderate in other societies) is that humane-
oriented leadership contributes to outstanding leadership. 
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(3) Autonomous and self-protective leadership tend to be negatively reported globally: 
autonomous leadership ranges from impeding to slightly facilitating outstanding leadership, 
and self-protective leadership, around the world, is generally reported to impede outstanding 
leadership. 

The GLOBE study alerts us to the fact that from the hearts and minds of our neighbours around the 
world, we are in rather remarkable agreement on the kind of leader we admire, aspire to be, and 
would prefer for teamwork. The model global leader is a leader who 

• is charismatic/value-based 

• is team-oriented and a participative person 

• mobilises us to principled and collaborative action, and 

• if possible, is also humanely oriented, that is, a person who is supportive and generous, 
perhaps even modest 

The report from the 10 cultural regions can be summarised as follows: 

• The Latin America Cluster leader (of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 
El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico and Venezuela) practices C/V-B and TO leadership and is not 
adverse to some elements of SP. Although independent action is not endorsed, P and HO 
behaviours are seen favourably, but not as highly as in other clusters. 

• Somewhat similarly, a leader from France, Israel, Italy, Portugal, Spain and French-speaking 
Switzerland of the Latin Europe Cluster endorses C/V-B and TO leadership. An action is not 
endorsed and HO behaviours do not play a particularly important role. And, although P 
leadership is viewed favourably, the Latin Europe cluster would not be noted for it. 

• The Anglo Cluster includes Australia, English-speaking Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, white 
sample South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United States. The reported outstanding 
leader includes high C/V-B elements with high levels of P leadership carried out in a HO 
manner. TO is valued, but not ranked among the highest global CLT dimension. SP is viewed 
negatively. 

• The Germanic Europe Cluster (Austria, former GDR-East Germany, former FRG-West Germany, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland) seeks out C/V-B leaders who believe in P leadership but who 
also support independent thinking while rejecting elements of SP. 

• In the Nordic Europe Cluster (Australia, Finland and Sweden) the effective leader is seen as the 
person whose style includes C/V-B and TO leadership. However, in contrast to most other 
cluster profiles around the world, the Nordic cluster is particularly noted for high P leadership 
and low HO and SP attributes. 

• A leader exemplar for the Eastern Europe Cluster (Albania, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, 
Kazakhstan, Poland, Russia and Slovenia) would be one who is somewhat C/V-B, TO and HO, 
but is his or her own person, does not particularly believe in the effectiveness of P leadership, 
and is not reluctant to engage in SP behaviours if necessary. 
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• The Confucian Asia Cluster includes China, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, South Korea and 
Taiwan. An example of effective leadership for this cluster includes C/V-B, and perhaps TO 
leadership. SP actions are viewed less negatively than in other cultures, especially when 
coupled with motivations arising out of group protection and face saving. The Confucian Asia 
cluster is among the highest scores in the world, along with South Asia and Middle Asia, where 
SP and P leadership is not expected. 

• The South Asia Cluster – India, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand form the 
cultures of this cluster. GLOBE identifies an effective leader in South Asia as a person who 
exhibits C/V-B, TO and HO leadership attributes. That same leader is relatively high on SP 
behaviours and is not noted for high levels of P leadership. 

• The sub-Saharan Africa Cluster is composed of Namibia, Nigeria, black sample South Africa, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. The sub-Saharan region has the highest global score for the HO CLT 
leadership dimension. An effective leader exhibits C/V-B, TO, P and HO leadership, and is 
noted for a relatively high endorsement of HO characteristics. A and SP characteristics, in the 
sub-Saharan context, only slightly impede effective leadership. 

• The GLOBE summary of the Middle East Cluster (Morocco, Egypt, Turkey, Kuwait and Qatar) 
immediately catches your attention, for it begins with a contrast: “There are a number of 
striking differences in comparison to other clusters.” For one, the leadership dimensions 
contributing to outstanding leadership in this cluster – C/V-B and TO – have the lowest scores 
and ranks relative to those for all other clusters. Secondly, P is viewed positively, but again 
scores are low if compared to other clusters’ absolute scores and ranks. Also, SP has a special 
place. SP “is viewed as an almost neutral factor, however, it has the second-highest score and 
rank of all clusters” thus, when comparing these relative leadership scores with other clusters’ 
scores, “almost all Middle East scores rank at the low end of the leadership comparisons.” 
Several explanations are tendered, but the GLOBE conclusion is that “it is likely that the 
pervasive influence of the Islamic religion is a key to understanding the Arab world, and 
presumably in the Arab world.” Even with the lower CLT scores, the universal ideas about and 
aspirations for an effective leader come through. Respondents in the Middle East look to a 
person who exhibits C/V-B and TO leadership, as well as P and HO leadership, “but not nearly 
to the extent indicated for other clusters.” 

6.3 AFRICAN LEADERSHIP: A PARADIGM OF VALUES 
 

Study the following edited article by Khoza (2007). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction 

Africa needs to develop leaders who will be known less for what they say and more for what they 
deliver; less by their title and position and more by their expertise and competence; less by what 
they control and more by the mind-sets they develop and shape both by their personal integrity and 
for exceptional organisational abilities. 
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African leadership is dominated by values. Values are internalised forces of predisposition which 
predispose people to behave and act in a certain way. Values are deeper than feelings, deeper than 
opinions and attitudes, albeit in the same vein. I take paradigm, another term that is associated with 
African leadership, to mean a set of assumptions, concepts, values and practices that constitute a 
way of viewing reality for people who share them; a pattern or model for living. A paradigm is 
predicated on a value system or world view, which is, in turn, based on culture. 

The African paradigm is per force Afrocentric. Afrocentricity is about Africans putting Africa at the 
centre of their existence and consciousness. It is about Africans anchoring themselves in their own 
continent; its history, traditions, cultures, mythology, creative motif, ethos and value systems 
exemplifying the African collective will. It is both theory and practice. In its theoretical aspect it 
entails interpretation and analysis from the perspective of African people as subjects rather than as 
objects on the periphery of the European or so-called Western experience. 

In its practical implications, Afrocentricity entails authentic Africa-based behaviour in the 
sociocultural, economic and political arenas. Afrocentricity is neither racist nor anti-anybody. It 
accords to Africans their rightful place in the universe. It takes pride in the African identity without 
denigrating others. It acknowledges diversity as much as it abhors any notions of racial superiority. 
Afrocentricity is not an attempt to impose an African world view upon others nor is it an attempt to 
develop black supremacy. On the contrary, Afrocentricity proposes that people of African descent or 
cultural orientation anchor their view and evaluation of the world within their own historical and 
ontological experiences. It is a bold assertion of the essence of Africa from its own native soil. 

Attendant values 

A constellation of values should and does characterise the African leadership paradigm. These 
include: 

(1) Valuing humanity 

Sound African leadership, drawing from deep-seated cultural archetypes, values humanity, 
essentially unconditionally, except for those who factor themselves out through extreme forms of 
barbaric behaviour. This value is captured through such expressions as: 

• A human being finds genuine human expression in human relationships with other humans (I 
am because you are, you are because we are). 

• A person is a person regardless of structure or stature (all human life is of equal value.) 

This contrasts sharply with the Western world view, predicated on the Darwinian philosophy of 
“survival of the fittest” which asserts that “self-preservation is the first law of life”. But this is a 
fallacious premise. I would say other preservation is equally important, precisely because we cannot 
preserve the self without being concerned about preserving other selves. 

(2) Consultation as a value orientation 

African traditional leadership processes rely heavily on consultation, particularly where vexing 
problems need to be solved. The king-in-council relies on the outcome of intensive debate and 
discussion by his councillors. Typically there is no voting. Issues are deliberated upon until consensus 
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or sufficient consensus emerges. The king then sums up and gives direction, guided by the collective 
wisdom of his councillors. 

(3) Interdependence as a superior value to independence 

Western culture generally extols independence and individual excellence to a degree seen as 
excessive in an African context. The African proclivity by contrast would tend to value 
interdependence over independence. 

(4) Individualism versus collectivism and the African inclination 

The lone ranger syndrome where a single individual rocks up and saves an entire community, 
providing instant leadership, is commonplace in the Western milieu. In the African context, even 
though heroes and heroines are adored, rabid individualism is abhorred. A leader who lives by the 
tenets of consultation and persuasion is preferred. Leadership collectivism that pursues group 
survival and defends group claims is upheld. It is this architecture that holds the leadership centre 
intact, enabling it to manage the reconciling of conflicts that may from time to time arise as a result 
of ethnic, language and religious differences. 

African leadership values: lessons from history 

Ancient and modern history has witnessed the achievements of African leaders in all spheres of life: 
social, economic, cultural, religious, scientific and political. There were leaders in Africa before 
colonialism and there will be leaders long after Western domination has ended. From these we can 
derive useful values. The legacy of African leadership exhorts us to: 

• concur with king Shaka that there can be no change without challenge 

• resonate with king Moshoeshoe of the Basotho who insisted that mastering the context from 
situational analysis is key to leadership success; in war as in triumph 

• accord with Magigwana Khosa of Magudu, Mozambique, that leaders should out-innovate 
their adversaries and contestants in war and peace 

• hearken to the African echo chamber of wisdom as it admonishes us not to worry about high 
position, but to be concerned with playing our roles properly 

• reaffirm Kwame Nkrumah’s exhortation that Africa should be self-reliant, self-assertive and 
autonomous 

• heed Madiba’s dictum that a leader is someone who fearlessly bears the consequences of his 
or her decisions, who does not strive to be popular and who walks the road of commitment 

So, deference to collective wisdom does not crowd out innovation of individual genius. 

In an article titled “Nelson Mandela’s lessons in leadership”, in a recent newspaper, the following 
was said: “Mandela personifies leadership whose defining features are humility, integrity, empathy 
and humanness. He is known to live by the tenets of consultation, persuasion and accommodation, 
and shuns coercion and domination.” This is a constellation of values that characterises African 
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leadership quintessentially. These are the key features of exemplary contemporary African 
leadership: 

• leadership that depolarised a nation racially for centuries 

• transformational leadership that humanised an apartheid-riddled nation and led the 
emergence of a nation deserving of global adulation 

• leadership that gave the global community the concept of sufficient consensus 

• leadership that extracted penitence from Libya sequent to the obdurate belligerence disaster 
following the Lockerbie air disaster 

• leadership that softened the hardened stances of the haves and have-nots and aligned them 
in pursuit of a constructive common national purpose 

A relevant conceptualisation of leadership 

The ability to display effective leadership clearly involves the capacity to think clearly – the choices, 
judgements and decisions that constitute the cognitive expression of leadership practice demand 
this. Without an ability to think clearly it would prove difficult, if not impossible, for the aspiring 
leader to win the confidence of would-be followers. 

Our analysis of African humanism, as most notably captured in the singular and uniquely African 
notion of ubuntu, brought to our attention the essentially communal nature of authentic African 
sensibility. More specifically, it brought to life the idea that, within the social community, relations 
and relationships will be characterised by the interplay of values such as trust, integrity, 
collaboration and respect. 

Each of the foregoing is an ethical construct in the sense that it bears upon the manner in which 
human beings relate to each other. Therefore, our conceptualisation of leadership needs to take into 
account the notion of combining the confidence inspiring capacity for thinking clearly with the 
morally binding reinforcing and community building notion of relating ethically. 

To complete the picture now emerging, we need to add one further component – African humanistic 
sensibility. Especially in its orientation towards values like caring, compassion and mutual assistance, 
it is suggestive of a willingness to act in a manner not born out of obligation and duty, but instead, 
out of a more potent, robust and emotionally resonant motivational structure. African humanistic 
sensibility expresses itself, perhaps most notably, in a disposition of resilient good humour and a 
willingness to act with enthusiasm. First time visitors to South Africa often remark on the fact that 
their expectations were greatly surpassed by their actual experiences. What they often claim to have 
expected was a crime-ridden world of poor and despondent peoples. What they find are a people 
filled with hope, resilience, feeling for their fellow man and enthusiasm. 

The African leadership model is based on African humanistic sensibility. An explanation of the model 
can, therefore, be summarised in the following statements: 

• At the heart of the model is what has been called African humanistic sensibility. 
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• This sensibility is played out through the interplay of three human functions: thinking, relating 
and acting. 

• Having humanistic sensibility graphically positioned within a right pointing triangle suggests 
that the combination of good judgement (think clearly) and moral consciousness (relate 
ethically) should motivate a willingness to translate the thoughts and feelings into purposeful 
and committed action. 

• Last, but not least, the entire triangle and associated tripartite combination of judgement, 
feeling and action, are displayed within a shaded pattern that conforms to no obvious 
geometric shape. 

Conclusion 

African leaders in the 21st century face daunting challenges. Africa needs to develop leaders who 
will be known 

• less for what they say and more for what they deliver 

• less by their title and position and more by their expertise and competence 

• less by what they control and more by the mind-sets they develop and shape both by their 
personal integrity and for exceptional organisational abilities 

6.4 AFRICAN LEADERSHIP: LESSONS FROM THE CHIEFS 
 

Study the following section which is an edited version of a book chapter by Ngambi 
(2004). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction 

If one looks at Africa as it is right now, it paints a very bleak picture, which can be said to be a 
reflection of poor leadership. Africa is characterised by, among other things: 

• poverty, high levels of unemployment and underdevelopment 

• poor health, HIV/AIDS 

• abuse of power 

• lack of accountability 

• inadequate education and high-level illiteracy 

• despondency and apathy 

• a high violent-crime rate 

• natural disasters, such as floods and droughts 
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Studies in South Africa reveal interesting results. There is low creativity and productivity, revealing 
60% limited creativity. There is low morale, with 66% of workers being unhappy. There is a high rate 
of fear and rejection, showing that 69% do not trust others. There is fear of retrenchments, a 
questionable work ethic, insufficient skilled and semi-skilled labour (and yet there is higher demand 
for skilled labour) and dysfunctional/destructive conflict. These factors indicate that there is 
something wrong in Africa today. 

The state in which Africa as a continent finds itself raises questions as to whether it is the leaders or 
the inappropriate leadership approaches that contribute to the devastating economic, political, 
social and technological status quo. Most African businesses experience a dilemma when choosing 
leadership approaches. There are many in the business sector who advocates a Eurocentric style of 
leadership, claiming that it is the standard by which organisations can be successfully managed. 
Others argue that the chosen leadership style should be situational and reflect the norms of the 
majority of the workforce in Africa. The fact is that African traditional leadership has been confined 
to communal areas and practised only in the social lives of black people. It was relegated to a back 
seat by the past apartheid and colonial governments. Its wealth and meaning to business 
application, therefore, need to be explored. It needs to be given a chance. A solution must be found 
and a balance struck by uncovering relevant information about traditional leadership and specifying 
implications for business practice today. 

The main objective of this article is to explore and examine the importance of traditional leadership 
approaches and their relevance to business leadership. 

Literature review on leadership approaches in Africa 

Literature on African traditional leadership is sparse. A number of previous studies that have 
explored leadership in African countries have emphasised leadership in the modern African 
organisation that mostly incorporates Western approaches. It was found in these studies that one of 
the factors that influence leaders and subordinates’ personal attributes is national culture, defined 
as “the collective mental programming of people in an environment”. This mental programming 
consists of a set of values, attitudes, beliefs and norms shared by the majority of the inhabitants of a 
country. National culture is conditioned by the same education and life experiences, or by a shared 
reality. 

There is little to debate about whether or not organisations in Africa should practise and embrace 
“African leadership” that incorporates African cultural values. One only has to think about the 
myriad of factors that scholars have identified that influence the development and application of 
leadership perspectives. These factors are 

• cultures, beliefs, norms and values 

• history, folklore, mythology, creative motifs and ethos 

• social identities and philosophical thought systems 

• expectations, hopes and aspirations 

• interest groups, emotions, social attitudes and workplace behaviours 

• experiences and outcomes 
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These aspects vary from country to country and from continent to continent. It would be absurd to 
assume that what works in one country and continent would work in another. Studies in African 
management do indicate that the underlying principles of management in Africa are quite different 
from those in the West. 

Misconceptions have hindered and delayed the evolvement of a typical African leadership approach 
that draws on its traditions. Studies on chieftaincy in Africa have identified several misconceptions, 
including the following: 

• Before colonisation, Africans had no system of governance. 

• A democratic culture that facilitates democratic practices was absent in the traditional African 
systems of government. 

• Traditional African leaders did not have a developmental orientation. 

• Afro-pessimism exists. 

Traditional leadership in the African context emphasises a culture that builds communities on the 
basis of nurturing and entrenching human values in subjects. It is characterised by empathetic 
listening, sound knowledge of communal values and an emphasis on the need for social theology. 
We do need to start believing that the answers to leading our organisations effectively and 
motivating our employees can be found here and within ourselves as Africans. It is becoming clearer 
that the Western way of managing and doing things is not appropriate in that it entails imitation 
which does not foster learning and development from one’s strengths. It has become imperative for 
Africa’s survival that we examine what used to work successfully and how African-born approaches 
can be applied in leading modern organisations. The past can be the prologue to the future. 

Conclusion 

Based on the cases and literature one can safely come to the conclusion that leadership that is based 
on the African village and chieftaincy as a community, and that centres primarily on the needs of its 
members, is more likely to succeed in the 21st century and beyond than leadership based on the 
Western approach. African leadership which is based on the chieftaincy and village community 
reveals practices that can foster effective leadership in Africa. African leaders: 

• inspire a shared vision 

• create disciples, not followers, through trust, integrity and reliability 

• communicate through stories and dialogue – sharing wisdom 

• build relationships based on the ubuntu philosophy 

• share responsibility and accountability 

• lead by example 

• challenge the process and venture out 
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• foster collaboration and build trust 

• encourage the heart 

Traditional African leaders displayed a high level of emotional literacy. Given the current South 
African political and business context, emotional competencies are vital if organisations are to 
achieve and sustain excellence. People, who are unable to maintain a degree of control over their 
emotional life, fight inner battles that sabotage the ability for focused work and clear thoughts, 
which may in turn contribute to decreased productivity and an overall decline in organisational 
success. Emotionally literate leaders with the ability to think clearly while being in tune with 
themselves and the diverse others would be required to lead their organisations into excellence. 

Since the traditional or rural system still remains a larger and an important mechanism for ordering 
society in the rural areas, it could represent an important building block in democracy and effective 
governance in Africa. Important aspects of the traditional African system can be remodelled to serve 
contemporary purposes by providing appropriate leadership approaches. 

6.5 LEADERSHIP IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 

Study the following section which is an abstract from Robbins, Judge, Odendaal and 
Roodt (2009: 302-307). 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

In paragraph 6.2 above, the Global Leadership and Organisational Behaviour Effectiveness (GLOBE) 
research project was discussed. In the following section, Robbins et al (2009) give a short overview 
on South Africa’s relative position on the 10 societal clusters rankings and their culturally endorsed 
implicit leadership theory (CLT) and leadership dimensions, as identified in the GLOBE project. 

For the GLOBE study the South African white sample is clustered with the USA sample in the Anglo 
cluster, with other countries like Canada, Australia, England, Ireland and New Zealand, while the 
South African black sample is clustered in the sub-Saharan African cluster, with Zimbabwe, Namibia, 
Zambia and Nigeria. Findings of the study indicated that: 

• South African leaders’ culturally endorsed leadership theory shows high levels of humane 
leadership orientation and medium levels on team orientation in both the black and white 
samples. 

• The white sample shows high levels of charismatic and value-based leadership orientation (the 
highest of all the country clusters). 

• The South African black sample shows medium levels of charismatic and value-based 
leadership orientation. 

• Black South African  leaders seem to be less autonomous than white South African  leaders. 

• Black South African leaders show higher levels of self-protective leadership than white South 
African  leaders. 

• White South African leaders show higher levels of participation than their black counterparts. 
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Though we have little research to confirm the conclusions of this study, and of course there will 
always be variation across employees (not every black South African leader is more collective than 
every white South African leader), the GLOBE study suggests that leaders need to take culture into 
account whenever they are managing employees from different cultures. 

Afrocentric versus Eurocentric leadership 

One of the dilemmas South African managers face is the two different leadership approaches in the 
country, namely an Afrocentric and a Eurocentric conception of leadership. 

• On the one hand is the Eurocentric/Western approach, which has proven value in improving 
organisational and work performance worldwide and in South Africa. 

• On the other is the Afrocentric management approach. Supporters of this approach argue 
that, for managers to be relevant in South Africa, they must accept concepts embodied in the 
indigenous African philosophy. The same dilemma applies to foreign companies that want to 
do business in South Africa. 

• However, managers do not, and should not, choose between Eurocentric and Afrocentric 
management approaches in South Africa. Rather, these two sets of values must embrace each 
other. 

This duality is discussed in more detail by looking at research done in this regard. Subsequent to the 
data collection for the GLOBE study, which classified the white South African sample under the Anglo 
cluster and the black South African sample under the sub-Saharan cluster, Booysen used an adapted 
version of the GLOBE questionnaire in combination with interviews and focus groups to measure 
subcultural differences between race and gender in South African managers. The unit of study was 
white and African black management; the levels of management included junior, middle and senior 
management from three of the largest retail banks in South Africa. 

The GLOBE data discussed earlier was collected just after the first democratic elections in April 1994, 
whereas the data for Booysen’s study was collected at the end of 1998 and the beginning of 1999, 
and included women. In summary, in terms of the cultural dimensions, the findings of the GLOBE 
study which is based on aggregated country clusters, showed three significant differences between 
the black and the white samples, while Booysen’s study, which is based on specific scores, showed 
significant differences on seven of the dimensions. 

Performance orientation 

Although both groups scored above average on the performance orientation cultural dimension, 
white managers scored well above average and measured significantly higher than black managers. 
This finding is also in line with the GLOBE results. Some quotations from the Booysen qualitative 
data illustrate this point: 

• Blacks are not as results driven as whites. 

• Whites are performance orientated with the focus on the profit margin. 

• Whites are bottom-line driven – if you do not perform you are out. 

• Blacks focus on people instead of skills. 
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It is interesting to note that the performance orientation in highly individualistic societies, like the 
whites in South Africa, lies on the individual level – individuals strive for their own achievement in 
life. However, in collectivistic societies, like the African blacks in South Africa, performance 
orientation manifests at the group level. 

Future orientation 

White managers measured higher than black managers on future orientation. White managers 
scored well above average, whereas black managers scored below average and ranked it in seventh 
place. This finding confirms the arguments of researchers, who stress the differences between the 
linear, sequential or monochromic perception of time by whites and the cyclical, synchronic or 
polychromic perception of time by blacks in South Africa. 

A linear concept of time that is shared by the whites is more event-related than continuum-related. 
Time is tangible and divisible in this view. Time commitments are taken seriously, and time is seen as 
a narrow line consisting of discrete, consecutive points. The dominant temporal horizon is the future 
where consciousness first projects into. Planning and keeping to plans and schedules once made are 
important. Future planning is important. 

Alternatively, if time is viewed as synchronic, polychromic or cyclical, several things can be done at 
the same time. Time is viewed as a wide ribbon, allowing many things to take place simultaneously; 
time is flexible and intangible. Time commitments are seen as desirable rather than absolute. Plans 
can be easily changed and more value is placed on the satisfactory completion of interaction with 
others than on time commitments. Because of the polychromic or cyclical concept of time, black 
managers would tend to have a preference for past and immediate or present orientation, and 
whites would rather focus on planning or making preparations for events to happen in the future. 

It is also clear that different perceptions of time have implications for organisational practices, for 
instance, the running of meetings with cultural diverse groups. Sequential cultures, like the white 
group in South Africa, are likely to upset synchronic cultures, like the black African group in South 
Africa, when people insist on running meeting agendas like clockwork. 

Synchronic people will frustrate sequential people when they seem unable to stay focused on the 
single specific issue at hand and when relationships are seen as more important than time. 

Gender egalitarianism and assertiveness 

White managers measured higher than black managers on assertiveness and gender egalitarianism. 
Whites scored above average on assertiveness and ranked it in fifth place, whereas blacks scored 
below average and ranked assertiveness in sixth place. Though both groups scored far below 
average on gender egalitarianism and ranked it in last place, there is nevertheless a significant 
difference between the groups, with blacks showing more gender differentiation than whites. The 
following are illustrations from the qualitative data: 

• Whites are autocratic and aggressive. 

• Blacks are not assertive. 

• Blacks do not want female managers. 
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Assertiveness and gender egalitarianism are the subdivisions of the masculinity/femininity cultural 
dimension. At the organisational level, masculinity is manifested by aggressive competition, the 
selection and encouragement of strong-willed and determined management, the pursuit of growth 
in markets and profits, lean organisational functioning, austere surroundings, and sex role 
discrimination with respect to higher level positions. Femininity is manifested in participative 
behaviour, power-sharing, empowerment, consensus and collaboration. Networking, teamwork and 
cooperation are emphasised, and there is an emphasis on feelings, intuition and relationship 
building. 

The combination of a high level of assertiveness and a low level of gender egalitarianism, as in the 
case of whites, indicates a high level of masculinity. Although blacks score below average on 
assertiveness, they score significantly lower than the already low score of whites on gender 
egalitarianism, and therefore are also high on masculinity. 

Humane orientation 

Black managers scored well above average, whereas white managers scored below average on 
humane orientation. There is a significant difference on this scale between blacks and whites, and 
blacks tend to be more humane than whites. This finding is also in line with the GLOBE results. The 
qualitative data from Booysen supports the survey findings as illustrated by the following quotes: 

• Whites are less accommodating than black managers. 

• Whites are more task-focused than people-oriented. 

• Blacks divide/share responsibility in order to protect the nonperformer. 

• Whites focus on short-term financial comfort whereas blacks focus on the community and are 
more people-oriented. 

• Blacks affirm more and build employees’ self-esteem; they focus on people instead of skills. 

Power distance 

Both blacks and whites scored above the scale average on power distance. This finding is also in line 
with the GLOBE results. This is the only dimension on which there is no significant difference 
between the scores of the black and the white groups in the Booysen results. The essence of this 
dimension is the establishment and maintenance of dominance and control of the less powerful by 
the more powerful. 

Collectivism/individualism 

Black managers measured higher than white managers on collectivism. This finding is also in line 
with the GLOBE results. The qualitative data supports the survey research and the following themes 
and patterns emerged from quotes from both groups in regard to this issue: 

• Blacks are collectivistic – go back to the tribe to obtain input – and are thus experienced as 
being indecisive. 

• Whites are individualistic – obtain input from team players and then take decisions. 
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• Blacks emphasise the team above the individual. 

• The black leader takes responsibility for the whole team. 

• Whites are autocratic dictators. 

• Blacks are communal, democratic and inclusive, Afro-centric – more communal way of doing 
things, joint problem-solving. The contact with the employee is through his/her family. Leader 
rather than dictator – usually an elderly, experienced person. 

This research confirms the findings of other South African research that there appears to be both an 
individualistic and a communalistic orientation, depending on whether the group is white or black, 
and that whites give primacy to the individual, whereas blacks see the need for individuals to find 
their place in a societal structure. Africans (blacks) share the principles of collective solidarity and 
not – like whites – the principles of individual self-sufficiency. 

Uncertainty avoidance 

White managers measured significantly higher than black managers on uncertainty avoidance. This 
means that white managers show a higher intolerance for uncertainty than black managers. It is 
important to note that, although whites measured higher on uncertainty avoidance than blacks, 
both groups scored above average on this dimension. Though both groups will display uncertainty 
avoidance behaviour, blacks have a significant higher tolerance for uncertainty than whites, which is 
illustrated by quotes from the qualitative data: 

• Whites are more regimented and nonflexible. 

• Whites are more business-like, formal and restrictive. 

• Blacks are rebellious, they want flexibility and freedom. 

This finding confirms the literature that states that, because of several differences between the 
African and Western worldviews which can be listed according to causation, time, self and 
probability, and the African ontological perspective of not having exclusive control over the future, 
blacks tend to have a greater tolerance for uncertainty than whites. 

South Africa is currently going through a transformational period, one that is busy changing the 
existing inter-group dynamics due to societal power shifts among the different culture groups that 
took place in South Africa since 1994. Apart from the inherent cultural differences, possible other 
circumstantial explanations can be given as to why South African blacks show a lower level of 
uncertainty avoidance behaviour than whites. Some of these explanations are as follows: 

(1) First, the societal changes that started to take place in South Africa since the first democratic 
elections and the new Constitution, which guarantees equal rights to all people, gave an 
enormous amount of power to blacks that they did not previously have. However, even 
though the constitutional rights to all people did not formally take away any power from 
whites, they now do not have exclusive power anymore and may therefore feel that they have 
lost some power and opportunities (even to the extent that they feel powerless), which may 
cause higher levels of uncertainty. 
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(2) Secondly, in the work situation, changes like the Labour Relations and the Equality Acts and 
the implementation of affirmative action and employment equity policies can be construed as 
disempowering to whites and empowering to blacks. This may cause lower levels of 
uncertainty among blacks, and higher levels of uncertainty among whites. 

(3) Thirdly, due to apartheid and the historical dominance of white norms, rules and regulations, 
blacks, being in the subordinate position prior to 1994, learnt to cope better with change, 
uncertainty and ambiguity. Whites, especially white men, who used to be the dominant group, 
are still in the process of dealing with their changed status. 

Cultural profiles of white and black South African managers 

The cultural profile of the white South African management group: 

• This group reflects a high level of performance orientation, above-average levels of 
uncertainty avoidance, future orientation, power distance and assertiveness, below-average 
levels of collectivism and humane orientation, and a low level of gender egalitarianism. 

• This profile is largely congruent with Western or Eurocentric management systems which tend 
to emphasise competition and a work orientation, free enterprise, liberal democracy, 
materialism, individual self-sufficiency, self-fulfilment and -development, exclusivity, planning, 
methodology and structure. 

The cultural constellation of the black South African management group: 

• This group reflects high levels of collectivism and humane orientation, above-average levels of 
performance orientation, uncertainty avoidance and power distance, below-average levels of 
assertiveness and future orientation, and a low level of gender egalitarianism. 

• This profile is to a large extent opposed to the Western or European management systems, 
and comparable to the Afrocentric management system which emphasises collective 
solidarity, inclusivity, collaboration, consensus and group significance, concern for people as 
well as working for the common good, structure through rituals and ceremonies, patriarchy, 
respect and dignity. 

A clear parallel can be drawn between the Eurocentric or individualistic models and transactional 
leadership. African humanism or ubuntu is much more closely aligned with transformational 
leadership. Specifically, transformational leaders work to create a climate and culture where each 
individual and the group can achieve their full potential. In doing so, transformational leaders can 
facilitate the Africanisation of South African organisations. 
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6.6 Learning unit assessment 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

True/false. In order to test your knowledge of learning unit 6, indicate whether the following 20 
statements are true or false in the space provided after each statement given below. Then compare 
your answers to ours at the end of this study unit. 

1. Most research in leadership theories has been conducted in English-speaking countries. 
__________ 

2. In the GLOBE study, culture takes the place of primacy. __________ 

3. The GLOBE study examines culture as it relates to leadership in the Americans and in Africa. 
__________ 

4. Leadership is a fairly new concept in human history. __________ 

5. Effective leadership styles of participation common in the individualist West are 
questionable in the collectivist East. __________ 

6. In Arabian countries the most prized leadership style is the combination of family and tribal 
norms. __________ 

7. Defining leadership across cultures has not presented researchers with any major 
problems.__________ 

8. Americans tend to be enamoured of the notion of leadership, placing a premium on leaders. 
__________ 

9. Charismatic leaders are recognisable cross-culturally, but may be highly assertive or quietly 
non-assertive. __________ 

10. Some nations down play the importance of leadership, such as the Japanese. __________ 

11. Most of the leadership research during the past half-century has been conducted in the 
United States, Canada, Western Europe and Africa. __________ 

12. The GLOBE study found that there is no universal agreement on what constitutes effective 
leadership. __________ 

13. The African paradigm is per force Afrocentric. __________ 
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14. According to Magigwana Khosa of Magudu, Mozambique, leaders should out-innovate 
their adversaries and contestants in war and peace. __________ 

15. According to Nelson Mandela, a leader is someone who strives to be popular and who 
walks the road of commitment. __________ 

16. African leaders build relationships based on the Batho Pele principles. __________ 

17. According to the GLOBE study, black South African leaders show higher levels of self-
protective leadership than white South African  leaders.__________ 

18. In South Africa, white managers measure higher than black managers on future 
orientation. __________ 

19. In South Africa, black managers measure higher than white managers on collectivism. 
__________ 

20. A clear parallel can be drawn between the Eurocentric or individualistic models and 
transformational leadership. __________ 

 

 

 

Multiple-choice questions 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

In order to test your knowledge of this learning unit, choose which one of the four alternatives given 
for each of the 15 multiple-choice statements below is correct by circling your choice for each 
statement. Then compare your answers to ours at the end of this study unit. 

1. The GLOBE study found that … 

a. there are widely accepted cultural leadership essentials that managers have found 
useful for decades. 

b. acceptable management practices found in one country are hardly guaranteed to 
work in a different country, even in a neighbouring country (as in the near- 
neighbours of Europe). 

c. there is agreement that commonalities (cultural universals) as well as differences 
(cultural specifics) exist across cultures. 

d. All of the above. 

2. The GLOBE study … 

a. confirmed the contention that universal and globally appreciated leader attributes 
exist. 
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b. demonstrated that the importance and value of leadership vary across cultures and 
are, therefore, culturally contingent. 

c. found it easy to define leadership. 

d. Only a and b. 

3. The GLOBE study found that … 

a. a leader who “does not listen to what others say” is valued in the US. 

b. a leader who “listens carefully to what you say” is not valued in China. 

c. a leader who “praises you to others, but not you directly,” is valued in China. 

d. Only b and c. 

4. Globally, the six global leadership dimensions received three reports: 

a. Charismatic/value-based, team-oriented and participative leadership are generally 
reported to contribute to outstanding leadership. 

b. Humane-oriented leadership contributes to outstanding leadership. 

c. Autonomous and self-protective behaviour tends to be negatively reported globally. 

d. All of the above. 

5. The GLOBE study found that the model global leader is a leader who is … 

a. charismatic/value-based. 

b. team-oriented and an autocratic person. 

c. task-oriented. 

d. Only a and c. 

6. According to the implicit leadership theory … 

a. individuals have implicit beliefs, convictions and assumptions concerning attributes 
and behaviours. 

b. leaders are distinguished in three ways. 

c. A and b 

d. Only a. 

7. According to value-belief leadership theories … 

a. the values and beliefs held by members of cultures influence the degree to which 
behaviours are enacted. 
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b. the values and beliefs held by members of cultures influence the degree to which 
behaviours are viewed as legitimate, acceptable and effective. 

c. the values and beliefs held by members of cultures influence the degree to which 
behaviours are enacted as well as the degree to which behaviours are viewed as 
legitimate, acceptable and effective. 

d. All of the above. 

8. We study leadership and culture in order to answer the following questions: 

a. How does culture influence the validity of existing leadership theories? 

b. Do certain types of leadership behaviours work better in some cultures than in 
others? 

c. What studies exist which can give us insight into cultural issues that leaders need to 
consider? 

d. All of the above. 

9. According to Khoza (2007), Africa needs to develop leaders who will be known … 

a. less for what they say and more for what they deliver. 

b. less by their title and position and more by their expertise and competence. 

c. less by what they control and more by the mind-sets they develop and shape both by 
their personal integrity and for exceptional organisational abilities. 

d. All of the above. 

10. Afrocentricity … 

a. is about Africans putting Africa at the centre of their existence and consciousness. 

b. is about Africans anchoring themselves in their own continent, its history, traditions, 
cultures, mythology, creative motif, ethos and value systems exemplifying the African 
collective will. 

c. is both theory and practice. In its theoretical aspect it entails interpretation and 
analysis from the perspective of African people as subjects rather than as objects on 
the periphery of the European or so-called Western experience. 

d. All of the above. 

11. A constellation of values characterises the African leadership paradigm. These include … 

a. valuing humanity and consultation. 

b. independence and collectivism. 
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c. Only a. 

d. Only a and b. 

12. According to Ngambi (2004), studies in South Africa reveal the following: 

a. There is low creativity, low productivity and low morale. 

b. People have a right to strike enshrined in the Constitution. 

c. All of the above. 

d. Only a. 

13. Studies on chieftaincy in Africa have identified several misconceptions, including the 
following: 

a. A belief that, before colonisation, Africans had no system of governance. 

b. A democratic culture that facilitates democratic practices was absent in the 
traditional African systems of government. 

c. Traditional African leaders did not have a developmental orientation. 

d. All of the above. 

14. Regarding South Africa, the GLOBE study found that … 

a. the white sample showed high levels of charismatic and value-based leadership 
orientation (the highest of all the country clusters). 

b. the South African black sample showed medium levels of charismatic and value-
based leadership orientation. 

c. black South African leaders seem to be more autonomous than white South African  
leaders. 

d. Only a and b. 

15. One of the dilemmas that South African managers have to face is … 

a. the fact that there are two different leadership approaches in the country to choose 
from, namely an Afrocentric and a Eurocentric conception of leadership. 

b. the fact that the Eurocentric/Western approach to leadership has proven value in 
improving organisational and work performance worldwide and in South Africa. 

c. the fact that for managers to be relevant in South Africa, they must avoid concepts 
embodied in the indigenous African philosophy. 

d. All of the above. 
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6.7 SUMMARY 

This learning unit explored leadership and culture. We compared leadership practices from around 
the world, discussed the application of leadership in Africa and discussed leadership in the South 
African context. Finally, we gave you the opportunity to reflect on your graduateness by completing 
a self-evaluation and personal development plan. 

 

 

 

We think that you have worked hard and should now take a break! 

Answers to the true/false assessment 

1. True 2. True 

3. False 4. False 
5. True 6. False 
7. False 8. True 
9. True 10. True 
11. False 12. False 
13. True 14. True 
15. False 16. False 
17. True 18. True 
19. True 20. False 

Answers to the multiple-choice assessment 

1. d 2. d 

3. d 4. d 
5. a 6. c 
7. d 8. d 
9. d 10. d 
11. c 12. c 
13. d 14. d 
15. a   
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6.8 SELF-EVALUATION REFLECTION ON YOUR GRADUATENESS 

1) Which competencies, areas of knowledge, skills and attributes did you need to complete this 
leaning unit? (Refer also to the graduateness skills and attributes you developed by 
completing the various activities in this learning unit. Use the CEMs graduateness skills and 
attributes framework below.) 

2) Did completing the activities in this learning unit and consulting the prescribed book improve 
your competence as a human resources practitioner and aspiring counsellor or industrial 
psychologist? Name a few competencies that you think should be developed further to 
enhance your graduateness and employability. 

3) Did the activities add value to the application of your knowledge and skills in the workplace? 

4) How do you feel you have personally developed as a result of this reflection (completing these 
self-evaluation questions)? Please elaborate. 

Overarching 
transdisciplinary enabling 
outcomes of university 
education 

CEMS graduateness 
skills and attributes 

Rate your current 
level of graduateness 
in terms of the 
learning outcomes 
and subject matter for 
this study unit on a 
scale from 

1 (need extensive 
development) to 

10 (highly developed) 

Write down the 
graduateness skills 
and attributes you 
would like to develop 
further in terms of 
mastering the learning 
outcomes and the 
subject matter for this 
study unit 

Scholarship Ways of 
thinking 

• Problem-solving 
& decision-making 
skills 

• Enterprising skills 

• Analytical thinking 
skills 

  

Ways of 
and tools 
for 
working 

• Interactive skills 

• Presenting and 
applying 
information skills 
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Global 
citizenship 

 

Living in 
the world 

• Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

• Goal-directed 
behaviour 

• Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

  

Lifelong 
learning 

 

6.9 DEVELOPING MY GRADUATENESS SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

Reflect on your answers to the self-evaluation reflection questions and your self-assessment ratings 
for the learning unit and identify the knowledge/skills/attributes that you would like to develop as a 
Psychology of Leadership student. Identify the priority development areas and the actions you can 
take to develop these further. Transfer the identified areas of development to your personal action 
plan. 

Graduateness 
skills and 
attributes 

Skills/attributes 

Degree of development and ability 
to apply 

Development priority 

Weak Strong Weak Strong 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Problem-
solving & 
decision- 
making skills 

          

Enterprising 
skills 

          

Analytical 
thinking skills 

          

Interactive 
skills 

          

Presenting and 
applying 
information 
skills 
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Continuous 
learning 
orientation 

          

Goal-directed 
behaviour 

          

Ethical and 
responsible 
behaviour 

          

 

 

TIP: Develop a personal development journal to keep record of your self-evaluation answers 
in each of the learning units. In answering these questions for each learning unit you need to 
consider how you have used the feedback, independent learning/study and discussion forum 
to help you develop your graduateness, as well as your knowledge, skills and confidence as a 
human resources practitioner, or an aspiring counsellor or industrial psychologist in the 
psychology of leadership. As you progress through the learning opportunities provided by 
each learning unit and assignment, we encourage you to reflect on your personal development 
and your continued professional development and personal growth. This is a useful skill to 
develop because as a human resources practitioner, aspiring counsellor or industrial 
psychologist you will need to reflect on your practice and continued professional 
development and employability. 
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